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Desktop -Video Techniques: Manipulating & Editing
Batch Files Add Power To Any PC

Manual Switch Write -Protects Floppies
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How To Choose A Microcomputer Chip

Build A Tiny Switching Power Supply

Aldus PageMaker 4.0 For Windows
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PocketPOST
-(01991 DATA DEPOT

800.275.1913
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 Internal voltmeter and LEDs
show status of power supply

 Bus Clocks LED show status
of 9 major bus signals

 2 Digit display pinpoints
system self -test failures

 170 -page manual LOADED
with troubleshooting info

 PC Certify Diagnostics -
optional software finds
failures after boot

 Fast and Easy - perfect for
power users, technicians,
systems Integrators, dealers,
consultants, brand
specifiers

TM

Trade Up
Call for

generous
trade -In

allowance on
competitive

products.

Power -On Self -Test Card for XT, AT, ISA, EISA, and Clones
PocketPOST will help you unravel the mystery behind dead
PCs FAST! Plug the card into a slot and switch power on. The
on -board displays will show you the area of failure so you can
replace the bad part and put the system back in service quickly.
PocketPOST works in XT, AT, Compaq, PS/2 model 25 and 30,
ISA, and EISA computers. During BIOS self -test, it displays
failure codes sent to port 60, 80, 84, 90, 280, 278, 378, 3BC, or
300. The internal voltmeter verifies all supply voltages are at
least 90% of rated value. The BusClocks circuit verifies that
OSC, ALE, CLIC, REF, 10R, 10W, MEMR, MEMW, and AEN
signals are toggling. Both the card and the manual are pocket -
sized for field or bench use. PocketPOST is a MUST for all
computer maintenance professionals. Order Yours NOW!

DATA'
DEPOT

1710 Drew Street, Suite 5
Clearwater, FL 34615-6213
Phone: (813) 446-3402
Sales: (800) 275-1913
FAX: (813) 443-4377

PocketPOST is a Trademark of Data Depot Inc.

Diagnostics Your omputer Will DIE For!
CIRCLE NO. 97 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD



arc. HCC-2653

CONCEPTS HAS COMESTAN K.- !EY
SYMPTOMS: Shortness of breath, extreme excitement about CURE: Home Control Concepts has been ordered by our doctor
Stanley LightMaker home controls, and an uncontrollable craving to hold the most unbelievable Stanley LightMaker sale ever seen
to sell top quality Stanley LightMaker products at extreme low prices. in the history of home automation.

Mobile Control & Base
8 -button handheld remote done in sleek
1990's styling. Transmits RF signal up \,ts,
to 100 ft. to plug-in base transceiver. Off-

HCCwhite

color.

ONLY-2553 ka) 749

Power Timer / Radio
Programmable timer can schedule 4
lights and appliances up to twice a day.

Manual control of 8 devices, Security feature
for random on/off times. Delay feature turns off selected
device at a later time... great for late night TV viewing!
AM/FM clock radio with alarm and snooze feature.
Illuminated ALL LIGHTS ON button. Attractive simulated
woodgrain design. Battery backup. 180 units reserved
for promo. Limit 6.
HCC-2649 ONLY $3495
Motion Detector & Base,,

Indoor/outdoor wireless motion
detector mounts virtually
anywhere. TransmitsON signal it it

to base transceiver up to 66 ft. !..r.
away. Operates 24 hrs. or only airqi qusk. -
Sensitivity adjustment and variable OFF delay.
Detects 40 ft. at 110

ONLY $449
WITHOUT BASE HCC-2652 '29"

Lamp Module 3 -Prong Appliance
Plug-in lamp muuuieLontials Module
incandescent lights up to 500 j Plug-in appliarici 9 :dd.
Watt max. Off-white color 15A resistive, 500W lamps 1/

Only 672 modules reserved for 3HP motors. Off-white. 672
this promo. so order soon! Limit 8. reserved. Limit 8. HCC-2550

HCC-24740 N LY $899 ONLY $999

HOME CONTROL
CONCEPTS

Wall Switch Module t.

Replaces existing wall - 9 4

Controls incandescent lights up
to 500 Watt max. Ivory color
button. Only 672 modules lb
reserved for this promo, so order
now! Limit 8.
HCC-2475 ONLY $999

3 -Way Wall
Switch Set

Replacesexisting switches
controlling incandescent
light from 2 locations. Ivory
color buttons. HCC-2476

ONLY '1299

Motion Detector with Floods
Detects motion, turns on floodlights,

1

and sends up to four X10 on signals
; to modules located inside or outside

the house. OFF delay (10 sec. to 35
min.), dusk/dawn and sensitivity adjustments. Detects

40 ft. at 110° arc. Weatherproof. Bulbs not included. 450

Limit 6. HCC-2651 ONLY '39"
units reserved for promo.

Home Control
Turns on/off up to 8 lights and appliances.
Has Illuminated ALL LIGHTS ON button.
Also has DIM/BRIGHTEN and ALL UNITS
OFF buttons. Off-white color. 261 reserved 'I'"-------

HCC-2551
for promo. Limit 8.

ONLY $89-9
Premier Home Control

s,\\00\_. Same features as Home Control (above):
- -It>. controls 16 devices. Handsome simulated

' woodgrain design with smoked flip -up
keyboard dust

cover. HCC-2549. ONLY $1649
Power Timer

Same features as Power Timer/ Radio
(above left) without AM/FM radio.

ONLY $24
95 Limit 6.

HCC-2552

Free Home Automation Coffee Mug Guaranteed Lowest Prices
Get this exclusive gift with every order! This Our incredible sales volume allows us to offer
mug is great for drinking freshly brewed coffee you the lowest prices... guaranteed! We can
from your module -controlled coffee maker. beat anyone's price! Call for details.

Order Requirements Immediate Shipment
s100 minimum per order. We accept Mastercard, Most orders are shipped same day. Federal
Visa, check & MO. Overseas orders payable Express or UPS overnight air or second day air
in US funds. Call for warranty & return info. available upon request at additional charge.

TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE (ORDERS ONLY) INFO, PRICING & CUSTOMER SERVICE

VISA
MOM 1-800-CONTROL 0110.15t 1-619-693-8887 IMatleread

Wireless RF Link
Manufactured by Linear, this low cost RF link is
ideal for wireless control of your own projects.
your home & car alarm. and even X10 moduies
(with addition of HCC-284)! Set security code
on transmitter & receiver, apply power to
receiver board. &you're ready forwirelesscontroll

----..TRANSMITTER: Tiny keychain
-.. transmitter is approx. half the

height of a matchbox! Transmitter
'has two buttons corresponding to

channels 1 and 2. Includes two Lithium batteries.

RECEIVER: Board level receiver
measures approx 3" square!
Requires power supply of 8
to 24 VDC or 12 to 18 VAC.
Two outputs (channels 1 and 2( can
each switch up to 300 mA 5 18 VOC maximum to
ground. Directly activate relays, drive bulbs. more.

HCC-RF1 Set includes transmitter, receiver,
and complete documentation. ONLY $39!
HCC-284 X-10 Powerflash interlace ONLY $19!

New! Leviton 6381-U
X-10 compatible. Control motor speed (e.g.
ceiling fan) and dim low voltage lighting! Rated
500W incandescent; motors & transformers 2/3
HP or 500VA. White
or ivory. HCC-6381U ONLY '4864
HCC-6291 For flunreseents & appliances '48'

Enerlogic ES -1400e
Intelligent x10 scheduler with 2 -way interlace.
Monitors powerline and allows IF -THEN control.
PC may be shut off once system is programmed!
Use with HCC-2653 Stanley motion detectors!
Powerful! New Model,

ONLY $359New Software. HCC-1400

LOW PRICE

X-10 Development Kit Motion Switch
Use to develop your own PC -based "smart' borne Heath Zenith switch senses motion & turns on light.
automation system! Monitor status of home's Adjustable delay shut off. Great for hallways, base-
ights & appliances and make intelligent decisions ments, garages, laundry rooms, bathrooms, more.

based on their on/off status. Develop a home Photocell adjusts for night- ONLY '140-control system with IF -THEN logic, even 1 -button only operation. HCC-6105
macros! Add Stanley motion detectors to give
system input of room presence. Development
software is interrupt based and includes compiled
ibrary routines & sample C -language source code.

Use with PC to Infrared Interface to develop a
system which combines home automation and IR
control; any X-10 controller can control infrared!
Add Voice Master Key. for voice control of the
home! Use X -10's Sundownerto give dusk/dawn
input to your system. Add PC voice mail for X-10
control of your home from any phone in the world!
Requires IBM or compatible computerwith parallel
port. Includes TW523 module, adapter, interface
cable, development software, demo program &
technical infoldata. HCC-523K ONLY 569!

Thermostat Setback
X-10 energy saver! Pays for itself! Works with your
existing thermostat! Installs quickly and easily. Use
insummerandwinter! Below

ONLY S999dealer cost! HCC-2807

PC to IR Interface Kit
This kit is great for development of your own
infrared home control system! Allows your PC to
"push buttons" on remote control! Combine PC
based home automation with infrared control of
your TV (volume. channel. etc), stereo, VCR, and
more! Add whole -house IR repeater such as X -
10's Powermid. Use with Coyox Voice MasterKey
for voice control of your entertainment system!
Combine with X-10 Development Kitto allow any X-
10 controller to control your infrared devices! Use
with voice mail system for remote control of IR from
any telephone in the world! Possibilities are limitless!

Remote control links to PC's serial port. Use the
SendIR program to transmit infrared signals (e.g.
The dos command SendIRTVMUTE will mute the
tv!). Write your software around SendIR or develop
from scratch using sample source code. Complete
with interface. cable, development software, sample
C -language source code. technical info/data and

We have GE Homeminders! documentation. Requires remote control (One -For -
We believe we have the last 200 units in the Alt or 1 -Control) and IBM or compatible computer
universe! Originally sold for over $500! X10 with serial port. HCC-PCIR ONLY '691
compatible: schedule your home on your TV! 1 -Control Universal RemotePictoral display of rooms & devices (coffee maker
in kitchen. etc.) with on/off status. Remote phone Replaces 8 remotes! TV, cable, VCR. Hi- F

interface, memo pad, security mode. message satellite converter. more! X10 cornea,

system. password protection, more. Complete when used with HCC-3000
with infrared remote control, cables, & warranty. HCC-8256 Premium yes

so order now! HCC-GE1 ONLY 5149 ONLY$772° ONLY -59Limited supply & going fast

3000 IR Command Lester '20.9::.!)100-0E2 With 2 Me d. a,

Automation Book
"How to Automate Your Home" by David
Giddings. Excellent! Reviews in Sept'91
Popular Science & Radio Electronics, Cir-
cuit Cellar INK, & Electronic House. 128
pages and 115 illes-ONLY

$2695trations. Reg. '29.95

Drapery Controller
This X-10 compatible quiet motor can
be used to control draperies and vertical

blinds. Installs
in minutes.
Mounts on
the wall and
akes up the

loop of the drapery cord.
Automatically senses full open/

full close. Can be stopped at any point in
open/close cycle. Motor has two AC
cords; one powers motor's "brains," the
other plugs into an X-10 module or
receptacle for control. Provides
convenience, energy savings & security.
Pre -schedule open/close times and/or
use with an X-10 Sundowner. In summer
have drapes close following the sun to
keep home cool. In winter have drapes
open following the sun to warm house.
When away, open/close to give home
lived-in" appearance. Remotely close

! "while watching TV to reduce glare.
-idule a midnight "sweep" command

,d shut off all appliances. lights, & close
all drapes. Slick for custom installer demos,
or end -user home automation "showing
off!" Manufactured for Kirsch, the famous
name in draperies &ONLyS269
blinds. HCC-DRP1

WARRANTY! FREE GFT!
Why shop anywhere else? We'll match anyone's price AND double manufacturer's warranty AND give you free gifts!

CIRCLE NO. 6 t ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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UPGRADING &
ENHANCING

27 A Tower of an Enclosure,
Part 2
By Nick Goss
Fill a computer tower case with
transplanted PC innards.

47 Add Write -Protect Switches to
PC Floppy Driver
By Adolph A. Mangieri
Manually write -protect floppy
disks by flipping a switch.

APPLICATIONS

16 Desktop Video, Part 1
By Tom Benford
Manipulating, combining and
editing video images.

35 Batch File Programming
By Hardin Brothers
Create batch files that make your
computer more powerful.

40 How to Choose a
Microcomputer Chip
By Jan Axelson
Selecting the right chip for your
next project.

54 Universal Numeric LED
Display Tester
By W.K. McKellips
Lets you test seven -segment
displays before you buy.

56

84

Experimenting With
Motorola's 68HC11 True
Single -Chip Computer, Part 3
By Tom Fox
Building and using the MAG-11
Single -Board Computer.

66 A Tiny Switching Power
Supply
By Michael Swartzendruber
Adds versatility to digital
electronic experiments.

REVIEWS

68 PageMaker 4.0 for Windows:
Powerful Desktop -Publishing
Package Delivers Significant
Enhancements
By Joseph Desposito

84 Techno-Gaming: Origin's
"Wing Commander II"
By SF Sparrow

COLUMNS

73 Ted Needleman
Borland's ObjectVision 2.0: A
Different Approach to Looking at
Your Applications.

76 Stan Veit
More on Low -Cost, High -Speed
Modems.

78 Joseph Desposito
A GUI Accelerator; Kit That
Simplifies Motor Drive Design;
Converter For Programming
Voltages; PC -Compatible Digital-
to-Synchro/Resolver; LED
Display Driver; and 5 -Volt
Megabit Flash EPROM.

DEPARTMENTS

6 Editorial
By Art Salsberg
i486 Time.

8 What's Happening
Latest PC News.

9 Letters

10 What's New!
By Peter R. O'Dell
A roundup of New Computer
and Electronic Products.

89 Advertisers Index

ON THE COVER: Desktop video
adds a powerful dimension to desktop
computing. The computer -animated
beach ball on the video screen at the right
is overlaid on the live hand shown center
foreground and picked up by the video
camera at the left, with the result shown on
the video screen in the background.

Cover Photo: by Liz Benford
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FANS THE $25 NETWORK

P. 0. Box 280298 Dallas, Texas 75228
(214) 271-5546
FAX (214) 271-2462

MasterCard VISA

TEXT TO SPEECH BOARD
Brand New from McLean Eng.

A Division of Zero Corp.
Square 4-11/16" by 1.5"

Thick 10" Wire Leads
120V - 60hz - .12 amps - 11OCFM
Metal Housing - 5 Plastic Blades

UL and CSA Approved
$5.95 ea.

12VDC - Brushless
Manufactured by Commonwealth

Model FP 108D-7 Blades
8" Wire Leads - 150MA
31/4" Square - 1" Thick

This size commonly used in
computer power supplies.

$6.95 ea.

Try The 1st Truly Low Cost LAN

 Connect 2 or 3 PCs, XTs,
ATs

 Uses serial ports and 5 wire
cable

 Runs at 115 K baud
 Runs In background, totally
transparent

 Share any device, any file,
any time

. Needs only 14K of ram

Skeptical: We make believers!

SPECIALS SUPER BUYS
MAX232 2.30
1488 45
1489 45
DB25-(Solder Cup) M/F 2/1 00
DB25-Rt. Angle PC BD. F .. 55
DB9-Rt. Angle PC BD. M/F 35

DISPLAY DEVICES
FLAT PANEL LCD
GRAPHIC DISPLAY
EPSON EG-7004S-AR

640 s 140 dot. - Super twisted nernetic type. Built Ir
drivers - 4 at TTL Interface - Capabl of displaying
numerics. graphic.. alphabetic.. special charectere

graph., chart.. and patterns.
VSming area 10-1/16"  4-5/8". Overail 11-3A":6-1/16.

14 pin. for Ignals and power (.5V, -12V).
Cornplet 27 page manual
$19.95 6/$100.00

74LS
LSOO .14 LS114 .25 LS241 .60
LSO1 .14 LS122 .35 LS242 .65
LSO2 .14 LS123 .45 LS243 .50
L SO3 .14 LS124 1.35 LS244 .55
LSO4 .14 LS125 .30 LS245 .55
LSO5 .14 LS126 .35 LS251 .45
LSO8 .14 LS132 .35 LS253 .40
LSO9 .14 LS133 .25 LS257 .35
LS10 .14 LS136 .28 LS258 .45
LS11 .14 LS138 .35 LS259 1.00
LS12 .20 LS139 .35 LS260 .40
LS13 .25 LS145 .75 LS266 .30
LS14 .30 LS148 .35 LS273 .75
LS15 .20 LS151 .35 LS279 .30
LS20 .14 LS153 .35 LS280 .80
LS21 .16 LS154 .85 LS283 .35
LS22 .16 LS155 .50 LS290 .70
LS26 .14 LS156 .42 LS293 .50
LS27 .20 LS157 .30 LS298 .65
LS28 .15 LS158 .25 LS299 1.00
LS30 .14 LS160 .25 LS322 1.30
LS32 .16 LS161 .35 LS323 2.25
LS33 .25 LS162 .45 LS348 .75
LS37 .24 LS163 .36 LS353 1.00
LS38 .24 LS164 .45 LS357 .80
LS42 .35 LS165 .60 LS363 .75
LS51 .15 L5166 .75 LS364 .75
LS54 .20 LS169 .90 LS365 .30
LS55 .20 L$170 .45 LS366 .28
LS73 .33 LS173 .60 LS367 .35
LS74 .22 LS174 .35 LS368 .30
LS75 .25 LS175 .35 LS373 .50
LS83 .30 LS181 1.25 LS374 .45
LS85 .45 LS191 .45 LS375 .35
LS86 .20 LS192 .65 LS377 .75
LS90 .35 LS193 .65 LS378 .80
LS92 .30 LS194 .40 LS390 .80
LS93 .25 LS195 .52 LS393 .75
LS95 .30 LS196 .55 LS399 1.00
LS96 .33 LS197 .75 LS541 1.20
LS107 .28 LS221 .50 LS645 .75
LS109 .20 LS240 .50 LS646 .75
LS112 .25 LS670 .8Q.
LS113 .25 25LS2569 1.50

DIM F
SSI-202 Decoder 2.25
8870 Decoder 2.25
5087 Generator 2.00
5089 Generator 2.10

2N4401
Super 2N3904 NPN

Switching Transistor
40V -TO -92 - P.C. Leads

15/1.00 1000/20.00
80C32

C-MOS By Matra - 12MHZ
3.95

LM350T 2.65
LM338K 4.95
16L8-15 TI -B -PAL 1.25
8088-2 3.25
8742 7.00

WIRE WRAP
Dual Wipe - 2 Level

14 Pin 10/2.50 100/20.00
16 Pin 10/2.50 100/20.00
20 Pin 10/3.50 100/30.00

SOCKETS
Low Profile SOLDER TAIL

6 Pin 14/1.00
8 Pin 13/1.00

14 Pln 13/1.00
16 Pin 13/1.00
18 Pin 13/1.00
20 Pin 13/1.00
22 Pin 13/1.00
24 Pin 8/1.00
28 Pin 7/1.00
40 Pln 7/1.00

BUY $10
GET $1.00 - FREE CHOICE
68 Pin PLCC
84 Pin PLCC

.79

.89

6500/6800
6502 2.00 6821 1.00
6520 1.25 6845P 2.20
6522 2.70 6845S 2.20
6530 3.00 6850 1.75
6532 4.25 6852 3.50
6545 2.10 6860 3.95
6551 2.40 68681 3.00
6800 1.40 68A09EP 1.29
6802 2.50 68A40 4.00
6803 3.00 68A54 3.00
6805 2.95 68B09 4.00
6809EP 2.75 68B10 2.00
6809P 2.50 68B45 4.95
6810 1.25 68854 4.00

PC/XT COMPATIBLE. MAKE YOUR COMPUTER TALK!4 $6995
ASSEMBLED & TESTED
ADD $3.50 SHIPPING

& HANDLING

A VERY POWERFUL AND AMAZING SPEECH CARD. USES THE
GENERAL INSTRUMENTS SP0256-AL2 SPEECH CHIP AND THE
CTS256A-AL2 TEXT TO SPEECH CONVERTER.
THIS BOARD USES ONE SLOT ON THE MOTHERBOARD AND
REQUIRES A COM SERIAL PORT. BOARD MAY ALSO BE USED IN A
STAND ALONE ENVIRONMENT (EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY) WITH
ALMOST ANY COMPUTER THAT HAS A RS232 SERIAL PORT. TO
USE THE BOARD IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO SEND ENGLISH TEXT
TO THE RS232 INPUT ON THE BOARD. THE BOARD INCLUDES A
1500 BYTE TEXT BUFFER AND HANDSHAKE LINE TO ALLOW YOU
TO SEND DATA TO THE BOARD; THE SAME AS YOU WOULD SEND
DATA TO AN RS232 SERIAL PRINTER. YOU CAN SET UP BATCH
FILES THAT WILL MAKE YOUR COMPUTER GREET YOU WITH
"GOOD MORNING MASTER," ETC. EVERY TIME YOU TURN IT ON.
DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE AND A LIBRARY BUILDING PRO-
GRAM ARE INCLUDED ON A 5V. INCH PC/XT DISKETTE. FULL
DOCUMENTATION AND SCHEMATICS ARE ALSO INCLUDED.
FOR INFORMATION ON A LOW COST SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
SYSTEM FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED, PLEASE SEND FOR FREE
PACKET T.M.1.

STAND ALONE POWER SUPPLY
FOR ABOVE

ADD 52.50 SHIPPING & HANDLING $1999
STATIC RAM EPROM SPECIAL

2016-2K X8 200 n.s. 1.00
2101-1 - 256X4 500 n.s. .75
21L02-1 350 n.s. .65
2102AL-4 L.P. 450 n.s. .49
2111-1 256X4 500 n.s. 1.00
2112A-2 2.50
2114L-3 1K X4 300 n.s. .45
2125A-2 1KX1 70 n.s. 1.70
2147 4KX1 1.95
6116P-4 1.00
6117 1.20
6264-15 1.40
62256 32K X8 5.75

DYNAMIC RAM
2108-4 8KX1 ... 1.50
2118-4 16KX1-5Volt .70
4027-4KX1-250 n.s. .80
4116-16KX1-250 n.s. .40
4116-16KX1-200 n.s. .75
4116 16KX1-150 n.s. .90
4164 150 n.s. . .49 or 9/3.50
4164 120 n.s. 1.10
4164-100 n.s 1.40
TMS4416-16KX4-150 n.s. 2.75
4464-150 n.s 1.40
4464-120 n.s 1.45
4464-100 n.s 1.45
4464-80 n.s 1.45
41256 150 n.s. 1.25 or 9/9.95
41256 120 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256 100 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256-80 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256-60 n.s .. 1.85
1 Meg - 100 n.s. 4.40
1 Meg - 80 n.s. 4.40
414256-80 n.s. 256 x 4 . 4.60
SIPPS & SIMMS AVAILABLE

THREE CHIP SET
B.G. SPECIAL

16450, 1488, 1489 - $6.95
16550, 1488, 1489 - $13.50

We bought a large quantity of
2708s, 2716s, 2532s, 2732s,
2764s, 27128s, 27256s and
27512sfrom a computer manu-
facturer who redesigned their
boards. We removed them from
sockets, erased and verified
them, and now we offer the sav-
ings to you. Complete satisfac-
tion guaranteed.

Your Choice
1.20 10/8.00
1.75 10/15.00
2.00 10/17.50
2.00 10/17.50
2.00 10/17.50
3.00 10/25.00
3.50 10/30.00
4.75 10/40.00

2708
2716
2532
2732
2764
27128
27256
27512

8000/80000
8031 2.95
80C3212 3.95
8035 1.00
8039 1.00
8085 1.55
8086 1.55
8087 87.50
8087-1 167.50
8087-2 127.50
8088 2.20
8088-2 3.25
8155 2.25
8156 2.25
8202A 8.00
8212 1.25
8214 2.00
8216
8224
8228
8237-5
8243
8250
(16450)
(16550)

8251 1.10
8253-5 1.75
8254 1.80
8255 1.50
8255-5 1.75
8257 1.50
8259A 1.85
8259C-5 2.10
8275 10.95
8279 2.25
8284 1.49
8286 3.50
8287 2.49
8288 3.50
8530 3.00
8741 7.00

1.25 8742 7.00
1.25 8748 7.00
1.75 8749 7.00
2.80 8755 7.00
1.75 8755 7.00
2.95 80286-8 PLCC 8.50
6.50 80287-8 125.00

13.00 80287-10 135.00
V-20-10MHZ 6.50

TERMS: (Unless specified elsewhere) Add $3.25 postage, we pay balance. Orders over $50.00 add 85C for insurance. No C.O.D. Texas Res. add
8'/.°/o Tax. 90 Day Money Back Guarantee on all items. All items subject to prior sale. Prices subject to change without notice. Foreign order -US funds
only. We cannot ship to Mexico or Puerto Rico. Countries other than Canada, add $9.00 shipping and handling.
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Editorial

1486 Time

A few telephone calls to computer dealers
have convinced me that the i486 micropro-
cessor's time has arrived as a viable buy-
ing choice for many of us. Prices for these
state-of-the-art systems and motherboards
have dropped dramatically, to as low as
$3,000 for a loaded system.

Replacement motherboards, are closing
the gap between i486 and 386 technology.
For example, a phone call to Altex Elec-
tronics to verify an advertised price in
ComputerCraft of $1,049 for a 33 -MHz
486 motherboard, revealed that the price
is now $795! A 33 -MHz 386DX mother-
board is still selling for $459.

Unlike the move from an 80286 micro-
processor to a 386SX or DX, an i486 CPU
won't give you the keys to new software
and operational opportunities. What it
does have the potential to do is greatly
speed up operations. I say "potential"
because it depends on which 386 and which
486 type you compare things with. The
same would be true when comparing a 286
chip with a 386SX microprocessor in terms
of speed.

You'll still get better value with a high-
type (33 MHz or 40 MHz),

for example, than a 20 -MHz 486SX
(which, unlike the i486DX, doesn't have
a built-in math coprocessor) because the
older chip is slightly faster and a lot
cheaper. So you have to know what you're
dealing with.

There also are other factors to consider.
In particular is the type of bus you want
your machine to have. A standard AT -
type, the ISA bus, is less costly, naturally.
Because it has a 16 -bit data path, it doesn't
benefit from a 32 -bit path that both 386DX
and i486 microprocessors offer. It also
costs upwards of $600 less for a mother-
board built around it than for one with a
32 -bit -path EISA or IBM MCA bus. This
is a good enough reason to stick with ISA.

On the other hand, you must know that
down the line you'll be yearning for a 32 -bit
data path that'll give you the potential for
maximum performance. Since both ISA
and EISA (the latter accepts both 16- and
32 -bit boards) are both locked in to only
an 8 -MHz bus transfer speed, it's the lat-
ter's bus -mastering attribute, relieving
work the CPU would have to do, that can
greatly speed up operations.

It's always difficult to put yourself into
someone else's shoes. If money is at the top
of the list, and you don't have or foresee

a pressing need for really fast operating
speed, then you might forego an i486 type
for even a 386SX computer, the lowest en-
try-level machine today for serious PC
work in a DOS environment. If you can
manage it, though, I'd suggest looking
seriously at a 486DX machine with an
EISA bus and a fast clock speed if you do
math -intensive or graphics work, or want
to use it as a network file server.

The foregoing isn't necessarily an imme-
diate panacea for everything. There are
better hard drives to consider buying, more
memory to add (the more memory capabil-
ity your new board allows the more sophis-
ticated the applications software you'll be
able to run in the future). Don't get a board
that requires proprietary memory chips,
however, or you'll lose full lower -cost ex-
pansion freedom later on.

For my desktop money, I'd get a
33 -MHz 486DX tower system, plenty of
SIMM RAM expansion and an EISA bus.
No 486SX for me, and for that matter, I'll
wait for a premium -priced 50 -MHz
486DX. If I just can't manager the cash (or
credit), I'd drop down to a 20 -MHz
386SX. Notebook or laptop computers be-
come a whole different story: will this be
your only computer that will also plug in-
to a color monitor? Just for word process-
ing on the run? In this area, there are a
number of other questions to be answered.

In any event, in light of the fact that the
486 price war has started, I believe that it's
the route to go, especially since an upgrad-
ed, premium -price 486 is expected later this
year with an internal clock doubler that al-
lows the chip to work twice as fast internal-
ly as it does externally. (This higher inter-
nal speed will consume about 40% more
power and require a heat sink; so it's not
for portables). Additionally, Intel's "586"
CPU is expected to debut next year for
much more money.

Therefore, a 33 -MHz i486, et al, will
keep you up there for a bunch of years to
come. It won't be at the leading edge, but
it will be close enough to justify spending
the extra money now. Just weigh price, fea-
tures and what you expect to do with the
computer a few years from now. Then bite
the bullet. It's i486 time.

a,4 ,(41A,A,ar
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UNICORN
ELECTRONICS
10010 Canoga Ave., Unit B-8

Chatsworth, CA 91311

SINCE 1983 - YOUR I.C. SOURCE - AND MUCH MORE!!
NO SHIPPING CHARGES ON PRE -PAID ORDERS!*

NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE!
SCHOOL P.O.'s WELCOME!

WA -1 ;1181[8] 81=S
WAVE- OUTPUT OPER. OPER.

STOCK # MFG. 1-24 25-99 100+
LENGTH POWER CURB. VOLT.

LS9220 TOSHIBA 660nm 3 mW 85 mA 2.5 V 129.99 123.49 111.14
LS9200 TOSHIBA 670nm 3 mW 85 mA 2.3 V 49.99 47.99 43.19
LS9201 TOSHIBA 670nm 5 mW 80 mA 2.4 V 59.99 56.99 51.29
LS9211 TOSHIBA 670nm 5 mW 50 mA 2.3 V 69.99 66.49 59.84
LS9215 TOSHIBA 670nm 10 mW 45 mA 2.4 V 109.99 104.49 94.04
LS3200 NEC 670nm 3 mW 85 mA 2.2 V 59.99 56.99 51.29
LS022 SHARP 780nm 5 mW 65 mA 1.75 V 19.99 18.99 17.09
SB1053 PHILLIPS 820nm 10 mW 90 mA 2.2 V 10.99 10.44 9.40

WAO II PROGRAMMABLE ROBOTIC KIT
The pen mechanism in-

cluded with the robot allows it
to draw. In addition to drawing
straight lines, it can also accu-
rately draw circles, and even
draw out words and short
phrases. WAO II comes with
128 x 4 bits RAM and 2K ROM,
and is programmed directly via
the keypad attached to it. With
its built-in connector port, WAO
II is ready to communicate with
your computer. With the
optional interface kit, you can
connect WAO II to an Apple II,
Ile, or II, computer. Editing and
transfering of any movement
program, as well as saving and
loading a program can be
performed by the interface kit.
The kit includes software,
cable, card, and instructions.
The programming language is
BASIC.

 Power Source -3 AA batteries (not included)

STOCK # DESCRIPTION 1-9 10-24 25+

MV961 WAO II Programmable Robotic Kit
WIIAP Interlace Kit For Apple II, 11E, 11+

79.99 75.99 68.39
39.99 37.99 34.19

PROTOBOARD DESIGN STATION

 The total design workstation - including
expanded instrumentation, breadboard
and power supply.

 Ideal for analog, digital and micro-
processor circuits

 8 logic probe circuits
 Function generator with continuously

variable size, square, triangle wave
forms, plus TTL pulses

 Triple power supply offers fixed 5 VDC
supply plus 2 variable outputs - - 15
VDC and -5 - 15 VDC

 8 TTL compatible LED indicators, switches
 Pulsers
 Potentiometers
 Audio experimentation speaker
 Multiple features in one complete test

instrument saves hundreds of dollars
needed for individual units

 Unlimited lifetime guarantee on bread-
board sockets

 Fixed DC output
VDC 1.0 amp, ripple - 5 mV

 Variable DC output
+5 - to +15 VDC @ 0.5 amp, ripple -

5 mV

 Variable DC output
-5 - to -15 VDC @ 0.5 amp, ripple -

5 mV
 Frequency generator

frequency range: 0.1 Hz to 100 KHz in 6
ranges
output voltage: 0 to ±. 10V (20 Vp-p)
output impedance: 600 (except TTL)
output current: 10mA max., short circuit
protected
output waveforms: sine, square, triange,
TTL
sine wave: distortion 3% (10 Hz to 100
KHz)
TTL pulse: rise and fall time 25ns
drive 20 TTL loads
Square wave: rise and fall time ± 1.5 s

 Logic indicators
8 LED's, active high, 1.4 volt (nominal)
threshold, inputs protected to ± 20 volts

 Debounced pushbuttons (pulsers)
2 push-button operated, open -collector
output pulsers, each with 1 normally -
open, 1 normally -closed output. Each
output can sink up to 250 mA

 Potentiometers
1 - 1K , 1 10K , all leads available
and uncommitted

 BNC connectors
2 BNC connectors pin available and
uncommitted shell connected to ground

 Speaker
0.25 W, 8

 Breadboarding area
2520 uncommitted tie points

 Dimensions
11.5" long x 16" wide x 6.5" high

 Input
3 wire AC line input (117 V, 60 Hz
typical)

 Weight
7 lbs.

STOCK # DESCRIPTION 1-9 10-24 25+

PB503 Protoboard Design Station 299 99 284.99 25649

IDC BENCH ASSEMBLY PRESS COLLIMATING PEN LASER DIODE MODULE
The Panavise PV505 1/4 ton
manual IDC bench assembly
press is a rugged, practical instal-
lation tool designed for low
volume, mass termination of
various IDC connectors on flat
ribbon cable.
 Assembly base & standard

platen included
 Base plate 8 platen may be

rotated 90° for maximum
versatility

 Base plates & cutting acces-
sories are quickly changed
without any tools required

 Additional accessories below
 Size - 10" W x 8.75" D x 9" H
 Weight - 5.5 lbsi

A low power collimator pen contain-
ing a MOVPE grown gain GaAlAs laser
This collimator pen delivers a maximum
CW output power of 2.5 mW at 820 nm.

The operating voltage of 2.2-2.5v @
90-150mA is designed for lower power
applications such as data retrieval,
telemetry, alignment. etc.

The non -hermetic stainless steel case
is specifically designed for easy align-
ment in an optical read or write system,
and consists of a lens and a laser diode.
The lens system collimates the diverg-
ing laser light .18 mrad. The wavefront
quality is diffraction limited.

The housing is circular and precision manufactured measuring 11.0
mm in diameter and 27.0 mm long. Data sheet included.

As with all special buy Kerns, quantity is limited to stock on hand

The LDM 135 integrated as-
sembly consisting of a laser
diode, collimating optics and
drive electronics within a single
compact housing. Produces a
bright red dot at 660-685 em. It is
supplied complete with leads for
connection to a DC power supply
from 3 to 5.25 V.

Though pre-set to produce a
parallel beam, the focal length
can readily be adjusted to focus
the beam to a spot.

Sturdy, small and self-con-
tained, the LDMI35 is a precision
device designed for a wide range
of applications. 0.64" diam. x 2"
long.

STOCK v DESCRIPTION 1-9 10-24 25« STOCK x DESCRIPTION 1-9 10-24 25+ STOCK DESCRIPTION 1-9 10-24 25+

P V505 Panavise Bench Assembly Press 149.99 142.49 128.24 SB1052 Infra -Red Collimator Pen 4999 47 49 42 74

COLLIMATING LENS DUAL MODE LASER POINTER

STOCK

LSLENS

DESCRIPTION

Collimating Leos Assembly

This economical collimating
lens assembly consists of a
black anodized aluminum
barrel that acts as a heat sink.
and a glass lens with a focal
point of 7.5 mm. Designed to fit
standard 9mm laser diodes
this assembly will fit all the
above laser diodes. Simply
place diode in the lens assem-
bly. adjust beam to desired
focus, then set with adhesive

1-9 10-24 25v

24.99 23.74 2137

POWER SUPPLY
 Input. 115/230V

 Output: «sv @ 3.75A
.12v @ 1.5A
-12v @ .4A

 Size 7" L x 51/4" W x 2' H

STOCK # PRICE
PS1003 $19.99

New slimline laser pointer is only
in diameter x 611." long and weighs
under 2 oz., 670 nm @ less than 1

mW produces a 6 mm beam. 2
switches, one for continuous mode,
and one for pulse mode (red dot
flashes rapidly). 2 AAA batteries
provide 8* hours of use 1 year
warranty.

DESCRIPTION

ROBOTIC ARM KIT
Robots were once confined to science
fiction movies. Today, whether they're
performing dangerous tasks or putting
together complex products. robotics
are finding their way into more and
more industries. The Robotic Arm Kit
is an educational kit that teaches
basic robotic arm fundamentals as well
as testing your own motor skills.
Command it to perform simple tasks

STOCK # PRICE
Y01 $43.99

LDM 135-.5 .5 II1W Lase/ Diode Module
LDM135-1 1 mW Laser Diode Module
LDM135-2 2 mW Laser Diode Module
LDM135-3 3 mW Laser Diode Module

179.99 170.99 153 89
189.99 180.49 162.44
199.99 189.99 170.99
209.99 199.49 179.54

He-Ne TUBES

STOCK

LT1001

New, tested 632nm He-Ne laser
tubes ranging from .5mW to 3mW
(our choice). Perfect for hobbyists
for home protects. Because of the
variety we purchase, we cannot
guarantee specific outputs will be
available at time of order. All units
are new, tested, and guaranteed
to function at manufacturers
specifications.

DESCRIPTION

He Laser Tube

1-9 10-24 25*

69.99 66.49 59.84

AVOIDER ROBOT KIT
An intelligent robot that knows how
to avoid hitting walls. This robot
emits an infra -red beam which
detects an obstacle in front and then
automatically turns left and con-
tinues on

STOCK # PRICE
MV912 $43.99

ORDER LINE - (800) 824-3432  INTERNATIONAL ORDERS - (818) 341-8833
FAX ORDERS - (818) 998-7975  TECHNICAL SUPPORT - (818) 341-8833

VISA

 15.00 MINIMUM ORDER  UPS BLUE, RED & FEDERAL EXPRESS SHIPPING AVAILABLE  OPEN MON-FRI 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM, SAT 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM PDT
 CA RESIDENTS ADD 81/2% SALES TAX  CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS  CALL FOR FREE CATALOG (FOR 1ST CLASS DELIVERY OR

CATALOGS DELIVERED OUTSIDE THE U.S. - SEND $2.00)  WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
NO SHIPPING CHARGES ON PRE -PAID ORDERS DELIVERED IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.

CIRCLE NO. 140 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD



What's Happening!

RAM Chip Wars. More and more data can be stored in dynamic
random-access memory chips as manufacturers vie with each other
for technological leadership. Four-Mbit RAM devices pour off
production lines, while 16-Mbit ones await their call. But the
battle lines are really being formed with development of 64-Mbit
devices (storing 64 -million bits of information) by major RAM
makers. Already making experimental ones are Fujitsu, Matsushita,
Mitsubishi and Toshiba; Hitachi and Samsung are working on them,
too. Perhaps leading the 64-Mbit race at this early stage,
however, are IBM and Siemens, who collaborated with development
work to produce a 64-Mbit DRAM that is reportedly in the
production working design stage. Production is not anticipated
for a few years, though.

Favorite Photos on Display. Integrated Concepts of Redding, CA
(916-246-9013) translates your favorite photograph or drawing,
color or black -and -white, to a database that displays the image
on a computer screen (VGA only) every time you turn it on or on
demand. Cost is $19.95, the image supplied on a diskette or
downloaded by modem.

CD-ROM Bundle. CD-ROM libraries continue to grow. Corel Systems
(613-728-8200), for instance, now has an enhanced version of its
popular CorelDRAW 2.01 program on CD-ROM. It features more than
10,000 clipart and symbols, 200 fonts, multi-lingual versions,
on-line help and versions for Microsoft Windows, 32 -bit OS/2 and
Unix. The company offers an interesting "Blockbuster Pack" to
registered Core1DRAW owners for this CD-ROM version that is
bundled with a Panasonic CD-ROM drive, appropriate drivers and
interface kit for $595 (internal drive) or $695 (external drive).

Program Updates. OrCAD updated its Schematic Design Tools Release
IV with version 4.10. The schematic -capture utilities collection
that automatically checks electrical rules, creates a bill of
materials list and plots and prints schematics is said to have a
35 -percent -or -greater increase in speed of netlist operation and
several new library parts (primarily analog devices). Also
enhanced is the company's ESP Framework, a graphics -based file -
management environment integrated with OrCAD's Release IV. It now
includes a new hot -key capability and more help files.

Racal-Redac's MAXI/PC, a PCB CAD software package, has been
upgraded with its Release 3.0 to make it easier to learn and use.
The $995 integrated schematic -capture and PCB -layout software
features a new interface that is said to anticipate the user's
likely next move and defaults to the action. It also has an
expanded parts library, menu bars and pull -down menus based on
the OSF/Motif style.

GeoWorks and Borland International announced that Quattro
Pro SE will be integrated into GeoWorks Pro, a $200 upgraded
GeoWorks Ensemble package. Thus, the spreadsheet will work inside
the GeoWorks environment, which includes GeoWrite word processor,
GeoDraw object -oriented drawing tools, GeoComm communications and
GeoManager file and personal -information manager.
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Author Feedback

 After looking through my "BCD Word
Generator" article in the January issue, I
noticed an error in the circuit description
that might be a source of some confusion.
In the first column, the first full sentence
should read: "With SI through S4 in the
normally -closed position, the enable in-
puts at pins 4 and 13 of U2 through (not
`and' as printed) U5 are held low." If the
builder has available the pin labels of the
74LS75 or 74LS00, he won't be confused
by this typo.

There's one connection missing from the
Master Wiring List that will not hinder the
builder since the schematic diagram is cor-
rect. The connections to pin 9 (GND) of
U/ don't list U8(7).

Lloyd W . Redman
Albuquerque, NM

 In my "Another Image -Capture View"
on page 26 of the January issue, captions
were transposed for two of the photos
shown and can lead to confusion. The cor-
rect caption for the photo at the upper -
right is shown under the photo at the lower -
left and vice -versa.

SF Sparrow

Anti -CRT Display

 I learned that LCD screens are better for
the human eye than CRTs since a liquid -
crystal display doesn't emit the blast of
electrons the way a cathode-ray tube does.
Evidence abounds where long-term expo-
sure to a CRT type of video display ter-
minal can cause health problems for users.

With this so abundantly clear, why are
most PC screens made with CRTs? The
CRT does have a brighter image. I suspect
that it's simply more profitable for com-
puter manufacturers to use the cheap stuff
(even if it does cause eye strain). Safety is
for wimps.

This letter was typed on an electronic
typewriter. I will never buy a computer
with a CRT.

Robert Cavalier
Greeenbrae, CA

There's no solid evidence that CRTs are a
health hazard for long-term exposure,
though there are suspicions. A few com-
panies, however, do offer CRT displays
with protection against electromagnetic ra-
diation. CRTs provide a vastly improved
display compared with LCDs that go way
beyond just better brightness. The benefits
of LCD are only mechanical, providing
smaller size and lighter weight.-Ed

Microcontrollers

 Your recent articles on microcontrollers
have been very informative, and I will keep
them as favorite reference material. This
means that I will never throw them out. I
congratulate Jan Axelson on a very read-
able style.

D. Macmillan
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

 I was excited to see the article about the
Morotola 6805 microcontrollers in the No-
vember issue of ComputerCraft. I've
found this device to be an invaluable re-
source for many years.

J. Mark Wolf
Hicksville, NY

Amiga Forever
 Your magazine caters to the IBM crowd.
I happen to have a Commodore Amiga
that, in my opinion, is the best home com-
puter going. When it comes to the term
"user friendly," nothing comes close to the
Amiga, even with Windows. After look-
ing through ComputerCraft, it is plain to
see that you do not live up to your name.
I think a name like "Clone Craft" would
be more appropriate.

John Strzykalski
S. Amboy, NJ

No arguments. The Commodore Amiga is,
indeed, a fine computer. But it hasn't cap-
tured a large market in the U.S. for a host
of reasons that have nothing to do with its
capabilities. -Ed.

Why?
 Can you tell me why, in this day of mod-
ern computers, your December issue ar-
rives in mid -October? Can you tell me why
the results of the ComputerEyes color
digitizer is shown in B&W on page 25 of
the December issue?

Fred Parmenter
Medfield, MA

Most newsstand -type mgazines are issued
well before their cover date. Actually it's
a psychological ploy started eons ago to
make newsstand issues, which are on sale
for a month, appear to be current. The
reason why the results of all image outputs,
regardless of whether they were generated
by a color or B&W board, are shown in
B& W is because these results were printed
on an ordinary laser printer. Moreover,
some are limited to only B& W, so the play-
ing field is level when all are compared in
B& W. -Ed.

NOW YOU'RE
TALKING!
The Code -Free

Ham License is Here

Enjoy all Amateur Radio privileges
above 30 MHz without having to pass
a code test. All you have to do is pass
a 55 -question exam on basic radio and
the FCC regulations. ARRL's new
book, Now You're Talking makes
understanding what is required on the
test a snap! And there are exams given
all over the country every weekend.

LKING
DISCOVER THE WORLD OF HAM RADIO

Just think how much fun you'll have
communicating through repeaters,
enjoy Sporadic E skip and worldwide
communications on six meters when
conditions are right. There's satellite
communication and you can even talk
to Astronauts and Cosmonauts in orbit.
Enjoy friendly local communication
both direct and through repeaters. Help
with disaster drills and the real thing!
Sound like fun? It is! Order your copy
of Now You're Talking below:
Enclosed is $19 plus $4 for shipping
(a total of $23) or charge $23 to my
( ) VISA ( )Mastercard ( ) Discover
( )American Express

Signature

Acct. No.

Good from Expires

Name

Address

City State Zip CC

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
225 MAIN STREET

NEWINGTON, CT 06111
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What's New! By Peter R. O'Dell

Single -Board
Computer
The RS -232 SBC from Applied
Logic Engineering is an
80C32 -based design that in-
cludes an on -board 1 x 16
LCD and 29 -key keypad to
provide user input and output
capability. The board also in-
cludes a full RS -232 com-
munication port to connect it
to other embedded control
systems or to personal com-
puters. A single 9 -volt battery
can power the board.

The board is designed to ac-
commodate a 27C256 EPROM
for program storage and a 32K
static RAM for memory expan-
sion. Software is also provid-
ed on a disk for interfacing to
the keypad, LCD and RS -232
communications port. $110.
Applied Logic Engineering,
13008 93 Pl. N., Maple Grove,
MN 55369; tel./fax:, 612-
494-3704.

Circle (1) on Reply Card

DOS/Windows Graphics Capture & Conversion

HiJaak 2.1 from Inset Systems
is a screen -capture and file -
conversion utility that captures
Windows and DOS screens and
converts graphics files between
more than 40 different for-
mats, including TIFF, PCX,
WPG, CGM and EPS. It fea-
tures a new optimized palette
algorithm for reducing the
number of colors when neces-
sary in a conversion. Version
2.1 has additional support for
SVGA cards (a total of 20).
Conversion to GEM files now
produces files optimized for
size. Color capabilities support
the emerging 24 -bit standards.

HiJaak 2.1 uses a flavor met-
aphor to handle the variety of
TIFF files created by such ap-
plications as PageMaker 4.0
and CorelDRAW 2.0. It sup-
ports 26 fax cards, allowing
conversion of most graphic
formats to faxes. HiJaak 2.1
creates CMYK EPS from
many sources, including Win-

dows and DOS screen captures
for use with HiJaak ColorSep
2.1. software.

HiJaak ColorSep 2.1, also
from Inset Systems, is a bundle
of HiJaak 2.1 and color -separ-
ation technology licensed from
Kunkel Group, originally de-
veloped to facilitate color pro-
duction of PC Magazine. It
gives the IBM/compatible user
control over the color -separa-
tion process. Separated files
can be sent directly to an im-
agesetter or to a disk file for
later imaging at a service bureau.

The program creates 300 -dpi
color -key alternatives using a
color PostScript Language
printer. Users can calibrate Hi-
Jaak ColorSep 2.1 to the out-
put device using densitometer
readings from an included test
file for better imaging accuracy.
Screen angles are easily modi-
fied by the user.

Also from Inset Systems, Hi-
Jaak PS 2.1 converts Post-
Script Language files to fax de-
vice formats. This version adds
15 new formats to support a to-
tal of 26 different fax devices.
It now supports 35 PostScript
fonts, up from 13 originally.
When run from within a DOS
program, it requires only 5K
RAM until activated. $199,
Thjaak 2.1; $695, Hijaak Col-
orSep 2.1; $349, Hijaak PS 2.1.
Inset Systems Inc., 71 Com-
merce Dr., Brookfield, CT
06804-3405; tel.: 203-740-2400;
fax: 203-775-5634.

Circle (3) on Reply Card

RAM Tester Options
Computer Doctors has two
new options for its RAMSTAR
RAM tester. A new switchable
4 -volt option allows the tester
to simulate the effects of heat-
ing without actually heating the
RAM, thus enabling you to
quickly find heat -related inter-
mittent faults in 5 -volt RAM.
A second option permits test-
ing of any DRAM device cap-
able of 4M operation (adapters
are required and are available
for most common forms). Cus-
tom adapter service is avail-
able. RAMSTAR tests most
RAM types found in comput-
ers and peripherals. $249,
RAMSTAR; $40, 4 -volt op-
tion; $89, 4M option. Com-
puter Doctors, 9204-B Balti-
more Blvd., College Park, MD
20740; tel.: 800-RAMSTAR.

Circle (2) on Reply Card

Inexpensive
Microcontrollers
Parallax's PIC16C5x series of
microcontrollers are inexpen-
sive eight -bit CMOS devices
that combine EPROM tech-
nology and fast CPU. Some
notable features of the PIC
family are bit and byte ad-

dressing for all I/O pins and
registers, 18- and 28 -pin pack-
ages, 12 or 20 tri-state I/O
lines, 512- to 2,048 -word
EPROM, 3 µA sleep mode
and dc to 8 -MHz clock. Paral-
lax has a comprehensive set
of PC -based tools for the
PIC16C5x family, including
an assembler, programmer
and emulator. $3 and up per
unit. Parallax, 6200 Desimone
Lane No. 69A, Citrus Heights,
CA 95621; tel.: 916-721-8217;
fax: 916-726-1905.

Circle (4) on Reply Card

486SX Home/Office
Computer
The Magnavox HeadStart
486SX computer features a
20 -MHz Intel 80486SX pro-
cessor, 2M of RAM (expan-

dable to 8M), three drive bays
(two external), three 16 -bit ex-
pansion slots, 80M hard disk,
1.2M and 1.44M floppies,
super -VGA with 256K video
RAM, three -button mouse and
145 -watt power supply. Bun-
dled software pre -installed on
the hard disk include Windows
3.0, MS-DOS 5.0 and Q -
BASIC. $2,499. Philips Con-
sumer Electronics Co., One
Philips Dr., Knoxville, TN
37914-1810. tel.: 800-722-6224.

Circle (5) on Reply Card

Ultra -Small
386SX Board
Dover Electronics Manufac-
turing West has a new ultra -
small 386SX motherboard
dubbed the Smart SIM CPU
Card that measures only 5.2"
x 2" x 1.7". The cards in-
clude a 386SX processor, on-
board VGA that supports ei-
ther LCD or standard moni-
tors, integral power supply,

IDE/floppy controllers, 2M to
16M of RAM, one serial and
two parallel ports and key-
board and mouse controller
boards. An evaluation kit is
available for $1,995. Dover
Electronics, P.O. Box 1532,
Longmont, CO 80502; tel.:
303-772-0354; Fax: 303-
772-3697.

Circle (6) on Reply Card
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Includes AT -compatible computer plus diagnostic hardware and software!

Earn good money full-time,
part-time, on the job, or in a new
career as a PC Troubleshooter!

There's no doubt about it: Businesses spend billions of dollars
on personal computers each year, even more on PC
service and support. That's why Department of Labor
Statistics show skyrocketing employment opportunities
for PC troubleshooters - people with the hands-on skill
to diagnose system failures, replace damaged chips,
retrieve lost data, or troubleshoot faulty disk drives and
circuit boards.

Now with NRI, you can be the one "in -the -know" when
it comes to keeping today's PC systems running at
peak performance. Only NRI gives you the
computer, the software, and the PC
troubleshooting skills to make a name for
yourself in your present job, even start a money-
making new career.

Your training includes a powerful
AT -compatible computer system
complete with 40 meg IDE hard drive
NRI training gives you a practical understanding
of today's PCs...how they work, what can go wrong,
and why. Best of all, you master state-of-the-art
troubleshooting skills through hands-on training with a
powerful AT -compatible computer, 40
meg IDE hard drive, and professional
diagnostic hardware and software -
PC Tools, R.A.C.E.R., and Quicktech
- all yours to keep!
. As you work with your computer
and software, you learn how to
localize PC problems, identify
faulty components, recommend
system configurations, and
replace the damaged parts that
cause PC system failures. Plus you
get hands-on experience with the diagnostic tools used by the pros to
keep systems up and running in today's PC -driven business world.

No previous experience necessary -
only NRI gives you everything you need to succeed
NRI's step-by-step lessons and unique hands-on Discovery Learning
projects prepare you completely for the real -world challenges of PC
troubleshooting. Backed by the full support of your personal NRI
instructor, you begin by covering important computer fundamentals
- hardware and software essentials, system configurations, plus
methods and procedures that show you how to localize PC problems
to specific circuit boards or replaceable parts.

Then you move on to master vital PC system commands, using the
MS-DOS software included in your course. You learn to resolve user
error messages that commonly occur when working with
spreadsheets, databases, word processors, and other PC applications.
Then you take your skills further, discovering how to use DEBUG and
assembly language programming to troubleshoot problems in PC
operating systems and hardware. But that's
not all...

Train with and keep today's top
diagnostic and utilities software -
PC Tools

iij1441111+

With NRI training you get first-hand
experience with professional diagnostic
software that makes troubleshooting PCs
easy and profitable. Using PC Tools -
today's top utilities software package - you

trve located the
problem. Your
data has been
completely
recovered.) y

r

master skills that put you in command when
it comes to retrieving lost data, handling disk
drive failures, even correcting installation
problems.

Quickly, you see how to use this state-of-
the-art software for everything from hard
disk backup to data recovery, disk and file
management, even virus and memory loss
protection. But that's still not all...

Get hands-on troubleshooting
experience with in -demand
diagnostic hardware and

software from
Ultra -X
With NRI, as with

no other school, you
get even more

professional
troubleshooting

experience as you work with
the Ultra -X R.A.C.E.R. plug-in
diagnostic card and QuickTech menu -
driven software. Through hands-on training with
these state-of-the-art diagnostic tools, you actually
discover for yourself how to test the system RAM

and resolve problems that can occur
with PC motherboards, parallel
ports, video adapters, floppy

disk drives, and more.
By the time you complete
your course, you have
every basic skill you
need to diagnose PC
system problems fast,

'4111111r
efficiently, and

economically. Plus you have the computer, the software, and the
hands-on experience you need to start making money immediately as
an NRI-trained PC troubleshooter.

Send for your FREE NRI catalog today
If the coupon is missing, write to NRI Schools, McGraw-Hill
Continuing Education Center, 4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20008.

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR FREE MU CATALOG!

A I IMPA SCHOOLS McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008

ernii
IrCheck one FREE catalog only
1 PC Troubleshooter
0 Programming in C++ with

Windows
0 PC Applications Specialist
0 Computer Programming

0 Desktop Publishing &
Design

0 Word Processing Home
Business

1 Bookkeeping & Accounting

Name (please print) Age

Address

City State Zip
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What's New! By Peter R. O'Dell

LAN Assistant
SoftShell's LAN Tamer is an
alternative to batch -based
menu systems for LAN admin-
istration. It runs on Novell Net -
Ware and other major network
operating systems with DOS -
based workstations. The super-
visor can set up, administer and
test any user's menu from any
workstation. LAN Tamer au-
tomatically installs the most
popular application programs

in the appropriate menu cate-
gory. It's compatible with vir-
tually all application pro-
grams. The menu editor per-
mits additions, deletions, mod-
ifications and rearrangement
of menu items for individual
users and workgroups. Access
to the DOS prompt can be in-
dividually restricted. Adminis-
trators can quickly and easily
personalize the application li-

brary and help system.
LAN Tamer runs in high

memory, using no RAM in the
0 to 640K DOS area. Users can
temporarily leave a program
and enter another with a single
keystroke. Transparent securi-
ty features protect data from
accidental erasure or modifica-
tion. $995. SoftShell, 1163 Tri-
ton Dr., Foster City, CA
94404; tel.: 415-571-9000.

Circle (7) on Reply Card

More DOS 5 Books
PCM Gold PC Magazine
DOS 5 Techniques And
Utilities
By Jeff Prosise.
(Ziff -Davis Press. Soft cover.
Utility programs on two 51% "
disks. 1,012 pages. $39.95.)

In its short life, DOS 5 has
spawned enough books to
wipe out a rainforest. Of all
the books on the new incarna-
tion of DOS, this one may
very well be the best and most
usable. Prosise has produced
some of the best of PC Maga-
zine's utilities. In addition to
programming skill, he's a
writer's writer. Both talents
are apparent in abundance in
this book, which is divided in-
to three parts.

Part I, "Using DOS," cov-
ers in detail the various func-
tions of DOS. He has suc-
ceeded in making the obliga-
tory "history of DOS" sec-
tion interesting (no small
feat). Chapter two covers
configuring the system, es-
sentially CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT. The third
chapter deals with memory
management, particularly
how to use 386/486 -specific
features of DOS 5 to squeeze
the most out of a system. Disk
and file management are the
focus of chapters four and
five. Chapter six deals with
the human interface factor
(screens, keyboards and
printers). Using DOSKEY on
the command line and redi-
rection and piping round out
the first part.

Part H deals with program-

ming topics, but you may be
surprised to find that it's as
easy to understand as the por-
tion on using DOS. The au-
thor is so skillful as a teacher
and writer that he has intro-
duced "programming think-
ing" in each chapter in such
a way that the reader feels it's
simple, straightforward and
easy. Scattered throughout
the five chapters of Part II are
numerous sample programs
with instructions on assem-
bling them with either DE-
BUG (short programs only)
or an assembler.

Two 360K disks included
with the book have all the
utilities described in the text,
including source code, mak-
ing it simple to experiment
with programming. The final
chapter in Part II covers
TSRs, with sample programs
for a work logger and a phone
dialer. Most of the utilities are
new for the book and have
not appeared in PC Magazine.
My favorite is "NUKE,"
which erases a directory and
any files or subdirectories it
may contain.

Part III covers the DOS 5
shell and QBASIC. Prosise
provides a very balanced view
of the merits and shortcom-
ings of the DOS 5 shell with-
out getting tangled in the de-
bate over the value of shells
in general. The chapter on
QBASIC is a gem. Also de-
monstrated is how to make
the most of this new BASIC
interpreter, with emphasis on
converting GW-BASIC and
BASICA programs to the

new environment. He shows
how to develop a program in
QBASIC and then compile it
in Quick BASIC.

The final 200 pages of the
book are devoted to a DOS
command reference, device
driver reference and reference
for the utilities included with
the book.

If you buy only one book
on DOS 5, get this one.

DOS 5 Demystified
By James S Forney
(Windcrest/McGraw-Hill.
Soft cover. 420 pages.
$24.95.)
Finally, a book with a sexy
title that accurately reflects
what's inside! The author
writes with authority on
DOS, but it's authority tem-
pered with whimsy. This re-
sults in a book that's both in-
formative and entertaining.
Rather than start off with
some silly "history of DOS"
as many authors are wont to
do, Forney commences with
a detailed discussion of what
DOS is and how it functions.
He keeps information and
terminology at a level that a
non -programmer can easily
follow, though. You won't
find layer after layer of jar-
gon and double-talk.

After telling the reader
what the hidden files and
command interpreter do, he
covers installing DOS 5. It's
clear and concise, and he has
several useful tips obviously
culled from personal experi-
ence. The user is then led

through properly configur-
ing DOS and making intelli-
gent use of its environment.
Another part of the book
covers productivity and is
broken up into chapters on
help, batch files, DOSKEY
macros and memory man-
agement. Another section
covers disk management,
with chapters on the way
disks are organized, direc-
tories (the new DIR op-
tions), file copying, disk
disasters and more. A chap-
ter on copying is particularly
informative, revealing that
this old standby command is
more powerful than most
users suspect.

Another section covers
the DOS shell, EDLIN ver-
sus EDIT, QBASIC and
DEBUG. Forney states that
he even wrote a portion of
the chapter on EDIT with
EDIT and then merged the
file into his word -processor
file-something few would
be so foolish to attempt with
EDLIN. The final part of
the book (about half the
total number of pages) is
devoted to an alphabetical
listing of the DOS com-
mands, with a description
and examples of each.

If you aren't yet in the
power -user category and
you aren't a DOS program-
mer, this book is for you.
There's a wealth of informa-
tion, with writing so lucid
and "user-friendly" that a
beginner could make good
use of the book, too. Highly
recommended.
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What's New! By Peter R. O'Dell

Analog
Daughterboard
The Allen Systems AC -332 is
an analog daughterboard that
provides A/D and D/A capa-
bility for the CP-332 single -
board computer built around
the new Motorola 68332. Re-
sources include an auto -cali-
brating four -channel 12 -bit
A/D converter and dual mono-
lithic 12 -bit multiplying D/A
converter. A dual monolithic
CMOS ADC7802 converter
chip is configured for auto -cal-
ibrating and internal sam-
ple/hold with an 8.5-µs conver-
sion time. Circuitry for each
analog input can be configured
as either low- or high -source
impedance.

In the default configuration,
the board's + 5 -volt analog
supply line is tied to the ADC -
7802 Vref + input. Optionally,
an AD586 can be selected to
provide the reference voltage.
The AC -332 measures 4.5" x
5.5" and attaches to the
CP-332 via a 40 -pin header.
Power needs are + 5, - 5, + 12
and - 12 volts. $375. Allen
Systems, 2346 Brandon Rd.,
Columbus, OH 43221; tel.:
614-488-7122.

Circle (8) on Reply Card

Windows Monitor And Manager

Merasoft's E'vent Manager is
a Windows utility that moni-
tors events, executes com-
mands and is a fully program-
mable task automatizer. The
program monitors over 180
unique events and an unlimit-
ed number of combinations of
events. A user can execute
tasks while the computer is
otherwise inactive. Among
the items monitored are key-
strokes, mouse clicks, number
of open applications, number
of open windows, date and
time. E'vent Manager exe-
cutes commands only when all
specified conditions have
been met, sends commands to

one application or several and
executes commands globally
or specifically, depending on
programming. An intuitive
list -based interface allows for
true "point -and -click" pro-
gramming. E'vent Manager
"learns" which events to
monitor, which commands to
execute and where a com-
mand should be sent via a full -
feature recording and play-
back capability. All record-
ings are fully editable, even
the mouse movements. $180.
Merasoft Corp., 384 E. 720S.,
Suite 204, P.O. Box 1918, Or -
em, UT 84059-1918; tel.: 801-
225-9951; Fax: 802-225-9984.

Circle (10) on Reply Card

Dataline Monitor
Frederick Engineering's new
Feline Plus is a PC -based data -
line monitor and protocol an-
alyzer offering 64K perfor-
mance on a half-size card. Fe-
line Plus offers the same user-

friendly interface software as
other Feline products sport.
It's compatible with all exist-
ing Feline Interface Pods for
RS -232, V.35, Mil -188, ISDN
Ti and CEPT. $1,495. Fred-
erick Engineering, Inc., 10200
Old Columbia Rd., Colum-
bia, MD 21046; tel.: 301-290-
9000; Fax: 301-381-7180.

Circle (9) on Reply Card

Aqua Royal
ProGold 100 from Caig Labor-
atories is a gold conditioner
and protector formulated to
protect gold surfaces, base
metals and other precious met-
als; reduce intermittent con-
nection failures; reduce wear
and abrasion; and provide a
protective coating on connec-
tor contact surfaces. It en-
hances conductivity character-
istics to efficiently transmit
electrical signals. ProGold 100

also coats the entire connector
surface and reportedly pro-
vides superior protection from
abrasion (insertion resistance),
wear and atmospheric contam-
ination. Pre -treating with Pro -
Gold 100 is claimed to reduce
intermittent contact problems
and increase reliability.

ProGold 100 is available in
spray, liquid, precision dis-
penser wipes and pen applica-
tors. $18, spray can. C.aig Lab-
oratories, Inc., 16744 W. Ber-
nardo Dr., Rancho Bernardo,
CA 92127; tel.: 619-451-1799;
fax: 619-451-2799.

Circle (11) on Reply Card

Multiple -Device
Control Card
MULTI/0 from B&B Elec-
tronics has eight digital user -
defined I/O lines, two eight -

bit A/D channels and two
eight -bit D/A channels. Up to
32 MULTI/0 modules can be
connected on a single RS -485
multi -drop line. The commu-
nications protocol is compati-
ble with several other manu-
facturers of RS -485 multi -
drop control modules. PC
compatible communications
and control software to set up
module parameters is provid-
ed. Module control parame-
ters are stored in EEPROM
on each module. The board
measures 8" x 2.75" and re-
quires 10 to 30 volts dc for
proper operation. $175 for
board; $15 for MIPS3 power
supply. B&B Electronics Mfg.
Co., 4000 Baker Rd., P.O.
Box 1040, Ottawa, IL 61350;
tel.: 815-434-0846.

Circle (12) on Reply Card

Laser Printer
For Windows
LaserMaster, long-time lead-
er in the ultra -high -resolution
laser printer market, now of-
fers the WinPrinter 400. This
is the first printer expressly
designed for the Windows en-

vironment. WinPrinter 400
includes a LaserMaster Win-
dows direct driver to optimize
Windows printing as well as
PostScript and PCL emula-
tions. The printer provides
400 x 400 -dpi output in 8.5 "
x 11" format at up to four
printed pages per minute.
Fifty Type -I typefaces selected
from URW, ITC and Digital
Typeface Corp. are packaged
with the unit. It also works
with Adobe Type 1 and Type 3
typefaces, as well as PCL soft
fonts. $1,995. LaserMaster
Corp., 6900 Shady Oak Rd.,
Eden Prairie, MN 55344; tel.:
612-944-9457; Fax: 612-
943-3469.

Circle (13) on Reply Card

Data Acquisition
BSOFT's new ANA100 is a
low-cost, high-performance
analog I/O plug-in board for
IBM/compatible computers.
Single -channel conversion
speeds as fast as 2.5µs are pos-
sible with the eight -bit A/D
flash converter. It features a
single -channel analog output,
eight -bit D/A converter and 14
TTL digital I/O lines. The D/A
analog output channel is jump-
er selectable for 2.5-, 5- or
10 -volt output, full-scale. A
disk of sample programs ships
with the board. $99. BSOFT
Engineering, 444 Colton Rd.,
Columbus, OH 43207; tel.:
614-491-0832; fax: 614-
497-9971.

Circle (14) on Reply Card
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Application By Tom Benford

Desktop Video
Part 1

Manipulating, combining and
editing images, including
computer video to TV video,
video overlays, recording
computer graphics and
animation on videotape and
PC -controlled VCR editing

y oosely defined, desktop video
means producing video (taped or

live action) using a personal computer
in some capacity for creating, editing,
controlling, combining or manipulat-
ing some elements of the production.
This blanket definition covers a lot of
ground, but so does desktop video.

I first got involved with "desktop
video" in 1983. Using a Commodore
64 computer and Hybrid 8 Special Ef-
fects Generator, I embellished my
home videos with titles and simple
graphics. Since the C-64 produced a
composite output video signal, it was
simple to "export" my computer
graphics to a VCR using a simple cable
terminated in phono plugs.

Because the Hybrid 8 SEG also sup-
ported composite video for input as
well as output, it was a straightfor-
ward matter to connect a live video
camera or VCR as source device A and
the C-64 as source device B. I used the
Hybrid 8 to handle wipe/fade transi-
tions between sources to the output
VCR (destination device C), which re-
corded the whole thing. While this
setup wasn't fancy or very sophisticat-
ed, it was light-years ahead of paltry
single -font title generators and mag-
netic and stick -on title lettering other
home videophiles were using.

There were shortcomings, of course:
40 -column width, poor resolution and

Two NEC PC -VCRs interfaced to a 386 computer afford the
ultimate in computer -controlled editing and scene transfer.

limited colors. But times have changed
considerably since then.

Unlike the venerable Commodore
64 and Apple II series computers that
generated a composite video signal,
IBM-compatible PCs support graph-
ics that generate discrete RGB (red,
green, blue) signals to achieve lifelike
color palettes and image definition. A
compatibility problem arises because
RGB and composite (NTSC) signals
are vastly different. This stems from
their origins. TV displays are designed
to show video and real -life images in
motion, whereas computer displays
show (primarily) still images of com-
puter data with crisp detail. Since the
two are incompatible, hardware that
can bridge the gap between them is
needed for desktop video to work.

VGA or super -VGA graphics is the
way to go today. Unlike digital (TTL)
graphics devices, like an EGA board,
the input is analog, which then re-
quires conversion to digital. This volt-
age -level -driven technique generates
more colors and provides better reso-
lution than the earlier EGA design.

The best bridging device is the vid-
eo/overlay board-a combination su-

per -VGA card and composite image
output card. With one of these de-
vices, you can overlay computer im-
ages and text over live and recorded
video. You can also output computer
animation or presentations directly to
a VCR or TV monitor. In this install-
ment, we'll be taking a look at three
video/overlay cards and a high -end
VCR that interface through the PC's
serial ports for computer -controlled
scene editing. We begin with a brief
technical discussion of what's in-
volved in converting PC video output
to NTSC-compatible video. Under-
standing the elements of NTSC video
is a good place to start.

NTSC
This is the North American video stan-
dard. NTSC is short for National Tel-
evision Standards Committee. All vid-
eo gear used in North America con-
forms to the specification set forth in
the RS -170A standard. The NTSC
spec ensures that TV receivers, video
cameras, laserdisc players, camcord-
ers and other video components are
compatible with each other. European
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and Asian countries use other stand-
ards (PAL and SECAM) that aren't
compatible with NTSC.

The NTSC specification was first
originated and adopted for black -and -
white imaging. An NTSC signal con-
sists of 30 frames per second, each
frame being composed of 525 horizon-
tal scan lines. An interlaced signal for-
mat is used to broadcast image infor-
mation efficiently. This simply means
that the odd lines of a frame are dis-
played first, followed by display of the
even lines.

The above is accomplished by the
electron beam starting at the top line
(line 1) on the screen and drawing im-
age data from left to right. The beam
shuts off when it reaches the right side,
skips line 2, positions itself at the left
corner and again starts drawing from
left to right on line 3. The process is
repeated all the way to the bottom of
the screen, skipping each even line
along the way, in a process called hor-
izontal blanking.

When all odd lines have been
drawn, the beam shuts off and goes
back to the top of the screen, in a pro-
cess called vertical blanking. The
beam then turns on and starts draw-
ing at the left edge of line 2, proceeding
all the way to the right margin, shut-
ting off and skipping line 3. All odd
lines are skipped on this pass, where
all even lines are drawn. Regardless of
whether it's odd or even, every line is
composed of pixels (short for picture
elements).

Interlacing of odd and even lines
separates each frame into odd and
even fields. Each field takes'/a second
to appear, resulting in 30 complete
frames per second.

In addition to horizontal and verti-
cal placement, each pixel in an image
must also convey a light/dark value to
represent white, black or any of the
myriad shades of gray between them.
The light/dark value a are referred to
as luminance and are governed by the
amplitude of the electron beam. Full
amplitude results in white, zero ampli-
tude yields black, and any values be-
tween produce specific shades of gray.
Conveying color -image information is
more complex. In addition to lumi-
nance information color (chrom-
inance or chroma) data must also be
presented.

The three primary colors-red,
green and blue (abbreviated RGB)-

can produce any color when combined
in varying combinations. A separate
dedicated electron gun for each pri-
mary color is used to energize the red,
green and blue phosphors that make
up each pixel to create all the colors of
the spectrum. NTSC pixels are rec-
tangular (taller than they are wide) and
have an aspect ratio of 0.86:1.

Chroma is a sine -wave signal whose
phase determines actual color. Ampli-
tude or saturation determines the
amount of the color added to the luma
information. By varying luminance
and chroma information, it's possible
to produce millions of variations of
the same basic colors. For example,
fire -engine red has lots of luma with
lots of chroma, but pastel pink has lots
of luma with little chroma.

Synchronization is necessary for all
three elements to combine and work
together properly. Each signal is syn-
chronized to produce vertical sync,
horizontal sync and color sync, all
within the prescribed tolerances of
NTSC specifications.

NTSC video is an analog signal.
Sync, luminance and chrominance are
all actualized through a continuous
analog waveform with a range of 1 -
volt peak -to -peak into 75 ohms, and
the IRE is the unit of measurement as-
sociated with it. The standard range
corresponding to 1 volt is 140 IRE
( - 40 to + 100). According to the
NTSC spec, - 40 IRE represents the
sync pulse, 0 IRE represents horizon-
tal blanking and luminance is repre-
sented between the ranges of 7.5 IRE
(black) to 100 IRE (white).

NTSC video is also overscanned,
which essentially means that the pic-
ture scans onto the screen beyond the
screen's visible horizontal and vertical
boundaries. The reason for overscan
is that since the ratio of visible screen
area varies from one TV receiver or
monitor to another, it compensates
for "wraparound" on the picture
tube. A "safe titling area" is designat-
ed to ensure that text restricted to this
area will be completely displayable re-
gardless of the receiver or monitor
used to view it.

Computer Video
Computer video is totally unlike
NTSC video in three major respects.
(1) All pixel information, including
color values, is digitally represented by

designated data bits for each red,
green and blue component, as op-
posed to regulating chroma via ampli-
tude. (2) Computer monitors are usu-
ally noninterlaced, and the horizontal
and vertical sync rates are different
from those used in NTSC video. Final-
ly, (3) RGB computer displays aren't
overscanned; the display area is rigid-
ly confined to 640 x 480 (or 1,024 x
768) pixels, bordered by black on all
four sides.

These three major differences im-
mediately pose problems in making
image interchanges. Pixel sizes are dif-
ferent as well, which affects how pic-
tures are displayed. Since computer
RGB displays have square pixels with
1:1 ratios, images that appear correct
on a computer display will appear dis-
torted (stretched vertically) on an
NTSC device, and vice -versa.

Bridging devices that can compen-
sate and convert between NTSC and
computer RGB video in either direc-
tion are required to produce any kind
of meaningful desktop video. In ad-
dition to handling format differences
between composite and RGB, these
devices also provide genlock and time -
base correction circuitry to correct and
adjust signal phases between two de-
vices. Genlock slaves the sync signal
on one video device to the sync of an-
other master device. Timebase correc-
tors compensate for timing deviations
caused by slack or stretching of the
video tape to restore sync signals to
NTSC standard specifications.

Overlay Process
A video/overlay board converts the
digital signal of the computer's VGA
(or super -VGA) screen into an inter-
laced analog NTSC signal. An input
source from a video camera, VCR or
other device is processed by the board
and the now -interlaced computer
graphic is genlocked to the input video
source. A color is selected from the
background of the computer graphic
and is replaced by the synchronized in-
put video signal.

VGA graphics that aren't of the se-
lected background color appear in the
foreground, while the input video sig-
nal resides in the background. The re-
sult is the computer graphics overlaid
on the input video in a combined sig-
nal can be displayed and recorded on
an NTSC device. The process sounds
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deceptively simple, considering what's
actually required to accomplish it.

A video/overlay board can also be
used to transfer computer -generated
images or animation to videotape or
display on a TV monitor. In these ap-
plications, no composite video exists
on which to overlay. The computer
graphics are converted into composite
signals and fed to a VCR or TV moni-
tor via the video output port.

Three of the leading video/overlay
boards available for PCs are the True -
vision VideoVGA, the Everex Vision
VGA w/Overlay and Willow Periph-
erals' VGA -TV GE/O. Let's take a
closer look at each.

Video Overlay Boards

Truevision VideoVGA, $995 with 256K
RAM, $1,195 1M RAM
Truevision, Inc.
7340 Shadeland Station
Indianapolis, IN 46256
Tel.: 1 -800 -858 -TRUE

CIRCLE NO. 92 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Truevision Video VGA board with break-out
cable, software and manuals.

Truevision's Video VGA is a densely -
populated full-length board that's avail-
able in 512K and 1M RAM versions. I used
the 1M version and I was very impressed
with its overall performance.

Sporting a Tseng 4000 -series chipset,
this high -end Super VGA card supports
1,024 x 768 resolution in numerous modes
when connected to a multisync monitor.
As you might expect, it also supports all
standard display modes, including MDA,
CGA, MCGA, EGA, VGA, Super -VGA
and Extended -VGA, and can be used with
any software that supports these modes.

The board's mounting bracket is load-
ed with I/O jacks, including a six -pin DIN
connector for S -Video input and output,
using the supplied break-out cable. Two
phono jacks for composite video input and
output are also provided, as is a 15 -pin D -
connector to accommodate the computer's

VGA monitor. The board mounts in any
8- or 16 -bit slot in a PC and automatically
switches between 8- and 16 -bit data -trans-
fer rates, depending on slot location.

Installing the VideoVGA is the essence
of simplicity from a hardware standpoint.
Since there are no jumpers or DIP switches
to set, all that's needed for installation is
plugging it into any available full-length
expansion slot and securing it in place, at-
taching the computer monitor cable and
cables to composite video input and com-
posite video output sources to complete
hardware installation.

The entire installation process for both
hardware and software is covered in excel-
lent detail in the VideoVGA Installation
Guide. This 50 -page manual is exception-
ally well -written and full of helpful dia-
grams that illustrate numerous equipment
configurations for both composite and S -
video gear. In addition to the great tech-
nical information it provides, the Installa-
tion Guide also explains the process of con-
verting computer video to TV video and
gives excellent information on various vid-
eo modes and VGA color values.

A second, slightly thinner, VideoVGA
Reference Guide provides supplemental
information on video -conversion and
overlay processes and tells how to use the
supplied software programs. Chapter 3,
devoted to basic video concepts and plan-
ning your video, is especially helpful. Key
topics like overlaying, recording anima-
tions and CAD packages and adding sound
to recordings are covered in easy -to -under-
stand terms.

While the VideoVGA functions won-
derfully as a high -end super -VGA -capable
video card right out of the box, it doesn't
do any of its video magic unless control
software is loaded. This software is pro-
vided on both 5'/." and 3%" diskettes,
which contain several programs.

The main program that activates the
board is the TSR (Terminate Stay Resi-
dent) VGATSR.EXE utility that has three
principle functions. It toggles on and off
recordable VGA, toggles on and off the
overlay feature and selects a "key" color
to perform a video overlay. The key is the
computer video color, which becomes
"transparent" to allow the composite -
video to show through in the overlay pro-
cess. If no key color is selected, the default

key is black (color 0).
VGATSR can be loaded manually prior

to starting a video session, or can be incor-
porate into an AUTOEXEC.BAT file for
automatic loading whenever you boot your
computer. Since it doesn't require much
memory (less than 10K), including it in
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file is a good idea
if you'll be doing lots of video work so that
it's always loaded and ready for use.

VGATSR's three main functions are ac-
cessed by hot -key combinations using the
F8, F9 and FlO keys in conjunction with the
Shift and ctrl keys. The TSR approach
makes these vital functions for overlaying
constantly available, even from within
other applications.

Shift -Ctrl -F10 places on -screen a cursor
you use for selecting a key color. Moving
to any desired screen location and press-
ing a mouse key selects the screen back-
ground color for that particular pixel as the
key color. Shift -Ctrl -F9 turns on and off the
overlay feature to make it active only when
you wish it to be. Shift -Ctrl -F8 turns on and
off the ability to record. Using these hot -
keys in combination can produce the fol-
lowing results:

The F8 keystroke combination is always
required at least once during a video ses-
sion. This is necessary because the Video -
VGA boots up with the ability to record
disabled and in default video Mode 3 (80
x 25 color text), which is a non -recordable
mode for the card. Other modes available
but not recordable with this card are Mode
30 (800 x 600 x 16 colors), Mode 37
(1,024 x 768 x 16 colors) and Mode 38
(1,024 x 768 x 256 colors; 1M of on -card
RAM is required).

Additional modes that can't be record-
ed are: Mode 22 (132 x 44 text x 16 col-
ors), Mode 23 (132 x 25 text x 16 colors)
and Mode 24 (132 x 28 text x 16 colors).
These are beyond the capabilities of NTSC
devices to resolve.

Tseng Labs' (whose chip set is on the
card) VMODE.COM, supplied on -disk, is
used to set the card's video mode. Keying
in VMODE at the system prompt produces
a mode -selection menu that lists all avail-
able video modes for your monitor type.
Typing VMODE? displays a table that lists
available text and graphics modes. Enter-
ing VMODE # (# is the appropriate number
of the desired mode from the displayed

Table L Truevision VideoVGA Hot -Key Combinations

F8

On
Off
On

F9

On
Off
Off

Display on NTSC Monitor

Recordable (VGA overlay)
No output to NTSC
Recordable (VGA only)
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table) selects and locks in that mode. Ad-
ditional VMODE commands are also
available for mode setting and are entered
directly at the command line.

VMAIN.COM is the disk -based version
of the VideoVGA PROM functions that
set the board for the various modes.
Though it runs faster than the ROM -based
version because it runs in RAM, the trade-
off is that it requires some RAM and, thus,
reduces the amount of RAM for use by
other applications. The utility is executed
by typing VMAIN at the DOS prompt,
which sets all video modes and attributes
back to their default boot status, disabl-
ing all composite video output functions.
I didn't find execution speed to be a prob-
lem; so I opted to keep all of my RAM
available and wait an extra nanosecond or
two if necessary.

An assortment of video drivers is also
provided on the disks. They include dedi-
cated drivers for Microsoft Windows 3.0,
AutoDesk AutoCAD, Lotus 1-2-3, Xerox
Ventura Publisher, WordPerfect, Word-
Star and 8514/A Emulation. Complete in-
structions are provided for installing and
configuring these drivers to work with their
respective applications.

An EANSI.SYS device driver, an en-
hanced version of the ANSI file that sup-
ports the extended screen modes of Vid-
eoVGA, is also provided. The line DE-
VICE = EANSI.SYS is added to the CON-
FIG.SYS file to install this enhanced
dI iver. Any existing ANSLSYS driver line
should be removed.

A Custom Font Loader/Editor supplied
with the software permits changing the
character set of the fonts displayed on-
screen. For example, the letter "A" could
be displayed or !!, which could be useful
for scientific, mathematical and foreign -
language applications.

FEDIT.COM is the font editor program
used to create new fonts or modify existing
ones. A Help option on FEDIT's main
menu functions as an on-line user guide
and provides detailed information on us-
ing the program.

FLOAD .COM , the font loader pro-
gram, retrieves a selected font from disk
and loads it into video memory. One at a
time, you can store up to four fonts in
video memory, with any one selected for
display. Typing FLOAD with no parame-
ters displays detailed usage information
for the program.
Conclusion: VGATSR and VMODE are
the real meat -and -potatoes as far as opera-
tional software goes for the VideoVGA
board, and using the TSR hotkeys quick-
ly became second nature. The card per-
formed flawlessly and produces truly great
overlays, as well as recordable VGA.
Everything about Truevision's VideoVGA
is top quality . . . using the product is a
pleasure.

Everex Vision EV-626 VGA with Overlay,
$855 with 512K RAM, $895 with 1M RAM
Everex Systems, Inc.
48431 Milmont Dr.
Fremont, CA 94538
Tel.: 415-683-2100
CIRCLE NO. 93 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Another full-length board chock-full of
components, Everex's Vision VGA with
Overlay differs in some areas while shar-
ing common ground in others with Truevi-
sion's VideoVGA board. Similarities are
principally that the Everex board also uses

Everex Vision VGA with Overlay with soft-
ware, documentation and cable.

The Electronics Lab
in a Computer!
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Build and simulate both Analog and Digital circuits.

ElectronicsWorkbencif
-Electronics Workbench is pretty amazing."

Jerry Pournelle, Ph.D., Info World

...a marvellous learning and teaching tool...."
Art Salsberg, Editor -in -chief, Modern Electronics

"Building a circuit is simple and intuitive."
Jeff Holtzman, Computer Editor, Radio -Electronics Magazine

Yes, I want Electronics Workbench® in my computer!
Check the version you want:

0 MS-DOS 5.25" 1:1 MS-DOS 3.5'

Personal $ 99.00
Personal Plus $ 199.00
Personal Plus Mac $199.00
Professional $ 299.00

ORDER INFORMATION Canadian residents please
add 7% GST (Ontario residents add 8% PST plus 7%
GST). All orders please add $15.00 shipping and
handling. All prices in US $. Offer available only in N.
America.

Return to:
Interactive Image Technologies Ltd.
Computer Craft Offer
908 Niagara Falls Boulevard
North Tonawanda, NY 14120-2060
Tel: (416) 361-0333
Fax: (416) 368-5799

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip.

Tel: ( ) Fax: ( )

MC/VISA/AMEXff

Signature: Exp

REQUIREMENTS  Personal/Personal Plus Versions. IBM PC/XT/AT or PS/2
or true compatible with 512 kB RAM. Microsoft -compatible mouse graphics
display: two floppy drives or hard disk; MS-DOS 3.0 or later.
 Professional Version 640 kB RAM; EGANGA graphics: hard disk.
II Personal Plus Mac Version Macintosh Plus, SE. SE30, Mac II.

FEATURES  Personal Version: builds circuits containing 20 components or
less.  Personal Plus Version: builds circuits containing an unlimited*
number of components. Professional Version uses color coding for circuit
tracing with an unlimited' number of components: EGANGA support
'limited only by the amount of memory available.

INTERACTIVE IMAGE TECHNOLOGIES
INTERACTIVE
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Update on VideoLinx
In Part 1 of "PC Image Acquisition"
(December 1991), I mentioned that the
VideoLinx: Framebuffer was more than
just a capture board. While it doesn't
have image overlay or motion video cap-
abilities, it can output captured "stills"
and static computer graphics to com-
posite video sources. In addition to
"grabbing" a video image, it permits
manipulation of the image and output to
NTSC video. It's sort of a hybrid product
that blends the features of an image grab-
ber with those of a video board.

a Tseng-labs 4000 -series video chip set and
that it's a superb super -VGA video unit.
Like its Truevision counterpart, the Everex
Vision VGA with Overlay has automatic
bus detection that senses whether it's in 8 -
or 16 -bit slot and sets the data transfer rate
accordingly. It, too, is available in 512K
or 1M RAM versions. I worked with the
1M version and found it to be excellent and
a great tool for output of computer video
or overlaying to NTSC devices.

Unlike Truevision, which is entirely con-
figured through software, the Everex Vi-
sion VGA with Overlay offers several op-
tions that can be configured physically on
the board. It's outfitted with an eight -po-
sition DIP switch for selecting the monitor

type with which it's used.
Depending on the monitor type selected

through DIP -switch settings, only compat-
ible video resolutions are displayed, a good
feature to have so that mode options are
preselected to match a monitor's capabil-
ities. Available monitor types that can be
switch set include super multi -frequency
(default setting), multi -frequency, super -
VGA, IBM PS/2 and 8514.

Other settings controlled through the
DIP switch are for enabling/disabling the
automatic 8/16 -bit bus -detect feature for
both RAM and ROM and setting on and
off the input video termination.

In addition to the DIP switch, seven lo-
cations on the board can be jumper select-
ed to open or close circuits. Their designa-
tions are summarized in Table 2. Some of
these features (JP1, JP5 and JP7) are for
tweaking the "studio -performance mode"
to produce pristine broadcast -quality vid-
eo output but don't require setting changes
for normal desktop video applications.

The manual advises jumpers to be left
as supplied unless one is extremely familiar
with NTSC video standards since adjust-
ments to the board's potentiometers may
also be required. I heeded this warning and
left all jumper settings in their factory -set
conditions and changed only DIP -switch
settings to match my multi -frequency
VGA color monitor. Everything per-
formed without a hitch.

All settings for both DIP switch and
jumpers are clearly explained and abun-
dantly illustrated in the excellent 130 -page
owner's manual/reference guide. Docu-
mentation is first-rate and includes detailed
information on all board features. It has
sections on programming, drivers and
troubleshooting as well.

The back plane bracket of the Vision
VGA with Overlay contains only a 15 -pin
D -type connector for the VGA monitor
and a 25 -pin D -type connector for han-
dling video in and out. A supplied break-
out cable attaches to the 25 -pin port. It
splits into a Y and has dual terminations
at each branch of the Y. One branch is col-
or coded with red plugs that designate vid-
eo input; the other has black plugs that sig-
nify video output. Each branch is termin-
ated with phono jacks (for composite vid-
eo) and four -pin DIN connectors (for S -
video devices).

After installation in a computer and
connecting to it a video monitor, the board
functions as a normal super -VGA card. If
composite video sources (input and out-
put) are connected to the card and turned
on, the card is "transparent" in that it lets
the input travel right through it to the out-
put device as if the card isn't there. No
computer video output or overlay func-
tions are enabled without loading the
board's application software.

The software comes on two 51/4 " disk -

THE PERFORMANCE LEADER
IN EASY TO USE CAD TOOLS

From Labcenter Electronics

Easy to Use PC Software - ICON Based
Ultra Fast Performance - Mouse Driven
Complete With Advanced Editing Tools
Output to Printers, Plotters & Lasers

PCB BOARD DESIGN
Full range of products available from entry level
through to autorouting.

SCHEMATIC CAPTURE
A family of products that feature modern graphical
user interface & an intelligent diagram editor.

Products as low as $ 1 4 9 us ! ! !

R4 SYSTEMS Inc.
P.O.Box 451
West Hill, Ontario
Canada M1E 4Y9

Free DEMO Package
Write or Call Today

(416) 439-9302
Download DEMO from BBS at 416 289-4554 (2400/8/N/1)

CIRCLE NO. 76 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Cross -Assemblers from $50.00
Simulators from $100.00

Cross-Disassemblers from $100.00
Developer Packages

from $20 .00(a $50.00 Savings

Make Programming Easy
Our Macro Cross -assemblers are easy to use. With powerful
conditional assembly and unlimited include files.

Get It Debugged --FAST
Don't wait until the hardware is finished. Debug your software
with our Simulators.

Recover Lost Source!
Our line of disassemblers can help you re-create the original
assembly language source.

Thousands Of Satisfied Customers
Worldwide

PseudoCorp has been providing quality solutions for
microprocessor problems since 1985.

Processors
Intel 8048 RCA 180205 Intel 8051 Intel 8096,196kc
Motorola 6800 Motorola 6801 Motorola 68HC11 Motorola 6805
Hitachi 6301 Motorola 6809 MOS Tech 6502 WDC 65CO2
Rockwell 65C()2 Intel 8080,85 Zlog Z80 NSC 800
Hitachi HD64180 Mot. 68k 8,,10 Zlog Z8 Zlog Super 8

All products require an IBM PC or compatible.
For Information Or To Order Call:

MasterCard PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd, Suite E

Newport News, VA 23606
(804) 873-1947 FAX:(804)873-2154

*5z
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Table 2. Everex Vision VGA Jumper Settings

Jumper Function
JP1 Horizontal drive select
JP2 Factory use only
JP3 IRQ2 enable/disable
JP4 Factory use only
JP5 Force genlock mode
JP6 Factory use only
JP7 Sync on green

Use
Selects HDrive2 (Normal)
Function unknown
Disables IRQ2
Function unknown
Selects normal/studio mode
Function unknown
Enables/disables sync on green signal

ettes and consists of several programs,
utilities and numerous software drivers.
Like the Truevision board, TSR and mode -
selection programs control enabling of the
essential functions and features. Overall,
the Everex software is a bit more awkward
to use than that of the Truevision package.
However, it provides more operating op-
tions and setting latitude, which offset this
small hardship.

The main programs provided in the soft-
ware package are as follows:

VTMODE-permits switching between
different text and graphics modes other
than those selected by the DIP switches.
VTMODE is menu -driven and can also be
run from the command line by typing
VTMODE, followed by an appropriate ar-
gument. Any operational changes made
with VTMODE are only temporary; the
board is reset to the permanent DIP -switch
selections anytime the PC is cold -booted
(warm booting with CTRL -ALT -DEL
doesn't reset the settings). In addition to
setting video mode, it's possible to turn on
and off the composite video output, enable
and disable the flicker filter and turn on
and off the underscan (on forces composite
video output to fit within the displayable
area of the screen horizontally).

VTRAM.COM-runs the Vision
VGA's video BIOS in high-speed system
memory, which enables many programs to
run faster. It also provides support for the
VESA SuperVGA BIOS extension. It must
be installed if you wish to use software
compatible with the VESA extension. As
with the Truevision, I didn't find any ap-
preciable difference in throughput speed;
so I used the PROM -based BIOS on the
card, rather than loading and running it
from user RAM.

HELP.EXE-a quick on-line reference
utility, can be invoked from the command
line with either a "?" or an argument as
a suffix. Entering a question mark as an
argument lists all help modules available;
entering the help file module desired after
the command displays help for that par-
ticular subject. While not as intuitive as
Truevision's help scheme, it's useful and
provides quick reference without having
to use the manual.

626INIT.EXE-must be loaded into
memory before any of the genlocking fea-
tures (overlay or video output) can be used.
The necessary BIOS extensions are load-
ed into memory and this program can also
be invoked from the AUTOEXEC.BAT
file to automatically load upon booting for
convenience if you'll be doing lots of
desktop video work.

626UTIL.EXE-turns on and off gen-
lock, toggles the flicker filter and toggles
overlay colors for modes of 16 colors or
less. It also permits adjustment of contrast,
brightness, saturation and hue for the in-
coming video signal. A mouse is used to
adjust and lock in the desired settings from
a menu screen. Sliders are represented for
contrast, brightness, saturation and hue
settings. Moving the slider "lever" to the
left and right decreases and increases, re-
spectively, the level.

A toggle "button" is provided for turn-
ing on and off the flicker filter, and cou-
ple of lines of sample text are provided to
display the effect of the filter setting. An-
other toggle button is provided on the
menu screen for turning on and off gen-
lock. A 16 -color palette is also provided for
selecting the overlay key color. All settings
are updated when this program is exited
and they become the default settings until
reset again at some future time.

626TSR.EXE-is used to turn on and
off genlock, toggle the flicker filter or set
overlay color "on the fly." Since it's a
TSR, it can be invoked from within any ap-
plication, including a high-speed VGA
game. 626TSR.EXE also permits altering
contrast, brightness, saturation and hue by
using various hotkey combinations.

The main hotkeys are ALT -E ALT -C,
which activate the TSR. An additional in-
struction argument then follows to make
the desired change. For example, ALT -E
ALT -C G will toggle the genlock on or off,
ALT -E ALT -C F toggles the flicker filter on
or off, and ALT -E ALT -C 0# (# is a number
from 0 to 255 that represents a palette col-
or) selects an overlay key color. The ALT
combinations become familiar within a
couple of minutes and overall are easy to
use once you get the hang of it.

Numerous graphics drivers on the disk-

ettes permit using the card to full advan-
tage with such programs as AutoDesk
ADI, GEM 3.X, Lotus 1-2-3 and Sym-
phony, Ventura Publisher 2.0, Microsoft
Windows 3.0, WordPerfect 5.1 and Draw -
Perfect 1.1 and OS/2 Presentation Man-
ager. Complete instructions for loading
and using these dedicated drivers are given
in the manual.
Conclusion:The EV-626 Vision VGA with
Overlay was a very easy board to use. It
produced excellent overlay and export
video output using the same equipment
setup utilized with the Truevision. As far
as quality output goes, it's a draw between
the two boards. The Everex offers some ex-
tended features over the Truevision, but
Truevison's software is a bit easier to use.
Either of these boards is an excellent choice
for producing recordable computer video
or doing overlay work in desktop video.

Willow Peripherals VGA -TV GE/O, $895
Willow Peripherals
190 Willow Ave.
Bronx, NY 10454
Tel.: 800-444-1585 or 212-402-9500

CIRCLE NO. 100 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Willow Peripherals VGA -TV GE/0 with soft-
ware and documentation.

This is also a full-length board loaded
with chips and other components. Like the
others, the GE/O (short for genlock/over-
lay, pronounced gee -oh) also uses a Tseng
Labs video chip (this board uses the Tseng
ET3000AX, while the other two boards use
the Tseng 4000 series chips). The only
available configuration for the GE/O has
512K of RAM, which makes it unique
compared to the 512K and 1M versions for
the Everex and Truevision boards.

The board mounts in any full-length 8 -
or 16 -bit slot and functions like a normal
super -VGA card when it isn't being used
for composite video output or overlaying.
It supports a 256 -color palette (of a possi-
ble range of 262,144 colors) and can pro-
duce RS -170A -compatible or S -Video out-
put in resolutions to 640 x 480 using the
256 -color palette.

MDA, CGA, EGA, MCGA, VGA and
super -VGA display standards are sup -
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Table 3. Jumper Settings/Functions for VGA -TV GE/O

Jumper

J11

J12

J91

Position

Open*
Closed
Open

Closed*
Open

Closed*

Function

Boots to VGA mode
Boots to NTSC mode
V -Sync present (NTSC)
V -Sync suppressed (NTSC)
No 75 -Ohm termination
75 -Ohm termination (for video input)

ported, and a multi -frequency computer
monitor is required. The GE/O can accept
input from any NTSC input device, in-
cluding video camera, camcorder, VCR,
videodisc player and TV broadcast signal.
It uses a default I/O port address of 310h,
and address setting is jumper -configurable
between 300h and 370h.

Additional jumpers, 12 in all, govern
various configuration and use preferences.
One jumper controls whether the GE/0
card boots up in VGA or NTSC output
mode and another suppresses or enables
vertical sync output in NTSC mode. Some
monitors (like the NEC Multisync II, 3D
and others) don't require a vertical sync
signal, while others (like the NEC Multi -
sync I) need it to avoid video "jitter."

Yet another jumper determines whether
or not the video input signal terminates
with the GE/0 or is sent to another loca-
tion and places a 75 -ohm termination re-
sistor in the circuit when closed. The func-
tions and settings for these three main
jumpers are shown in Table 3. Factory de-
fault settings for J11, J12 and J91 are
Open, Closed and Closed, respectively.

Jumpers J18, J19 and J20 determine the
port address the board uses. Jumpers J14,
J15, J16, J21 and J22 don't normally re-
quire changing by end users. All possible
jumpering configurations and clear expla-
nations of their uses and effects are covered
in Chapter 5 of the excellent user manual.

I/O connections to the GE/0 are han-
dled by multiple ports on the card's back -
plane bracket. Two phono jacks at the top
of the bracket handle composite video in-
put and output. Below these is a DB-15F
connector for connecting the computer
monitor. Below it is a four -pin DIN con-
nector for S -video output. The GE/0
board is unique in that it supports only S -
video output (Everex and Truevision sup-
port S -video input and output).

A supplied 75 -ohm DB-15 terminating
plug is used for terminating the computer
monitor port when only the composite port
is in use. Inclusion of this handy device
makes it possible to terminate this video
port without the need to change jumper
settings on the board.

Three 51/4" software diskettes are sup-

plied. One contains all required executable
programs to utilize the board's features.
Another contains dedicated drivers to use
the board's various video modes with such
programs as AutoCAD, AutoShade, Ven-
tura Publisher, WordPerfect, Lotus 1-2-3
and Windows The last is a software demo
for ColoRIX, a VGA paint program. An-
other supplied package contains a Video
Titler user manual and program disk.

The main programs required for using
the GE/0 board are NTSC.COM,
VGA.COM and GEO.COM. By typing ei-
ther NTSC or VGA, respectively, the first
two programs are invoked and signal out-
put is switched according to which pro-
gram is run. GEO.COM, a TSR, controls
the board and features such as key color,
border color, graphic image centering and
toggling between output modes.

The GEO TSR program is probably the
most useful, since it can be invoked while
inside another application to tailor image
positioning or alter mode settings if de-
sired. When run and invoked through hot -
keys, a pop-up window appears in the mid-
dle of the video display with adjustable
slip, key and border parameters.

Slip governs moving the VGA image on
both computer and TV monitor in up,
down, left and right directions using the
corresponding cursor control keys. This is
handy for aligning images that aren't cen-
tered on the screen.

Key permits you to select any key color
(the color that will be replaced by the video
image) from among the 256 available col-
ors. Upon highlighting "key" on the menu
bar and pressing Enter, two methods of se-
lecting the key color are provided. In one,
the up- and down-arrow keys toggle
through all colors (changing numeric
values from 000 to 255) while you watch
the effect of the video coming through the
corresponding color. The alternate meth-
od involves entering a three -digit number
of the desired color directly if you know
which shade you want. Since the color
palettes are dependent on the software ap-
plication in use at the time, I found the first
method to be the better because I could see
the results immediately.

The border color can also be selected

from the 256 -color palette by highlighting
the "border" option of the TSR pop-up.
Border colors are selected by the same two
methods as the the key color.

The TSR also permits switching between
NTSC and VGA by simply typing N or V
while the TSR window is present on the
screen. Exiting the TSR is accomplished by
pressing Esc to return to the currently run-
ning application.

Additional commands can be entered
using the GEO command in nonresident
mode, which is accomplished by entering
GEO, followed by the appropriate argu-
ment. Available arguments include:

-k-change the hotkey (to any key other
than Esc or Enter)

-h-display help file GEO. DOC
-u-uninstall TSR
-v-select VGA mode
-n-select NTSC mode
-nr (parameters) where the parameters can

be:
-b {ccc}-select border color: ccc = 0 to

255
-k { ccc }-select key color: ccc = 0 to 255
-I{ file name }-load configuration from file
-s { file name }-save configuration to a file

(but only if TSR is already resident)
-x + / - ccc }-slip horizontal ( + is right,

- is left, ccc = three -digit number for
amount of moves desired)

-y + / - ccc }-slip vertical ( + is right, -
is left, ccc = three -digit number for
amount of moves desired

Additionally, commands can be stacked
on the command line for multiple instruc-
tions. For example, to change to NTSC
mode and to select border color 20 and key
color 1, you enter:

geo -nr -n -b 020 -k 001

While the command structure at first seems
a bit confusing, it's easy to master and
becomes second nature after using the
board for a while.

Overall, the supplied documentation is
excellent, although it isn't bound. Willow
Peripherals supplies a three-ring binder for
the manual pages upon receiving the war-
ranty registration card. The binder makes
using the documentation much easier.
Conclusion: Although I didn't encounter
any problems with the board's 512K RAM
limitation, this might be troublesome for
some heavy applications that require a 1M
video card to display at full advantage.
Remember, though, that NTSC video has
recordable limitations that can't exploit
such super extended VGA modes, anyway.
Good board design, excellent performance

(continued on page 26)
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A Shocking Offer!
Now for the first time in CIE's 56 year history
you do not have to be enrolled at CIE to receive
our Electronics and Electricity Lesson Modules.
Available for a limited time to non -students
for the shockingly low introductory price of
only 599.50.

With CIE's patented AUTO -
PROGRAMMED method of learning
you'll quickly learn and then master
the basics of electronics and electricity
and then move on to ... soldering
techniques, applications of Kirchhoff's
law, voltage and power, printed circuit
boards ... and much, much, more.

Your commitment to CIE ends with
your payment. but CIE's commitment
to your success just begins when you
receive your lessons, exams, binder
and equipment. This special price
includes the benefits CIE normally
extends to its students and graduates.

411.-

.0%.011111

 Free Issue of "The Electron-
 Build your personal burglar alarm
 Theory and hands-on training

lessons and exams covering
"current and voltage- through
-printed circuit boards-

 CIE Bookstore privileges
 Patent learning method
 Electronic Bulletin Board privileges

You'll receive CIE Bookstore privileges, a pat-
ented learning method, access to CIE's student,
faculty and alumni electronic bulletin board and
a free issue of CIE's school newspaper "The
Electron". 24 -Hour grading and unlimited

access to CIE's faculty is available on
an optional basis.

And best of all, when you
decide to continue your electro-
nics education in any of CIE's
programs, you'll receive a
$100.00 CIE tuition credit
certificate.

All this knowledge and sup-
port will put you on the road to
understanding digital electronics,
microprocessing principles,
computer systems, telecommuni-
cations, and much, much, more.

All This For drily!

50
 A $100.00 CIE TUITION
CREDIT CERTIFICATE

 Yes, send me CIE's Introductory
Electronic and Electricity Lessons
and Equipment.

Name:

Street:

City:

State: - _ Zip:

Age: Phone (__ 1

1B7076IDEKasSt 1T7Oth

A2203

Apt. 1/:

Total Merchandise:
Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax:

$99.50

California Residents add 6 1/2% Sales Tax:
Total this order:
Shipping and Handling Charges:

Method of Payment: Amount Enclosed:
O Personal Check or Money Order
O Master Card ElVisa

Card Expiration Date:

Signature:

CHARGE BY PHONE!
9 AM to 4:30 PM Eastern Time;

1-800-321-2155 ext. 2203; In Ohio 1-800-523-9109 ext. 2203

$5.00

000



Super VCR for Desktop Video

NEC PV-S98A PC -VCR, $1,995
NEC Technologies Inc.
1255 Michael Dr.
Wood Dale, IL 60191
Tel.: 1-800-366-3632

The steep price tag of this machine
places it beyond practical reach of the
average consumer with a PC who'd like
to dabble in desktop video. However,
you may well consider its purchase if
you're interested in doing serious desktop
video productions and are looking for a
professional -caliber stereo VCR, you
might want to purchase it.

All of the nifty features of the PC -
VCR would take another article in itself
to cover; so I'll just give a short sampling
here of what it has: S -VHS playback and
recording, digital auto tracking, infrared
remote control, double azimuth four -
video head design, 154 -channel cable -
ready frequency synthesized tuner with
MTS, 21-day/8-event programmable
timer, segment recording/delayed seg-
ment recording, VHS index search sys-
tem, real-time counter, front -mounted
dubbing terminals, flying erase head,
camera control terminals, insert record-
ing and lots more. As a VCR, it leaves vir-
tually nothing to be desired.

What makes the PC -VCR not only
unique but perfectly suited for desktop
video is its built-in RS -232C I/O port that
permits it to interface with and be con-
trolled by a PC serial port capable of
ASCII communication. In addition to
PC control of all VCR operations,
frame -accurate time -code indexing is
also featured.

Housed in a bone -colored enclosure,
the PC -VCR matches the color of most
PC systems. Its footprint allows it to nes-
tle atop the system unit of most desktop
PCs. A flip -down front panel provides

access to a control keypad and conceals
the cassette door. Located under the cas-
sette access door are audio recording level
slider controls for left and right channels
and the time adjustment switch for set-
ting calendar/clock functions.

Switches for turning on and off remote
control, setting it to PC -VCR 1 or 2 (so
you can use a single remote controller for
two decks), tape -remaining indicator
switch for T120 or T160 video cassettes,
edit on/off switch, line input selection (S -
video or composite) and the S -VHS on/
off switch are also found at this location.

The flip -down control keypad has
soft -touch buttons for indexing, search-
ing, stereo/simulcast selection, inserts,
dubbing, counter reset, tape transport
controls, VCR/TV selector, LED dim-
mer control, program, recording, chan-
nel selector, TV/CATV and other con-
trols, including cursor keys for moving
forward and backward through com-
mand screens. Eject, pause/still, record-
ing mode select and program check
switches are also on this keypad panel.

A smoked panel to the right conceals
LED displays that indicate stereo, chan-
nel, week, day, time, level meters, index,
transport activity and more. Another
flip -down panel, under the smoked panel
on the lower -right side of the VCR, gives
access to controls for tracking, sharpness
and headphone level and an automatic/
manual tracking selector. Jacks are pro-
vided for headphones, camera control
and S -video, composite video and left -
and right -channel audio input.

On the rear is a switched (200 watts
maximum) grounded ac receptacle for
turning on and off the monitor simultan-
eously with the VCR. Also on the rear
panel are: a 25 -pin RS -232C jack for con-
necting the PC -VCR to the serial port of

a PC; video I/O jacks (DIN jacks for S -
video input and output, BNC connectors
for composite video input and output,
phone jacks for index input and output
and phono jacks for left and right audio
input and output); connectors for anten-
na input and output; mini -phone jack for
camera control; and channel (2/3/off)
selector switch.

A supplied full -function wireless re-
mote -control unit permits operating all
VCR record and play features. A switch
on the transmitter can be moved between
either of two positions to permit control
of two PC -VCRs, each of which is set to
a corresponding 1 or 2 designation. A
cvc button sets the VCR to Computer
Video Control mode.

Such CVC functions as time and frame
reference information for accessing any
point on the tape, setting background
color (instead of video "noise") for tape
sections with no video information and
cueing/indexing functions are all con-
trolled through a CVC mode menu.
While in CVC mode, the transmitter can
override any computer -generated func-
tions or commands that otherwise take
precedence over commands issued by the
remote controller.

People who think programming an or-
dinary VCR is a difficult task are likely
to concede total defeat when it comes to
the complexity and options afforded with
the PV-S98A. A two -section 118 -page
user's manual accompanies the machine.
Section 1, consisting of 54 pages, deals
with the overall features, functions and
controls of this VCR in its capacity as a
high -end stereo VCR. Section II consists
of 64 pages and is addressed entirely to
the PC interface, and contains detailed
information on how to operate the PV-
S98A from a PC.

View of NEC PC -VCR with front panel open to show the casset e RS -232 cable connects the PC -VCR with computer via latter's serial
access door and keypad control section. port.
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An interface kit that contains the ap-
propriate (IBM or Macintosh) serial ca-
ble to mate the VCR with a computer, ap-
plication software and a 182 -page soft-
ware users manual are provided. Soft-
ware comes on 5'/," and 3%" disks.

The serial cable is the link between the
PC and the VCR(s). Communication be-
tween the two devices is accomplished us-
ing any modem software you wish or
BASIC. The users manual is comprehen-
sive on how to communicate with the
VCR through the PC and gives detailed
listings of function codes and their ef-
fects. This is for patient hackers who like
to enter commands directly and don't
mind spending considerable time just to
create a title screen with the PC -VCRs
built-in title generator.

Fortunately for non -hackers, the Om-
ni Q Video Scene Master 100 software
supplied with the interface kit provides
a much easier means of controlling the
VCR through a PC. Two versions are
supplied-DOS (SCNMAST.EXE) and
Windows 3.0 (WINMAST.EXE). While
both versions are equally easy to use, the
Windows version is a bit more attractive
and supports mouse control; it's also a
prerequisite for controlling two PC -
VCRs for assembly editing. I used this
version extensively and found it to be
quite easy to learn and use.

I ran into a problem when using two
PC -VCRs simultaneously. Since each re-
quired a serial port for communication
with the PC, both my COM1 and COM2
ports were required, so I disconnected my
mouse. If you've ever tried using Win-
dows without a mouse you can readily
appreciate where this wasn't a livable sit-
uation. The solution was to plug a bus
card into my PC and connect a bus
mouse. If you're using a single PC -VCR
and have two serial ports on your PC,
you're all set, but if you want to add a
second PC -VCR to your setup, you'll
need either an additional serial port or a
bus card to handle both VCRs and a
mouse simultaneously.

When the software is loaded, an on-
screen control panel lets you: fast for-
ward, rewind, play, stop, freeze-frame,
single-step forward, scan forwards and
backwards, go to a time or a scene num-
ber, write an identifying header on each
of your tapes and stripe your tapes with
time -code addresses. A window displays
a list of each scene (a scene list is stored
on hard disk for each tape), and the pro-
gram reads the header from the videotape
in the VCR and calls up the correct list.

Each entry in a scene list consists of a
scene number, start and end times and a
text description of the scene (entered by
you). You merely select a scene from the

Omni 0 Video Scene Master 100 software and manual for NEC PC -VCR.

list, and the VCR searches to the start of
it (a scene can consist of a single frame,
a few seconds or a full -motion video of
any length).

In a setup where two PC -VCRs are in-
terfaced through a PC, the full power
and editing potential of the PV-S98A can
be realized. For example, you can create
an edit list with scene numbers, punch -
in and punch -out points. Working from
this list, the software does an automatic,
linear assembly edit onto one PC -VCR
from the second unit. This is especially
useful if your "source" tape has scenes
scattered in different locations, since the
software shuttles the tape to the begin-
ning of each scene, simultaneously starts
playback from the source and recording
from the copy deck and precisely stops
recording at the end of the scene. It then
shuttles the source tape to the beginning
(within ± 1 frames) of the next scene, and
repeats the process.

Audio dubbing, insert editing and as-
sembly editing are easily controlled
through the Video Scene Master 100 soft-
ware, whose layout is intuitive. The soft-
ware control panel is represented by con-
trol "buttons," which are activated by
mouse clicks. Context -sensitive on-line
help is always available if needed, and

learning to use the program is straightfor-
ward and uncomplicated.

The built-in title generator is accessed
via the serial port (the character genera-
tor cannot be used without a PC to pro-
gram it). Programming the character
generator is a slow and tedious process,
even with a PC, as the example shown in
Table A illustrates. The objective is to
display "PV-S98A" on -screen. As you
can see from the foregoing, programm-
ing the character generator is less than a
straightforward process.

If you intend to use the PC -VCR's on-
board character generator extensively, I
suggest either writing a simple control
program in Microsoft QuickBasic or
some other language to initialize, create
and store titling screens without having
to enter each command by hand. For
more limited applications, any macro
keystroke utility (like Alpha Software's
Key works or Borland's SuperKey) also
simplify and speed up the control pro-
cedure greatly.

Titling and creating stunning graphics
effects are accomplished more easily and
with much better results using computer
paint, illustration and animation pro-
grams rather than the monotonous -look-
ing character generator fonts.

CIRCLE NO. 91 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Table A. Programming Example for PV-S98A VCR

Code Entered

VM1
OC
CA00:00 'PV-S98A'
VMO
ELA

Function

Mute video to selected background color
Initialize character display function
Location for display and display characters
Turn mute off
Erases the characters on display
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LA1 General-Purpose PC Logic Analyzer - $149.00
Designed especially for efficient sophisticated digital analysis of non -microprocessor circuits.

IBM PC/XT/AT/386
compatible

*The first PC Logic
Analyzer designed to
be cost-efficient for low -
frequency applications.

*Works with 5 -Volt digital
logic (5V CMOS or TTL)

*8 color -coded data
lines & external clock
input.

*6 range internal clock
(11-1z- 100KHz) for
periodic sampling.

MOUSE
compatible

48" color -coded ribbon
cable with spring -loaded
micro clips

*Uses your PC's
microprocessor and
memory with an assembly
language data acquisition
routine for maximum
speed on your system.

*A 12 MHz PC clone easily
handles over 100,000
samples per second.

Add logic analysis to your bench for the price of a DMM
Ideal for the professional as well as students Li hobbyists  Proven excellent teaching aid

Integrates with the power & intelligence of your PC to produce a low-cost yet impressive test in-
strument.

* 'Snapshots" Logic States for observation.
* Quickly & reliably performs tests that a dual -trace oscilloscope, DMM, and Logic Probe can't (ex-

ample: multiplexed digital displays, stepper -motor controllors, . . . etc.).
* Pop -Down Menus. * 8 Channel color -coded logic probe mode.
* File / Print Utilities. ' Free tech support and software upgrades.
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* Full -Featured
software &
data display
graphics (Dis-
plays in full
color or
monochrome).

*On-line help
system.
Takes only
minutes to
master the
easy -to -use
software.

* Made In the
USA.

Model LA1
Logic Analyzer

Comes Completely
Assembled & Tested
with Disk & Manual
1 Year Warranty

Orders:
(504) 222-4146

24 hr. answer service:
(504) 748-7090

C.O.D.  VISA  MC
Photronics, Inc.

109 Camille Avenue
Amite, Louisiana 70422
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U.S. CYBERLAB
'EXTREME' HIGH TECHNOLOGY

OUR TECHNOLOGY IS
SO ADVANCED...

The United States Government ordered
us not to tell you about it!

Title 35 U.S.C. 181*
ITAR (International Traffic in Arms Reg.)
ECCN (Export Control Comm. Number.)
*Goods accompanied by sophisticated

know how and keystone equipment.
It's true that the government won't let

us sell you some products "off the shelf'
but we can sell you the kits to build

'extreme' high technology products at
home! It's time to cut the edge!

U.S. CYBERLAB, INC.
RT 2 BX 284, CYBER ROAD

WEST FORK, AR 72774
(501) 839-8293 VOICE MAIL

Subscribe Now
and Save

PC BOARDS
 24 hr. d.s./72 hr. m.l.

 Prototype to Production
FR -4, Plated-Thru Teflon, Polyimide

UL Recognized

HISA1

Call us loran instant quote
24 -hr.modem for easy transfer of

Drill & CAD files.
Free Tooling On First Order!

Superior Quality at Competitive Prices!

CAPITAL ELECTRO-CIRCUITS
7845-J Airpark Road

Gaithersburg, MD 20879
(301)977-0303

Fax: (301)990-6715

and relatively easy -to -use software make
the GE/O a good choice for video overlay-
ing and exporting recordable video to
NTSC devices.

Practical Applications
Overlaying is an extremely useful
capability to have in creating desktop
video productions, which can range
from instructional videos to video
reference/repair manuals to product
demonstrations to simulations to
computer animation and so on. In
short, virtually any type of video pro-
duction that requires titling, subtit-
ling, static or moving graphics or cap-
tioning requires overlaying one image
(computer -generated) on another (TV
video). Multiple overlays can also be
accomplished by overlaying the first
level on the TV video and taping the
combined image output, overlaying
the second level on the taped image
and again taping the combined image,
and so on.

Of course, to accomplish all this,
you need a very good VCR to preserve
image integrity through each copy
layer, one that supports composite as
well as S -video input and output. One
such VCR is the NEC PC -VCR, which
does all this and lots more. It also in-
terfaces to a PC via a serial port for
computer -controlled editing (JVC
recently announced a PC -oriented
VCR, too). For a capsule review of
this video marvel, see the Super VCR
For Video Productions box elsewhere
in this article.

In Part 2, we'll take a close look at
some of the more noteworthy soft-
ware packages for creating graphics
and titling, as well animation pack-
ages. We'll also cover some interesting
"scripting" software for creating mul-
timedia presentations and a couple of
sound boards for adding audio to your
productions.

All photos by Liz Benford

Tom Benford
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Upgrading By Nick Goss

A Tower of an Enclosure
Part 2

How to fill a computer tower case
with transplanted innards of your
present PC ...assembling the
ultimate computer ... or anything
in between

The build -it -yourself CYANCE
vertical tower enclosure intro-

duced last month can serve as a plat-
form for launching a number of inter-
esting and practical upgrades.

Using its small footprint and easy
access to internal parts as a foundation
starts you off the right way to do what-
ever you wish. This might be a bus -ex-
tension expansion system that attaches
to an existing PC, transferring all parts
from a traditional inflexible, desk -
space -eating case to the tower, right
up to putting together the ultimate
dream PC.

Whatever the choice, the tower's
unique front -load method of mount-
ing expansion boards makes it as easy
as possible to change cards and cables.
Moreover, working on your own en-
closure allows you to create the chassis
and parts you wish to use. This install-
ment focuses on assembling a comput-
er type you select inside it. You'll be
surprised to find how easy it is to do.

The Basics
If you've never tackled such a project
and perhaps feel a bit queasy about
doing it, read the "Build -It -Yourself
Experience" box.

If you're operating on a shoe -string
budget, start with an inexpensive
motherboard. Then, as you become
familiar with your new system and its
performance capabilities (and perhaps
manage to save a few extra bucks for
expansion purposes), you can simply
exchange your motherboard for later
technology. On the other hand, you
may want to jump right in and build

your idea of the ultimate computing
machine that takes advantage of the
very latest in motherboard and expan-
sion products.

The Power Supply
CYANCE was designed to utilize an
industry standard PC power supply.
The standard PC -type power supply
is enclosed in a metal housing, com-
plete with line cord connector, cool-
ing fan, interconnect cables and a
printed -circuit card. In the interest of
making the CYANCE tower as com-
pact as possible, your first step is to
carefully disassemble the power sup-
ply you choose as follows.

Begin by removing screws that se-
cure the two halves of its housing.
Next, make some written notes re-
garding the internal connections be-
tween the line cord connector, power
switch, line -voltage selector switch,
fan, etc., to avoid making wiring er-
rors when you reinstall these items in-
side the CYANCE enclosure. Finally,
carefully remove the fan, power sup-
ply card, switches, line -cord connec-
tor, etc., from the housing and set
them aside as a group. If you have to
unsolder a connection, be sure to mark
the removed lead and the point from
which it was removed. You can now
install the power supply inside the
CYANCE enclosure.

Mount the ac line -cord connector
on the rear panel of the enclosure, us-
ing two 4-40 or 6-32 x 1/4" machine
screws and nuts to attach the connec-
tor to the back -panel. Then mount the
cooling fan on the rear panel. (You

want the fan to exhaust hot air from
inside the enclosure outward when the
system is put into service. For now,
don't worry how the fan is mounted.
Later, when you power up your sys-
tem, you can determine the direction
of air flow and, if necessary, remount
the fan.)

Mount the power supply card with
4-40 or 6-32 spacers. Make absolute-
ly certain that the spacers you choose
are long enough so that everything on
the card is positioned far away from
the top shelf metal work to avoid short
circuits. Bear in mind that most
power -supply cards have heat -sink
tabs or "fins" that could short to the
metal enclosure. Also, be sure to leave
enough space beside the power -supply
card for the disk drive cable, which
must pass through the top shelf,
alongside the power supply card and
up to connect to the disk drive.

Realize, too, that potentially haz-
ardous 117 volts ac appears at various
points in the power -supply circuit.
Therefore, all such locations must be
fully insulated to prevent any possibil-
ity of shock hazard to you and any
component inside the enclosure.

Next, mount the RESET and POWER
pushbutton switches and POWER key -
type switches on the front panel of the
enclosure (see photos).

When wiring the power supply,
make constant reference to any notes
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you made during disassembly. Recon-
nect everything exactly as it was in the
supply before you began disassem-
bling it. You must run new wiring
from the ac line -cord connector, up
past the fan, alongside the power -sup-
ply card, to the key -type POWER
switch. Use a twisted -pair cable made
from No. 20 stranded hookup wire or
zip -type lamp cord for this run.

You want to use very neat work
habits when wiring the 117 -volt ac cir-
cuit, of course. Use plenty of solder on
the line -cord connector and POWER
switch, but use soldering heat judi-
ciously to avoid damaging the plastic
around the terminals.

You'll have to splice the power line
you just ran into the wires from the
power -supply card that originally
went to the same components before
disassembly of the supply. After mak-
ing these connections, use heat -shrink-
able tubing to insulate them. As you
can see, you aren't adding anything
new to the circuit, but you are replac-
ing the paddle -type POWER switch that
was in the original circuit with a key -
type POWER switch.

The 120/220 -volt selector switch in-
cluded in most PC -type power sup-
plies permits selection between North
American and European ac line -pow-
er voltages. You probably won't need
this switch mounted on the outside of
CYANCE. Because this is another lo -

The Build -It -Yourself Experience

While many readers will jump at the op-
portunity to build their own computers
from scratch, others may be concerned
about their abilities to do so. I assure you
that building a computer nowadays from
component parts is a fairly simple pro-
cedure and, in the great majority of cases,
a foolproof one. If you can read and fol-
low printed directions, know how to sol-
der and can measure dc voltages, you can
successfully build a PC -type computer
like the one described in the main article.

Ten years ago, building a computer
was a major project filled with some seri-
ous risks. Back then, you actually had to
wire together hundreds or even thou-
sands of resistors, capacitors, ICs, etc.,

not to mention the amount of work in-
volved in mechanically mounting every-
thing into place. Today, the mechanical
mounting operations may be essentially
the same, but now you simply intercon-
nect a number of circuit cards using
ready-made cables. The procedure is just
a bit more demanding-and in many
cases a lot less confusing-than hooking
up a video system composed of a TV
receiver, videocassette recorder, cable
box and satellite receiver.

There are, of course, some steps you
must take to avoid certain pitfalls. These
are amply covered in the main article.
The bottom line, though, is that you can
successfully build a computer yourself:

cation at which ac line power is pres-
ent, be sure to use a large piece of heat -
shrinkable tubing to cover the entire
switch assembly (set it first to 120 or
220 volts, whichever is appropriate) if
you leave it mounted on the power -
supply card.

The fan is probably still connected
to the power -supply card at this point.
You can lace together the fan and ac
line -cord connector conductors with
2" tie -wraps along their lengths.
Again, keep your work neat and form
90 ° angles wherever the cables bend.

To check out your wiring of the
power supply, use a dc voltmeter or a

Once disassembled, the PC -type power -supply components install in the enclo-
sure with the circuit board on the underside of the top shelf with its disk -drive
power cables routed through the nearby slot in the top shelf.

multimeter set to the dc -volts function
to measure the various voltage outputs
on the standard PC interconnect ca-
bles. Your power supply will probably
have four or more color -coded four -
conductor cables that terminate in
connectors that mate with the connec-
tors on disk drives and two more
multi -conductor cables that terminate
in a different type of connector that go
to the motherboard.

Set the POWER switch to OFF. Then
plug the line cord into the ac connec-
tor on the rear panel and an ac outlet.
Momentarily power up the supply by
setting the POWER to ON and then, a
second later, to OFF as you watch for
the fan energize. If everything seems
okay so far, power up again and mea-
sure voltages on the disk -drive and
motherboard cable connector con-
tacts. Use the black -insulated conduc-
tors as ground reference in each case
and the colored conductors to deter-
mine if + 5, - 5, + 12 and - 12 volts
are available at the various connector
contacts.

If at any of the cited points you fail
to obtain a reading, power down and
carefully go over all your wiring. Cor-
rect any problem now, before pro-
ceeding to motherboard installation.
When all voltages check out okay,
power down.

The Motherboard
You're now ready to install the mo-
therboard of your choice inside the
CYANCE enclosure. If you're build-
ing your computer from scratch, see
the "Selecting A Motherboard" box
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Selecting A Motherboard

Your choice of motherboard depends
primarily on two factors: how much
money you can spend and the processing
power you need to accomplish your
goals. Be objectivewhen making your de-
cision. Don't pay a premium for process-
ing power you'll never need, but don't
settle for a low-cost motherboard that
won't meet your growing demands.

If your current use of a computer is
modest, consider starting with an inex-
pensive motherboard with limited pro-
cessing power. You can trade up later to
better CPU technology as the need for it
becomes apparent.

for selection tips. On the other hand,
if all you're doing is transplanting
your old computer's "guts" into the
CYANCE enclosure, you must first
disassemble your old computer.

Hold up your motherboard inside
the CYANCE enclosure in the posi-
tion and orientation in which it will be
installed. You'll mount the mother-
board on the left -front and mother-
board brackets (see Part 1 and the
photos presented here).

Temporarily install expansion cards
in the first and last slots on the mother-
board to serve as alignment references
during the installation process. Your
objective is simply to use %" spacers
to mount the motherboard in the

CYANCE enclosure. To do this, you
may need to move the motherboard
mounting bracket toward the front or
rear of the chassis.

Next, transfer mounting -hole posi-
tions on the motherboard to the chas-
sis brackets and drill them to accom-
modate 4-40 or 6-32 screws. (Be sure
to move the motherboard away from
the drilling area and cover the power -
supply card to avoid getting metal
drill -cuttings on the circuitry. A small
metal chip can be devastating!) Also,
make sure to check the clearance pro-
vided by the %" spacers. In some in-
stances, component leads on the sol-
der side of the motherboard can short
to the metal work. If this is a problem,
use longer spacers.

Mount the motherboard with screws
and spacers. The expansion cards
should now line up perfectly with the
card bracket on the right -front side of
the CYANCE enclosure. Next, mark
and drill these holes to accommodate
each of the expansion positions. Plug
the connectors on the six -conductor
cables coming from the power supply
onto the connector block on the
motherboard. If you're using a new
motherboard, refer to the instructions
that accompany it when connecting
the power supply or see the Making
The Transplant box for details if
you're transplanting an existing com-
puter into the enclosure.

If you're transferring a mother -

f you use a speaker in your computer, cement it to the rear panel of the enclosure
between the ac receptacle and exit slot for any cables coming from expansion
cards. Neatly route all cabling out of the way, and neatly time them together.

board from an old computer, simply
refer to your owners manual or the
notes you made during disassembly.
On most motherboards, the two pow-
er connectors are polarized so that
they can be installed in only one direc-
tion. Also, make sure the connectors
are plugged in so that the black -insu-
lated ground leads of each cable are
beside each other. Double-check this
very carefully; your motherboard will
quickly go up in smoke if you reverse
these connectors!

Before you can check out a new
motherboard you just installed, you
must decide on which options you
wish to include. There are many types
of motherboards. These include RESET
and TURBO switches, TURBO and
POWER indicators, KEY LOCK, etc.

Run a twisted -pair cable made up of
stranded No. 22 hookup wire (use this
size wire for all option cables) from the
front -panel -mounted RESET switch
back across the top shelf and down to
the RESET pins on the motherboard. If
you terminate the cable in a two -pin
connector that matches the pins on the
motherboard, plug it into place.
Otherwise, solder the conductors of
the cable to the pins on the mother-
board and insulate the connections
with heat -shrinkable tubing.

Run a second twisted -pair cable
from the indicator light (6 -volt incan-
descent type) connections on the RE-
SET switch back across the top shelf
and then down to the back side of the
motherboard power connectors. Use
a meter or your documentation to lo-
cate the + 5 -volt bus (usually three
red -insulated wires located next to
each other). Solder the RESET indica-
tor leads directly to the motherboard.
If you wish, you can solder these leads
to the power -supply card or splice
them into the power cables that go to
the motherboard. Be certain you
know which terminals are which on
the RESET switch assembly. Needless
to say, it would not be good to reset
the motherboard by shorting the
+ 5 -volt bus!

Decide if you want to install a
speaker inside your CYANCE enclo-
sure. Some users find the speaker an-
noying and disable it. If you plan to
use software that utilizes it, it's very
simple to install the speaker. Secure
the 2" speaker on the rear panel of the
enclosure below the line -cord connec-
tor with fast -setting epoxy cement or
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silicone adhesive. Then run a twisted -
pair cable from the speaker to the ap-
propriate pins on the motherboard.
Lace the various wires with 2" tie -
wraps to keep things neat. There's no
need to drill escape holes for the sound.

If you wish to use a TURBO switch,
mount it on the front panel next to the
RESET switch. Then run a twisted -pair
cable from the TURBO switch to the
appropriate pins on the motherboard.
Likewise, if you want a TURBO LED
on the front panel, connect it to the
motherboard.

Install any other option that may be
available to you with your choice of
motherboard inside the CYANCE en-
closure to make it active or give man-

ual access to it. Remember to double-
check all of your wiring when you're
finished and "dress" it to make your
installation look factory finished.

Finally, for the motherboard, con-
sult the documentation that came with
it for details on installing RAM and
how to configure it. Follow the in-
structions carefully and double-check
everything when you're finished.

The Disk Drives
Most PC users have at least one disk
drive installed in their systems.
CYANCE can house two disk drives,
one floppy and one hard. Depending
on your disk controller card, up to two

external disk drives can also be used
with this system. The internal floppy
drive faces the front of the enclosure
and provides access to the disk slot.
The hard disk is enclosed on the rear
end of the top shelf assembly. If you
plan to use a high -density floppy or
hard disk, be sure to use a disk -con-
troller card that supports it.

Begin installation of the disk drive
or drives by "spotting" holes for
mounting it on the top shelf of the
chassis. When you drill the holes,
make sure no metal chips fall onto the
motherboard or power -supply card.

For a single floppy drive system,
plug the disk controller card into the
motherboard and connect the 34 con -

Making The Transplant

Transplanting an existing computer from
one enclosure to another is fraught with
obstacles if you don't assiduously follow
a logical procedure. Let's look at the
things you should do in detail. Before you
do anything else, however, make sure
you have a paper pad and pencil or pen
handy for making notes and drawings of
everything you do as you disassemble
your old computer.

Position the system unit from which
you'll be removing the motherboard and
its resources in front of you with the front
of it facing you. Disconnect from it all
external cables. Open the box and ex-
amine the layout of everything you see.

The easiest place to start disassembly
is usually removal of the disk drives. De-
pending on your particular computer,
you either have to remove the drives indi-
vidually or remove a cage structure con-
taining the drives. Whichever the case,
start by making a note on your pad of the
location of the color stripe on the flat rib-
bon cable that comes from the controller
card to your floppy drives. Label each
connector for the drive it goes to and ori-
entation with respect to each drive. Dis-
connect the cable from the drive end only.

Next, unplug the four -conductor pow-
er cables from the floppy drives. You
don't have to make note of the orienta-
tion of such cables; they plug into the
drives in only one direction.

Remove hardware that secures the
floppy drives or the cage assembly to the
enclosure. If the drives are still mounted
in a cage, remove them, one at a time,
from it. Make a note on your pad of
which drive is which if you're using mixed
5'/," or 3 'A " drives, and label each drive
accordingly.

If your system has one or more hard
disks, remove them next. Follow the
same procedure outlined above for re-
moval of the floppy -disk drives. How-
ever, keep in mind that here you'll usually
be dealing with three cables for each
drive: two ribbon types with different
numbers of conductors and a four -con-
ductor power cable. Make notes on every
step you perform on your pad.
Remove the expansion cards plugged into
the motherboard, leaving the disk -drive
controller card(s) for last. Again, make
a note of each step you take. If you have
an old PC or PC/XT system you're
transplanting to a new enclosure, you
may have separate floppy- and hard -disk
controller cards. If so, remove each card
separately and make a note on your pad
of the locations orientations of any cables
plugged into it.

The only things left inside your old sys-
tem box should be the power supply,
speaker, wiring that goes to switches and
indicators, and the motherboard itself.
Remove and set aside the power supply
and speaker.

You're now at the most critical point
in the disassembly procedure. Carefully
examine your motherboard. Don't do
anything until you've read through the
next three paragraphs.

Make a drawing of the motherboard
on your pad (it needn't be to scale; just
make sure you can easily interpret it as
you reassemble your computer inside the
new enclosure), including all points to
which cables connect. Trace any twisted
cables back to the switches, indicators,
speaker and off -board battery (the last,
for AT -class machines only, is for power
backup to system setup RAM) to which

they connect and make a note of the func-
tion of each. As you make a note of its
termination point on the motherboard,
disconnect each cable. Include in your
notes the color -coding scheme used for
each cable.

There should now be just two six -con-
ductor cables going from the power sup-
ply to a single connector block on the

Make absolutely certain
that you label on your drawing the loca-
tion of each conductor in both cables. If
you mess up and plug cables onto the
wrong connector pins on the mother-
board, you'll destroy your motherboard!

Grasp one cable connector and gently
but firmly pull straight up to remove it.
Don't force it. If the cable doesn't release
from the connector on the motherboard,
pull it up as far as it will go and then tilt
it to the right to release it. Do the same
with the other cable.

Two or more screws and a number of
plastic spacer/guides hold the mother-
board in place inside the chassis. Remove
the screws and set them aside. Then hold
the motherboard by its left and right
sides, gently push it toward your left un-
til the spacer/guides disengage the slots
in the enclosure and lift out the mother-
board. Immediately install the mother-
board inside your new enclosure. Don't
leave it lying around where it can be
"zapped" by static electricity.

Complete the "transplant" by install-
ing the various items you removed from
your old system -box enclosure. You do
this simply by reversing the disassembly
procedure outlined above. When you're
done and power up, your computer
should boot and operate just as it did
when it was still in the old enclosure.
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Disk drives (a single floppy drive is shown) mount on the top shelf of the CYANCE
enclosure. Power and datacables route from the power supply and controller card
in the main cavity of the enclosure to the drive(s) through a slot in the top shelf.

BILL OF MATERIALS

Qty. Description Part No.
1 Top shelf 4510
I Bottom shelf 4511
2 Rear corner bracket 4512
1 Rear panel 4513
1 Front panel 4514
1 Switch cover panel 4515
1 Switch backing panel 4516
1 Front -right bracket 4517
1 Front -left bracket 4518
1 Card -holder bracket 4519
1 Mother -card bracket 4520
1 Top cover 4521
1 Left Side panel 4522
1 Right Side panel 4523

62 4-40 'A" button -head
screw

22 4-40 Thread-Sert 4103
1 Large handle 4319
1 Small handle 4320
2 Threaded 4-40 x 1"

spacer
4321

4 8-32 thumbscrew 4322
4 8-32 Keps Nut 4104
4 Rubber feet

Key -operated switch 5006
Lighted pushbutton
switch

5007

Note: The following items are available from
U.S. Cyberlab, Inc., Rte. 2 Box 284, Cyber
Rd., West Fork, AR 72774 (tel.: 501-839-8293
or 800.232-9865): Complete kit of all metal
parts for CYANCE enclosure, $99.95;
10 -MHz Turbo XT motherboard, $99.95;
16 -MHz 80286 motherboard, $239.95;
16 -MHz 386SX motherboard, $349;
33 -MHz i486 motherboard, $1,395 (call for
latest prices). MC/Visa accepted. Add $8.95
P&H for metal kit. Arkansas residents,
please add 5% sales tax.

ductor ribbon cable to the connector
on it. Connect the other end of this ca-
ble to the floppy drive, routing it
through the slot in the top shelf assem-
bly. This done, connect a power cable
to the drive. Follow the disk -controller

for any shunt chang-
es required to configure the drive as A:
or B:. If you're installing a hard disk,
do so in the same manner as for the
floppy disk. Carefully follow the in-
structions that came with the hard disk
and controller card.

Checkout & Use
Connect a keyboard to the system.
Plug a video card into an expansion
slot and connect to it a video monitor.
Note that the keyboard cable comes
out the bottom of the front panel, and
the video cable routs through an open-
ing in the front panel and out through
a slot in the rear of the enclosure.

When you turn on power, the green
RESET indicator should light. You'll
probably also notice a change in back-
ground brightness of your monitor.
Depending upon the BIOS ROM soft-
ware installed on the motherboard
and video card, you should see a mes-
sage appear on the screen of the video
monitor. The system should go
through the usual RAM check routine
and attempt to "boot" drive A:. If no
bootable disk is in drive A:, you'll see
an error message on -screen. Put a
DOS (bootable) disk in the floppy

Earn Your B.S. Degree
in

ELECTRONICS
or

COMPUTERS

By Studying at Home
Grantham College of Engineering,

now in our 42nd year, is highly ex-
perienced in "distance education"-
teaching by correspondence-through
printed materials, computer materials,
fax, and phone.

No commuting to class. Study at
your own pace, while continuing on
your present job. Learn from easy -to -
understand but complete and thorough
lesson materials, with additional help
from our instructors.

Our Computer B.S. Degree Pro-
gram includes courses in BASIC,
PASCAL and C languages - as well as
Assembly Language, MS DOS, CADD,
Robotics, and much more.

Our Electronics B.S. Degree Pro-
gram includes courses in Solid -State
Circuit Analysis and Design, Control
Systems, Analog/ Digital Communica-
tions, Microwave Engr, and much more.

An important part of being pre-
pared to move up is holding the right
college degree, and the absolutely neces-
sary part is knowing your field.
Grantham can help you both ways-
to learn more and to earn your degree
in the process.

Write or phone for our free
catalog. Toll free, 1-800-955-2527, or
see mailing address below.

Accredited by
the Accrediting Commission of the

National Home Study Council

GRANTHAM
College of Engineering

Grantham College Road
Slidell, LA 70460
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CIRCLE NO. 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Now Doubled in Library Size
And Window 3.0.

Compatible Including
Virtual Memory Support

DC/CAD
CAD Showdown Results!

HIGH DENSITY EXPERTS!

Integrates Schematic Capture,
PCB Layouts & Autorouting

This top -rated CAD out -routed the competition in the 1990 CAD

Showdown. DC/CAD displayed its power and flexibility when

routing a double -skied board while competing routers used four

to six layers. This non -copy protected package with of rface

mount support includes:

Multi -strategy 1 -mil parts autoplacer

"1 -mil" autorouting w/npup & retry

 Thorough annotating design rule checker

Full 2 -way GERBER and DXF support

Optional autoground plane support with cross -hatching

Optional simulation capability & protected mode for 386 users

LEASE PROGRAM & SITE LICENSE AVAILABLE

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

745011.5\ad::
map

MDESIGN
MCOMPUTATION

It,. 33, Sherman Square, Farmingdale, !1',1 0:727
(908) 938-6661 (908) 938-6662 (FAX)

DC/CAD . Innovative. Intelligent et. Integrated Software

Nearing completion, your build -it -yourself computer system only requires mount
ing of the top -cover and right -side access panels and is then ready to be checked
out and put into service.

drive and proceed with your checkout.
If you experience any problems, refer
to the manuals that came with your
motherboard and expansion cards.

CYANCE was designed to be an
easy -to -build and -use computer sys-
tem. This PC -based computer gives
you a wide range of expansion and
peripheral products from which to
choose. For scientific and commercial
applications, where multiple CYANCE
systems are "daisy chained," the units
can be set side -by -side or stacked. If
you use the computer on a production
floor or in a harsh environment, add
a small dust filter to the front bottom
of the CYANCE chassis to prevent
dust from entering the CYANCE unit.

In some commercial and scientific
applications, it may be desirable to re-
move the front panel altogether. In
other applications, you may want to
replace the plastic outer front panel
with your own dedicated instrument
panel on which are mounted digital
panel meters, analog and digital I/O
connectors, etc.

CYANCE is great as a "server." It

can be placed in a back room or some
other out-of-the-way location. Bulle-
tin boards, data -collection systems,
industrial controllers, etc., can all be
served well by CYANCE. Its "open"
chassis and "front -load" capabilities
make this unit perfect for ATE (auto-
mated test equipment) applications,
too, in which rugged construction and
close proximity to the system bus is de-
sirable and perhaps necessary.

Next month, we'll present an expan-
sion system for the CYANCE enclo-
sure that lets you add eight expansion
slots to your current PC system. 

Nick Goss

CIRCLE NO.59 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Applications By Hardin Brothers

Batch File Programming
Create batch files that make your computer more
powerful and more fun to use

Whether you're a DOS expert
or a relative newcomer to PCs,

you probably know that two program-
ming languages are included in almost
every version of DOS. The BASIC in-
terpreter, usually called QBASIC,
GWBASIC or BASICA, requires a
fair amount of study to use well. The
other is much easier to use but normal-
ly overlooked.

When DOS boots up and initializes
your system, it finishes the process by
running a shell or command interpret-
er. Unless you've invested in an alter-
nate program, DOS runs the default
interpreter called COMMAND.COM.
This program, by far the most used

program
ever written, is fairly simple. It puts a
prompt on -screen (usually C >) and
waits for you to type an input. COM-
MAND.COM tries to match your in-
put to its list of internal commands
and subroutines that are part of the
COMMAND.COM program. If the
match is successful, it runs the appro-
priate command and then prompts for
another input.

If your input doesn't match an in-
ternal command, COMMAND.COM
looks for an executable file to run-
.COM, .EXE or .BAT file (in this
order) in the current directory with a
name that matches your command. If
no such file exists, it repeats the pro-
cess in every directory included in your
PATH setting.

When COMMAND.COM locates a
matching file with a .COM or .EXE
extension, it tells DOS to load and run
the program. Once the program ends,
COMMAND.COM displays a new
prompt and waits for another com-
mand. But when a .BAT file matches
the command, COMMAND.COM
turns into an interpreter and accepts
the file as a program it's supposed to
execute itself.

Listing 1. Assembly -Language Program That Converts User Input
to ERRORLEVEL Code

comment
Simple assembly -language program that gets
a keystroke from the user and returns the
keystroke as an Errorlevel value to Command.Com

Save as Userkey.Asm
To assemble:

MASM Userkey;
LINK Userkey; (ignore no -stack warning)
EXE2BIN UserKey.EXE UserKey.Com

cseg segment
assume cs:cseg

start:
pl:

org 100h
mov ah,8
int 21h
or al,al
j z pl
cmp al,'a'
jb p2
cmp al , z

j a p2
sub a1,32

p2: mov ah,4ch
int 21h

cseg ends
end start

;.COM file format
;DOS 8: Get char.
;Get code in AL
;Did we get anything?
;No -- try again
;Lowercase 'a'?
;No -- jump ahead
;Lowercase 'z'?
;No -- jump ahead
;Convert to uppercase
;Exit from program with

key in AL as exit code

When COMMAND.COM is inter-
preting a batch file, it follows a very
specific set of procedures. It opens the
.BAT file, reads a line and closes the
file. It does a small amount of pre-
processing to the line and then inter-
prets the result as if you just typed it
as a command. It executes the com-
mand (either an internal command or
the name of an executable program to
run) and then opens the .BAT file,
proceeds to read the next line and re-
peats the process.

The process of closing the batch file
after each line is read and then open-
ing it again to read the next line means

batch files run relatively slowly. How-
ever, COMMAND.COM uses this in-
efficient process to leave free as much
memory and as many file handles as
possible for any application pr ogram
it's asked to run. Also, this inefficient
process makes possible self -modifying
batch files-programs that change or
extend themselves while running.

One batch file deserves special men-
tion. Every time you boot your com-
puter, COMMAND.COM looks for
an AUTOEXEC.BAT file before it
displays the first command prompt. If
AUTOEXEC.BAT exists, COM-
MAND.COM executes it before giv-
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ing you control of your computer.
AUTOEXEC.BAT is simply a collec-
tion of commands you want your
computer to run every time it boots
up. There's nothing else special about
it or the way it executes the lines con-
tained in it.

Using Batch Files
In general, a batch file is a group of
commands you could type from the
command line. In this sense, a batch
file is a kind of macro command. You
type the name of the batch file, which
then types one or more commands for
you. This is the simplest, and most
used, kind of batch file.

Each line in a batch file is a com-
mand you'd normally type yourself.
For example, suppose you have your
applications programs on drive C: and
your files on drive D:. You might want
to write a batch file called DOLET-
TER.BAT that sets up everything to
work on your correspondence. Using
any text editor that can create ASCII
text, your batch file might look like:

@ECHO OFF
CD C: \ WP
D:
CD \ LETTERS
C:WP
C:
CD \ BATCH

The first line turns off batch file echo-
ing so that you don't have to watch
COMMAND.COM run each line of
the batch file. The second line changes
to the word -processor directory on
drive C: to make available your word
processor, spelling and grammar
checker and other writing tools.

The third line makes drive D: the
default, and the fourth line moves in-
to your LETTERS subdirectory. The
fifth line runs your word processor.
The last two lines move back to the
BATCH subdirectory on drive C:
when you're done writing and printing
your correspondence.

This kind of batch file is useful but
not earthshaking. You can add more
power by using some of the features
available in batch files but not from
the command line. One of the most
powerful features is called replaceable
parameters.

Many programs examine their own
command line to determine the op-

tions you want to use or files on which
they should operate. For example, if
you start your word processor with the
command WP CHRISTY.LTR, it may
automatically load the file called
CHRISTY.LTR when it starts. You
can do the same thing with batch files.

Arguments on the command line
are referenced with percent (To) signs
and single -digit numbers. Using re-
placeable parameters, you could
change the fourth line of DOLET-
TER.BAT to look like: C:WP %I.
Now, if you type DOLETTER CHRIS-
TY.LTR, your word processor will be
launched and load the correct file for
you. If all of your letters have a file ex-
tension of .LTR, you could make life
even simpler by changing that line to
C:WP %I.LTR and have the batch file
add the extension for you when you
type DOLETTER CHRISTY.

COMMAND.COM recognizes
nine replaceable parameters, num-
bered from To 1 to To9. It stores the
name of the batch file itself in %O. If
you need more than nine parameters,
use the SHIFT command (see your
DOS documentation).

Testing 1-2-3
The second example above always
works. If you type just DOLETTER,
COMMAND.COM sets the parame-
ter To 1 to a blank and runs your word
processor normally. If you type the
name of a file, the word processor will
be called with the file name.

The third example isn't so friendly.
If you omit the filename, COM-
MAND.COM executes the command
C:WP .LTR, which will likely make
your word processor complain about
not finding the file you requested. You
can avoid this by including a test in the
batch file.

Batch files can test for identical
strings and existence of a file. Using
a string test, your batch file might look
like this:

@ECHO OFF
CD C: \ WP
D:

CD \ LETTERS
IF = = " C:WP
IF NOT °A) 1' = =" C:WP %1
C:
CD \ BATCH

The first IF line executes if no replace-

able parameter is on the command line
that starts DOLETTER because To 1

will be blank. The second line is exe-
cuted if To 1 contains any value. But
this still isn't very friendly.

You'd probably like a batch file that
starts your word processor and, if you
name a file, adds the .LTR extension
if needed. The same file could also test
to see if the file you named really ex-
ists. To do all this, you must introduce
a test for the existence of a file and the
ability to jump over some lines in the
batch file.

The jump is done with the com-
mand GOTO plus a label name. The
label must be on a line by itself and
must follow a colon. If the label
doesn't exist, the batch file will end.
Here's one way to make the batch file
friendly and powerful:

@ECHO OFF
CD C: \ WP
D:

CD \ LETTERS
IF NOT '%1' = =" GOTO

GOTNAME
C:WP
GOTO CLEANUP

:GOTNAME
IF EXIST %1
IF EXIST %1

C:WP %1
GOTO CLEANUP

IF NOT EXIST °/01.LTR GOTO
NOFILE

C:WP % 1 .LTR
GOTO CLEANUP

:NOFILE
ECHO File °/01 does not exist

:CLEANUP
C:
CD \ BATCH

Notice that the CLEANUP portion of
the batch file in the last two lines is run
no matter how the rest of the batch file
executes. Whether the word processor
runs or not, you'll want to return to
your batch directory to run the next
batch file.

Using Return Values
All programs return a code to COM-
MAND.COM upon ending. Some, in-
cluding most large applications, re-
turn a random number. Other pro-
grams, like utilities, DOS external
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Listing 2. Script to Create Listing 1
Program

n userkey.com
a 100
mov ah,8
int 21
or al,a1
jz 102
cmp a1,61
jb 112
cmp a1,7a
ja 112
sub a1,20
mov ah,4c
int 21

r cx
16
w

q

commands and compilers, return an
explicit code between 0 and 255. By
convention, a 0 return code means the
program was successful. Other return
codes are meant to signal various
kinds of errors.

You can use the return code from a
program in a batch file to determine
what should happen next. For exam-
ple, the DOS XCOPY utility returns a
1 if no files are found to copy; a 2 if
you press Ctrl -Break; a 4 to show a
memory or syntax error; and a 5 to tell
you that the program was aborted by
pressing A in response to an "Abort,
Retry, Fail" prompt.

In batch files, the return code is
stored in an ERRORLEVEL. COM-
MAND.COM can test whether ER-
RORLEVEL is equal to or greater
than a specified value. For example,
the following short batch file, called
MYCOPY, displays a message if
XCOPY fails to complete its job. Its
syntax is the same as XCOPY's:

@ECHO OFF
XCOPY °Ai %2 %3 %4 %5 %6 %7

%8 %9
IF ERROR LEVEL 1 ECHO Error

during file copy
IF NOT ERROR LEVEL 1 ECHO File

copy was successful
One of the oddities of the IF ERROR -

LEVEL statement in a batch file is that
COMMAND.COM sees the state-
ment as true if the ERRORLEVEL code

is equal to or greater than the number
you specify. ERRORLEVEL 0 is always
true; ERRORLEVEL I is true if the ER-

RORLEVEL code is set to any value
other than 0. If you want to test for an
ERRORLEVEL 5 (Or any other specific
value), use a line that begins IF ERROR -
LEVEL 5 IF NOT ERRORLEVEL 6... .

You can use ERRORLEVEL to get
input to a menu in a batch file. To do
so, you need a short program that ac-
cepts user input and converts it into an
ERRORLEVEL code with which your
batch file can work. Listing 1 is an as-
sembly -language program that does
just this. Listing 2 is a script that cre-
ates the program for you automatical-
ly, as long as you have DEBUG on
your hard drive. Copy Listing 2 to a
text file, making sure you include the
blank line and then type DEBUG
USER KEY.SCR .

Once you've created the program,
look at Listing 3 to see how it can be
used to implement a batch file menu.
The program converts lower-case let-
ters to upper-case but leaves all other
keystrokes unchanged. If you want to
know if a specific key has been
pressed, look up the ASCII code for
that key and test for it as an ERROR -

LEVEL code.

Multiple Batch Files
It's sometimes convenient-and nec-
essary-to run one batch file from in-
side another. If one line in a batch file
starts another batch file, COM-
MAND.COM terminates the first and
forgets about it. But you may want the
second batch program to run as a sub-
routine of the first and return to the
first when the second is done.

If you're using DOS 3.3 or later,
you can invoke a second batch file
easily with the CALL command, as
follows:

... batch file 1 commands
CALL BATCH2
... more batch file 1 commands.

If you're using an older version of
DOS, you can do the same thing, but
you'll have to give up some memory
while the second batch file is running.
The secret is to start a second copy of
COMMAND.COM and ask it to run
the second batch file. When the second
batch file ends, the second copy of
COMMAND.COM returns to the

first batch file. The first batch file
would look like this:

... batch file 1 commands
COMMAND IC BATCH2
... more batch file 1 commands.

The /C is necessary to tell the second
copy of COMMAND.COM you want
it to run one command (BATCH2) and
then exit.

Batch Files and
The Environment
The environment is a collection of
ASCII information DOS maintains.
Each entry in the environment is a
name in upper-case, followed by an
equal sign and some text. Some pro-
grams use environment entries to con-
figure themselves. DOS uses several
entries, including PATH and PROMPT,
internally. If you want to see the cur-
rent environment, type SET from the
DOS prompt.

You can read, change, create and
delete environment entries from with-
in a batch file. If you place the name
of an environment entry inside paren-
theses, COMMAND.COM replaces
the name with the corresponding text
from the environment before it exe-
cutes the line. For example, if you
want to display the contents of the cur-
rent COMSPEC setting, you could in-
clude this line in your batch file:

ECHO Your COMSPEC is set to
%COMSPEC%

One way you can use this capabili-
ty is to temporarily save an environ-
ment value. For example, if you need
to change your PATH setting while
you run your word processor, then re-
set the PATH to its original value, you
can do something like this:

SET OLD_PATH = %PATH%
PATH VOPATH%;C: WP
... run word processor here
PATH %OLD PATH%
SET OLD_PATH =

The first line creates a temporary en-
vironment entry called OLD_PATH
and gives it the current value of
PATH. The second line changes the
PATH setting by adding the word -
processor directory. The last two lines
of this routine restore the PATH set -
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ting to its original value and then erase
the temporary entry.

With a little trickery, you can also
save the current directory in the en-
vironment. Once you've done so, you
can move to a new directory, do some
work and return to your current loca-
tion in the directory tree automatical-
ly. There are several ways of perform-
ing this trick. This is one of the easiest.

First, create a new file call OLD-
DIR.STB (.STB stands for "stub"
since this file won't do anything by

itself). To create this file, enter the
following commands:

C:> COPY CON OLDDIR.STB
SET OLD DI R = Z

The first line opens a new file called
OLDDIR.STB and gets ready to copy
from the keyboard to the file. The se-
cond line puts 12 characters into the
file (SET OLD_DIR =) and then a Cal -

which closes the file. It's very im-
portant that the file not contain a clos-

Listing 3. Program to Convert Lower -Case Letters to Upper -Case Letters

@echo off
rem This batch file shows how to use USERKEY.COM
rem to add a menu to a batch file. It assumes
rem that USERKEY.COM is in the current directory
rem or accessible through your PATH setting
rem

:start
cls
echo Pick the Work You Want to Do
echo.
echo 1. Word Processing
echo 2. Spreadsheet
echo 3. Database
echo 4. Return to DOS

:getkey
echo Enter your choice:
userkey

rem Now that we have
rem which one the user
rem

a key, we have to test to see
selected. The tests use the

ASCII codes of the '1,, '2,,

If Errorlevel 49 if
If Errorlevel 50 if
If Errorlevel 51 if
If Errorlevel 52 if

not Errorlevel 50
not Errorlevel 51
not Errorlevel 52
not Errorlevel 53

rem If the user pressed an unwanted
rem here are wait for another key.
goto getkey

'3,, and '4, keys

goto Wordproc
goto Spreadsheet
goto Database
goto DOS

key, we trap it

:Wordproc
rem put the commands here to start the
goto start

:Spreadsheet
rem put the commands here to start the
goto start

:Database
rem put the commands here to start the
goto start

:DOS
rem Fall off the end

word processor

spreadsheet

database

of the program and return to DOS

ing carriage return nor any spaces
before or after the equals sign.

Now, inside a batch file, add the
following lines when you want to save
the current directory:

COPY C: \ BATCH \ OLDDIR.STB
C: \ OLDDIR.BAT

CH DIR » C: \ OLDDIR.BAT
CALL C: \ OLDDIR.BAT
DEL C: \ OLDDIR.BAT

Line 1 makes a copy of the .STB or
partial batch file. Line 2 uses the DOS
redirection command to save the cur-
rent directory setting in batch file.
Line 3 runs the new batch file to create
an environment entry called OLD_
DIR. Finally, Line 4 erases the batch
file that is no longer needed.

Now, in your main batch file, you
can change to a new directory and per-
form any necessary activities. When
you want to change to the original di-
rectory, you can use these commands:

CHDIR %OLD DIR°/0
SET OLD_DIR =

The Forgotten Command
You probably know how to use wild
cards in a DIR, DEL and COPY com-
mands. Most DOS users quickly un-
derstand that DEL *.DAT can erase a lot
of work in a hurry. But do you know
how to copy all .DAT, .BAK and
.BAT files to an archive disk with a
single command? If you don't, you're
not alone; few DOS users know how
to use the FOR command.

If you type the following from the
DOS command line, COMMAND-
.COM copies all .DAT and .BAK files
from the current directory to drive B:

FOR %F IN (*.DAT *.BAK) DO
COPY %F B:

Another way to use the FOR com-
mand is to run CHKDSK on all your
hard drive volumes and save the re-
sults on your printer:

FOR %D IN (C: D: E: F:) DO
CHKDSK %D > PRN

The FOR command is made up of the
word FOR, a variable name made up
of percent sign followed by a single let-
ter, the word IN, a set in parentheses
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that may contain wild cards, the word
DO and a command. You can use the
oh -letter variable name in the com-
mand. COMMAND.COM executes a
FOR by expanding any wildcards in-
side the parentheses and making each
filename a separate set item. After
this, it executes the command once for
each item in the set.

If you want to use FOR in a batch
file, you must use two percent signs in
the variable name. Otherwise, the
command works the same from inside
a batch file and from the command
line prompt.

Because the FOR command accepts
only a single command after DO, you
can't normally use it to copy a file, test
the ERRORLEVEL of the copy com-
mand, erase the original if copy was
successful and then repeat. Other
complex operations are equally im-
possible to perform.

However, you can use the single
command to start a second batch file
and send it the variable as one of its
parameters. In the first batch file, you
might have something like this:

FOR F in (*.DAT) DO MYBACKUP F

MYBACKUP .BAT receives the nec-
essary file name as % 1 (its first re-
placeable parameter) and do whatever
testing or other work is necessary.

Conclusion
The DOS batch language interpreter
certainly isn't a full programming lan-
guage. It has severe limits, including
a lack of loop constructions, arrays,
numeric variables and true IF/THEN/
ELSE structures. If you need those ad-
vanced features in a batch -like setting,
you should investigate a programming
language called Personal REXX. You
might also want to consider replacing
COMMAND . COM with a better and
more powerful command interpreter,
the best known being 4DOS.

Despite the restrictions DOS puts
on batch files, you can accomplish a
lot more with them than most people
realize. All you need is a clear under-
standing of the available commands
and some cleverness to work around
most of the restrictions. Some of the
ideas I've presented here should jog
your creativity enough to let you cre-
ate batch files that make your comput-
er more powerful and more fun to use.
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Applications By Jan Axelson

How to Choose
a Microcomputer Chip

Tips on helping you through the difficult process
of selecting just the right chip for your next project

Is there a project you'd like to get
started on, if only you can decide

on which microcomputer chip to use
in your circuit? Do you wonder if
there's a better device than the one you
always use out of habit? Does it real-
ly make any difference if you choose
Intel or Motorola; Zilog or Hitachi; 4,
8, 16 or 32 bits; on -chip ROM,
EPROM, EEPROM or no ROM? Do
you find the selection overwhelming,
the part designations baffling?

This month, I'll help you through
some of the confusion in selecting a
microcomputer chip for a particular
project. The goal is to find an easy -to -
use, readily available, reasonably
priced IC with abilities that match
whatever it is you want to accomplish
in your circuit.

The focus here is on single -chip mi-
crocomputers intended for use in sin-
gle -purpose or embedded designs,
where the computer executes a single
program stored in an EPROM or oth-
er solid-state memory device. In other
words, I won't be getting into topics
like the debate between 68000 -based
versus 80x86 -based personal comput-
ers. Instead, I'll focus on chip choices
for smaller dedicated systems that you
might build yourself.

The Basics
All microprocessors contain a central
processing unit (CPU) that executes
instructions that it reads from memo-
ry. The instructions are a defined set
of binary words that tell the CPU to
perform actions like arithmetic opera-
tions (add, subtract, multiply), logic
functions (AND, OR, NOT), data
moves (move the contents of a memo-
ry location to another location) and

0

branching (jump to a new program lo-
cation). A program consists of a series
of these instructions, which the micro-
processor executes in a controlled,
timed sequence.

Microprocessors may differ in as-
pects like architecture (internal design),
instruction sets (what instructions are
available) and electrical characteristics
(clock speeds, power consumption,
and so on). In addition, as circuit tech-
nology has progressed, chip designers
have been able to add more and more
features, resulting in single -chip mi-
crocomputers that include a micro-
processor, memory, the ability to ac-
cess external peripherals and other
special features, all on a single IC.

Many manufacturers offer full
families of devices, where all members
execute the same basic instructions but

have different combinations of fea-
tures optimized for different applica-
tions. For example, Motorola's popu-
lar 6805 family of microcomputers in-
cludes the basic 28 -pin CMOS
MC146805F2 with 1K of ROM and 64
bytes of RAM; the mid -range 40 -pin
HMOS MC68705R3 with 4K of UV -
erasable EPROM and 112 bytes of
RAM; and the top -of -the -line 52 -pin
HCMOS MC68HC805B6 with 6K of
bulk -erasable EEPROM, 256 bytes of
byte -erasable EEPROM and 176 bytes
of RAM.

There are 6805 devices in DIP and
PLCC packages, with as few as 16 or
as many as 32 I/O lines, with 8- or
16 -bit timers, and with or without
serial communication interfaces and
analog -to -digital (A/D) converters.
The choices may seem confusing, but
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the result is that you can select and pay
for only what you need.

Usually, a device family will be de-
veloped by a single manufacturer, but
if the family is successful, others begin
to offer compatible devices. For ex-
ample, although Intel was the origina-
tor of the 8051, other manufacturers
offer compatible chips, including Sie-
mens' 800517A, which has a 12 -chan-
nel, 10 -bit A/D converter and even an
on -chip math coprocessor.

How do you know if a particular IC
can meet the requirements of your
proposed circuit? Or to put it another
way, how can you find the IC that will
do what your circuit requires, with few
hassles and at a reasonable price?

The first task is to define what it is
you need the chip to do. From there,
you can look for the best match be-
tween what you need and what's avail-
able in the marketplace.

Here are some questions that will
help you define your requirements.

Memory Questions
How much and what types of memory
do you need? Computer memory can
be divided into program storage,
which holds the code that the comput-
er executes, and data storage, consist-
ing of values used in calculations, ad-
dressing memory, and performing
other operations as a program exe-
cutes. Memory can also be volatile or
nonvolatile, reprogrammable or not
and embedded in the microcomputer
chip or not.

Nonvolatile memory, which can be
ROM, EPROM, EEPROM or batte-
ry -backed RAM, retains its contents
on powering down and is used to store
programs and other unchanging infor-
mation. EPROMs, EEPROMs and
battery -backed RAMs are reprogram-
mable; so you can revise and update
your program without having to re-
place the chip. All except UV -erasable
EPROMs are programmable in -cir-
cuit. Mask -programmed ROMs and
one -time -programmable (OTP)
EPROMs can't be re -programmed
and, thus, are suitable only for infor-
mation that won't change.

Volatile memory (RAM) loses its
contents on powering down. There-
fore, it's useful only for temporary
storage, such as holding a value for
later use in a program.

The amount of program memory

8051

WR RD PSEN

ADDRESS
DECODING

CE

PROGRAM
MEMORY
(EPROM)

OE

CE

DATA
MEMORY

(RAM)

OE R/W

Combined program/data memory area

8051

WR RD PSEN

ADDRESS
DECODING

CE

PROGRAM
MEMORY
(EPROM)

OE

CE

PROGRAM
MEMORY
(EPROM)

OE

1

CE

DATA
MEMORY

(RAM)

OE R/W
1

CE

DATA
MEMORY

(RAM)

OE R/W

Separate program and data memory areas

Fig. 1. With the 8051 and some other chips, you can double the amount of address-
able memory by establishing separate program and data memory areas. Program
memory is read with PSEN and cannot be written to. Data memory is accessed
with RD and WR.

you need depends on the program's
complexity, programming language
you use and even how good a pro-
grammer you are. If you haven't yet
written your program (and you can't
write the program until you know
which microprocessor you'll be using),
estimating program size may seem like
an impossible task.

To give you an idea of how much
memory typical programs require, I

searched my files-including back is-
sues of this magazine-and found
these examples of projects and the
amount of nonvolatile memory con-
tained in each:

lk byte-multi-line I/O controller,
electronic name badge, speed control-
ler for model train;

2k bytes-sine-wave look -up table,
EPROM programmer, program-
mable -logic programmer;
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Fig. 2. Examples of popular packages for microcomputer chips.

4k bytes-RAM tester, darkroom
timer;

8k bytes-MIDI sequencer, data
logger, maze -running robot, LCD
tester, car diagnostic tool, talking in-
truder alert, programmable waveform
generator;

16k bytes-full-featured weather
monitor.

Of course, these examples can give
only a very rough idea of what to ex-
pect. When in doubt, estimate up-
wards from what you think you'll
need. Often, the cost for more memo-
ry is small.

Programs you've written that are
similar to your proposed one will give
you an idea of the size of your current
project. So the more experienced you
become, the easier it will be for you to
estimate program size.

The programming language you use
will also affect program length. As a
general rule, assembly -language pro-
grams are more concise than equiva-
lent programs that were originally
written in BASIC and other high-level
languages, although modern compil-
ers are doing a good job of generating
concise code.

In addition to program memory,
you must estimate how much data
memory your project requires. Data
memory may include numerical values
to be used in calculations, memory lo-
cations to be addressed by the pro-
gram and any information other than
that used for program code. Some-
times, data memory must be nonvol-

atile-as, for example, when values
stored by a data logger must be re-
tained after powering down. Many
projects can get by with very little data
memory-a hundred bytes or less.

For small systems, you can often
find a microcomputer that has all
needed memory on -chip. If space -sav-
ing or simple hardware design is essen-
tial, you'll want to try to use on -chip
memory exclusively. When this is im-
possible, you'll have to interface exter-
nal memory to the microcomputer.

The amount of external memory a
computer can address is determined
by the size of its address bus. The ad-
dress bus is a series of signal paths the
CPU uses to specify memory locations
to be accessed. A popular address -bus
size is 16 lines (A0 through A15), which
can address 216 power, or 65,536
(64K) addresses. With eight address
lines, you get just 256 memory loca-
tions, while 32 lines allows over 4 -bil-
lion bytes of storage.

Some microprocessors increase the
amount of addressable memory by de-
fining more than one external memory
area, with different control signals
for each. For example, the 8051 and
Z8 families permit you to distinguish
between data and program memory
areas, which doubles the amount
of addressable memory (Fig. 1).

Execution Speed
Is execution speed a critical factor?
For many projects, you don't really

have to worry about how fast a pro-
gram executes. A data logger that
stores occasional sensor readings
doesn't have to be blazingly quick. But
if you're designing an engine control-
ler that must read a dozen inputs, pro-
cess the information and respond in
microseconds, you need to know that
your microprocessor can keep up with
these demands.

Factors that influence how fast a
program executes include the size of
the microcomputer's data bus, clock
speed, programming language used
and efficiency of the CPU.
 Data Bus Size. The data bus is a se-
ries of signal paths on which the CPU
reads and writes data. When adding,
comparing or otherwise processing
32 -bit values, a computer with a 32 -bit
data bus will be faster than one that
has to process the data in four steps of
eight bits at a time.

Many projects don't involve inten-
sive processing of large values; so a
16-, 8- or even 4 -bit data bus may be
large enough. Devices with eight -bit
data buses have been popular, since
they're fast and powerful enough for
many projects, yet low in cost.
 Clock speed. Each microprocessor
instruction requires a defined number
of clock cycles to execute. The faster
the clock, the faster the program runs.
The clock is based on the frequency of
an external crystal or other high-speed
frequency source. Be aware, though,
that the external crystal's frequency
may not be the same as the internal
clock's frequency.

For example, HC11 microcomput-
ers internally divide the crystal fre-
quency by four to achieve the internal
clock's frequency. This means that an
HC11 instruction that requires two
clock cycles actually requires eight cy-
cles of the external crystal. So you
can't necessary compare microproces-
sor speeds by the values of their exter-
nal crystals.
 Processor Efficiency. In addition to
clock speed, a factor affecting execu-
tion speed is efficiency, or how many
clock cycles the CPU requires to per-
form a function. For example, in com-
paring three eight -bit microcomputers
(Z8, 8051 and 6801), Zilog claims that
its Z8 is more efficient because you can
save all working registers with a single
instruction and use any register as an
accumulator or index register instead
of having to funnel all values into and
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out of one or two special-purpose
registers.

Instruction sets of many microcom-
puters include Boolean instructions
that permit quick and easy ANDing,
ORing and complementing of single
bits in memory. Using these functions
can speed up execution (and program-
ming) time as well.

Microprocessors that have dedi-
cated instructions for multiplying and
dividing are faster at these operations
than devices that require them to be
programmed in manually with shift
and add instructions.

Without actual experience with a
microprocessor, it can be difficult to
judge how efficient it will be in your
application. In general, devices with
larger data buses are more likely to
have larger instruction sets and, thus,
be more efficient. You can also check
the data sheets for clues about any spe-
cial benefits offered by a particular in-
struction set.
 Programming language. Assembly
language can generate fast -executing
programs, as well as concise ones. So
you'll want to consider using assembly
language if fast execution is essential.

Input/Output
How many I/O lines do you need? Mi-
crocomputer chips are generally
equipped with ports, which are exter-
nal pins that you can read from and
write to directly. Ports can be one-way
(input -only or output -only) or bidirec-
tional (input/output).

You can use port pins to interface
to switches, displays, A/D converters
or any device with digital inputs or
outputs. If you use a data/address bus
to interface to external memory, you
can also use free memory locations to
interface to peripheral devices like these.

What about interrupts? An inter-
rupt is an event that causes a program
to stop what it's doing and jump to a
special interrupt -service routine in
your program. Interrupts can occur
unpredictably. For example, a security
system might trigger an interrupt to
sound an alarm when a door or win-
dow opens. Some circuit designs re-
quire no interrupts, while others re-
quire many.

In addition, sometimes interrupts
must be prioritized, to let the comput-
er know what to do first if multiple in-
terrupts occur simultaneously. In the

security -system example, an interrupt
indicating an alarm would have higher
priority than an interrupt requesting
a printout of status information or
other routine functions.

Different microprocessors vary in
number of interrupts and priorities al-
lowed. Therefore, you must analyze
your needs in this area and be sure that
the chip you choose has the capabili-
ties you need.

Special Features
What special features do you need or

want? As chips are becoming more
and more highly integrated, with in-
creasing numbers of functions includ-
ed on -chip, it's getting easier to find
a single chip that includes many or all
of the features you need. Typical ex-
tra features include' these:
 Serial Communications Interface-
Permits easy communication with
other serial devices. Asynchronous se-
rial interfaces are typically used to
communicate with other computers
via RS -232, RS -422 or RS -485 inter-
faces. One common function is to
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Fig. 3. Manufacturers' selection guides can help you decide which specific device
to use within a family of devices.

communicate with a host computer
during program development. Syn-
chronous serial interfaces require a
common clock signal and are more
limited in the distances over which
they can communicate, but they often
can transmit faster.
 Counter/Timers-This category in-

cludes free -running timers, pulse ac-
cumulators (to count input pulses),
event counters (to measure the time
between pulses) and watchdog timers
(to check for the presence of a periodic
signal).
 Power Management-Special
modes to reduce power consumption

when the microprocessor is idle.
 Analog -to -Digital Converter-
Used for measuring sensor outputs
and other analog inputs.
Real -Time Clock/Calendar-Used
for time -keeping in hours, minutes
and so on.

Because the number of pins on a
chip is limited, some pins may have al-
ternate functions to choose from. For
example, general-purpose port pins
may double as timers, serial interfaces
or a data/address bus.

Electrical/Mechanical
Considerations
Is limiting power consumption im-
portant? If your circuit is to operate
on battery power, you'll want to keep
power consumption to a minimum.
Look for CMOS devices with built-in
power -saving functions and as many
circuit elements as possible on -chip.

What's the power -supply voltage?
Most modern microcomputers oper-
ate from a single 5 -volt dc supply, but
some can use supplies as low as 3 volts
dc, which is an advantage in battery -
powered circuits.

ELECTRONIC ENCLOSURES

Everything to complete your project -
From initial concept to finished product!

Rack Mount Universal Split Case

Complete line of Enclosures in Aluminum, Steel or ABS,
Hardware, Silkscreening, Tools, Custom Fabricating
Call for our FREE Full Color Catalog
(800) 800-3321 or (216) 425-8888 (216) 425-1228 Fax

Cage & Preamp
Enclosures

Knobs & Parts

ABS

Linear

Die Cast

(Project Pro)

COMPUTER SHOW
SCHEDULE

WHOLESALE PRICES - OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

SAVE $1.00 OFF ADMISSION WITH THIS AD!

FEB. 15-16 EDISON, NJ - RARITAN CENTER EXPO
Sat. 10-5 1,000 Tables - 100,000 Sq. Ft. of Space
Sun. 10-4 NJ Turnpike Exit #10 - Bigger than Trenton

FEB. 22 WOBURN, MA - North of Boston -800 -rabies
Sat. 10-5 Full Hall -800 Tables - Off 1-95 EXIT #35

MAR. 14 FAIRFAX, VA - PATRIOT CENTER-Nr DC
Sat. 10-4 Off 1-495 - 250 Tables - Geo. Mason Univ.

MAR. 15 VALLEY FORGE, PA - CONVENTION Ctr.
Sun. 10-3 Philadephia Area - PA Tpke. - 400 Tables

MAR. 21 ASPEN MANOR - PARSIPPANY, NJ
Sat. 10 to 4 Rte. 46 West = Near 1-80 - 400 Tables

APR. 4 BOXBOROUGH, MA - Boxborough Hotel
Sat. 10 to 3 1-495 Exit #28 at Rte. 111- 250 Tables

KGP PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(800) 631-0062

1710 ENTERPRISE PKWY. TWINSBURG, OHIO 44087
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Fig. 4. Some data books include examples of hardware designs and programming
code, which you can use or adapt in your own designs.

Which package type? Currently
popular packages for microcomputer
ICs include the traditional DIP (dual
in -line package), as well as the PLCC
(plastic leaded chip carrier), QFP
(quad flat pack), SOIC (small -outline
IC) and PGA (pin -grid array). Figure
2 shows examples.

DIPs have two rows of legs for in-
serting into a circuit board or IC sock-
et, and are convenient for prototyp-
ing. DIPs are usually low in cost.

Surface -mount packages, including
the SOIC shaped like a miniature DIP,
and the QFP, with leads spaced 0.05 "
or less (as opposed to the 0.1 " spacing
for DIPs) on all four sides, are com-
pact packages. Surface -mount ICs
don't use through -holes; instead, they
solder onto the component side of the
pc board.

PLCCs are compact, square pack-
ages that can plug into through -hole
or surface -mount sockets. Conse-
quently, these are perhaps the most
flexible type.

PGA packages provide a way of al-
lowing many leads-sometimes more
than 100-on a single package by
spacing them along a grid on the un-
derside of the chip.

Which package you choose depends
on your application. For printed -cir-
cuit -board construction, you can use
any package. However, for construc-
tion on perforated board, you'll prob-
ably want a DIP or a PLCC in a

through -hole socket. If conserving
space is essential, go with surface
mount, PGA, PLCC or "skinny"
DIP, depending on what's available
for the device you want to use.

Making a Choice
Once you've decided what it is you're
looking for in a microcomputer chip,
it's time to see if your ideal product ex-
ists and, if not, what is the best choice
out of the available options. To help
in your research, start collecting data
books. If you're starting from scratch,
choose three or four manufacturers
and order data books to get an idea of
what's available.

Which ones to order? Everyone has
opinions about which companies of-
fer the best products. For many
applications, especially simpler ones,
you can use devices from any of a
variety of sources with good results.

The "big two" sources for single -
chip microcomputers are Intel and
Motorola. Others include Zilog, Na-
tional Semiconductor, Philips/Signet-
ics, Harris/GE and Hitachi. The
Sources box in this article lists address-
es and telephone numbers for these
and others.

If you're just starting out and are
looking for a device family to learn
about and experiment with, you won't
go wrong with either Intel's 8051 or
Motorola's 6800 family. Both are ex-

tremely popular eight -bit devices, and
because of their popularity are avail-
able in many variations on the basic
chips and many support tools. Zilog's
Z8 is another good choice. Another
Zilog chip that has long been popular
for single -board designs is the Z80
microprocessor.

If you have friends or coworkers
who have experience with similar proj-
ects, ask them for recommendations.
When you see articles or other docu-
mentation for interesting projects,
make a note of which devices they use.
Find out which chips are available
from your usual parts sources. These
are probably popular ones, and you
know they're readily available.

Most manufacturers publish a selec-
tion guide, either inside the data book
or as a separate document, to help you
decide which devices to use for a parti-
cular application. Figure 3 shows ex-
amples. The selection guides list the
major features of the devices offered.
When you find one that looks like a
good candidate-in other words, it
has enough on -chip memory, I/O
lines, interrupts, special features and
so on-the next step is to find out if
it's readily available, affordable and
easy to use. The following questions
will help you determine this:

Is the IC readily available? The
greatest chip in the world does you no
good if you can't get it. Sometimes it
can be difficult to track down a source
for a chip, especially if you're buying
in single or small quantities.

All manufacturers provide lists of
distributors for their ICs, some of
which accept orders in small quanti-
ties. In addition, some manufacturers
take orders directly, and may even
send samples at no charge. Also, check
the sources I listed last month for mi-
croprocessors and other ICs.

Is it affordable? Prices for micro-
computer ICs in small quantities range
from a couple of dollars on up to $30
and more. Don't forget that a more -
expensive chip may save you money in
the long run if it has features and capa-
bilities (on -chip memory, timers, low -
power operation, etc.) that simplify
your design.

What assemblers, compilers and in-
terpreters are available? You can't use
a microcomputer chip unless you have
a way of writing programs, either in
assembly or another programming
language. For single -board designs,
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popular languages include BASIC, C
and Forth. Like the choice of which
chip to use, the choice of program-
ming language is personal. In general,
it's probably safe to say that BASIC
is easy to program in but may produce
programs that are slow to execute,
while assembly language and C are
more difficult to program in but more
powerful and efficient.

Compared to assembly language, C
has the advantage of being somewhat
portable-its basic syntax and con-
ventions are similar, no matter which
C compiler you use. With assembly
language, you have to learn a new set
of mnemonics and conventions for
each device family.

Forth is another popular language
for embedded designs, partly because
it allows you to extend the language
easily, adding your own keywords that
you customize to your application.

For most microprocessors, there's
some form of freeware or low-cost as-
sembler, compiler or interpreter, often
available from BBSs. Motorola is es-
pecially good in this area. If you're on
a tight budget, the existence of a free
or low-cost programming language
can be the deciding factor in choosing
a microprocessor family.

Also don't overlook the value of
familiarity in choosing a microcom-
puter chip. If you've designed four
projects using Hitachi microcontrol-
lers, you'll probably have an easier
time with your fifth project if you stick
with Hitachi, unless you have a com-
pelling reason to switch.

Are development tools available to
help you test and debug your project?
Your project will come to life faster if
it's easy to test and refine your design
as you develop it. One popular form
of development system consists of the
target system (a circuit similar to the
one you're developing) and a host sys-
tem (a desktop computer) connected
by a serial link. You write your pro-
gram on the host system, download it
into RAM on the target system, run it
on the target, monitor what happens,
modify as needed and try again until
you have the desired results.

If you're considering a chip with an
embedded EPROM, be sure your de-
velopment system or EPROM pro-
grammer can program the EPROM.
Many manufacturers as well as out-
side sources offer development sys-
tems for different device families.

Sources

Dallas Semiconductor
4350 S. Beltwood Pkwy.
Dallas, TX 75244-3292
Tel.: 214-450-0400 or 1-800-336-6933

Harris Semiconductor
P.O. Box 883
Melbourne, FL 32901
Tel.: 407-724-7800

Hitachi America, Ltd.
Semiconductor & IC Div.
Hitachi Plaza
2000 Sierra Point Pkwy.
Brisbane, CA 94005-1819
Tel.: 415-589-8300, literature:
1-800-448-2244

Intel Corp.
3065 Bowers Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Tel.: 408-765-8080, literature:
1-800-548-4725

Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc.
P.O. Box 20912
Phoenix, AZ 85036
Tel.: 1-800-521-6274

National Semiconductor Corp.
2900 Semiconductor Dr.
P.O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090
Tel.: 408-721-5000

Philips Components/Signetics
811 East Argues Ave.
P.O. Box 3409
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
Tel.: 408-991-2000

Siemens Components Inc.
2191 Laurelwood Rd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Tel.: 408-980-4500

Toshiba America Electronic
Components Inc.
9775 Toledo Way
Irvine, CA 92718
Tel.: 714-455-2000

Zilog, Inc.
210 Hacienda Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008-6609
Tel.: 408-370-8000

How helpful is the documentation?
Complete, helpful and easy -to -under-
stand data books and application
notes are priceless. Hardware and
software examples like those shown in
Figure 4 are especially valuable as
models for similar designs of your own
and can save you hours of develop-
ment time and effort.

Build or Buy?
One final consideration is whether to
build your project from scratch or buy
one of the many available boards that
contain a microcomputer chip, mem-
ory and other basic system elements.

Building your own gives you com-
plete control. You can include the ex-
act components you need and no
more, with no wasted board space.
For a one -of -kind project, you don't
even have to design a pc board but can
Wire Wrap the components on perfor-
ated board. On the other hand, with
prefabricated boards you can concen-
trate on programming and adding the
components unique to your project,
without having to design the basic sys-
tem or even order the parts. You'll pay
a little more but will save time and ef-
fort. A middle-of-the-road option is

to buy a kit or bare board and install
the parts yourself. The choice is yours.
Check the ads in this magazine for kit
and board vendors.

Moving On
It may seem like there's a lot to think
about, but don't let yourself get too
bogged down with the details or frozen
with indecision. Determine what you
need as best as you can, research the
choices, make a decision and get start-
ed. That's how projects get built.
Send your comments, suggestions and
questions on topics relating to design-
ing, building and programming mi-
crocontrollers and other small, dedi-
cated computers to Jan Axelson,
ComputerCraft, 76 North Broadway,
Hicksville, NY 11801.

Jan Axelson
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Upgrading By Adolph A. Mangled

Add Write -Protect Switches
to PC Floppy Drives

Simple disk -drive add-on allows you to manually
write -protect floppy disks simply by flipping a switch

Write -protect tabs on 5 1/4 " and
slides on 3'" floppy disks

provide positive assurance against
writes to disk. They give you the abil-
ity to protect your disks against acci-
dentally writing damaging data to a
disk when you first explore file han-
dlers, disk sector utilities and even
new applications software. Too, they
guard against, say, a word processor
invoking a save -to -disk of a file you
erroneously edited and, in the pro-
cess, overwrite a text, batch or as-
sembly file with errors. The caveat to
all this safety is that you must re-
member to write -protect the disks
you don't want altered.

Juggling the write -protect status of
disks can be an annoyance, though.
With 5'/4 " diskettes, you have to place
a separate tab over the write -protect
notch-assuming you can even lo-
cate the packet of write -protect tabs
supplied with your disks. With 3'/ "
diskettes, the task is simplified be-
cause the means for write -protecting
them is built right into the disk hous-
ing; you simply move the plastic slid-
er to the position that opens the write -
protect hole in the housing (this is
just the opposite procedure as that
used with 5 " diskettes).

There's a simple way around all of
this juggling with write -protect tabs
and slides. It's a hardware modifica-
tion that entails installing a switch
and write -protect status indicator for
each disk drive you have in your sys-
tem. When you want to protect a disk
from writes, you simply flip the
switch to the PROTECT position and
the write capability of the drive(s) is
disabled and the PROTECT indicator
turns on (see lead photo). This elimi-
nates on -disk write protection for all

PROTECT

0 0
It If

V A
4I, a

NORMA&

but archival disks. Disks that already
have on -disk write protection over-
ride the switches.

About the Circuit
The write -protect circuit of a disk
drive controls signal line WRP on the
ribbon cable that connects the drive
and FDC (floppy -disk controller).
All floppy drives in a daisy -chain set-
up access the common write -protect
signal line. When DOS selects a drive
for a write to disk, and if the disk is
write -protected, logic circuitry on the
selected drive senses these conditions
and pulls low the WRP line. The FDC
senses this active low and halts any
attempt to write to disk and issues an
interrupt to DOS that causes the fa-
miliar "disk write protected" error

message to appear on the monitor
screen. By flipping a switch in the
modification described below the
FDC is tricked into believing that a
disk placed in the drive is write -pro-
tected, even though it may not have a
write -protect tab or slide in place. A
light -emitting diode lights when this
is done, indicating that write -protec-
tion is active.

Shown in Fig. 1 is the circuitry that
must be added to a 51/4" disk drive to
accomplish the above. PROTECT
switch S1 for this drive is paired with
status -indicating light -emitting di-
ode LED1.

Note in Fig. 1 that a portion of the
write -protect circuitry of the 51/4 "

drive is shown in the tint area at the
left. When the disk is inserted, the
write -protect notch along its edge
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aligns between phototransistor Qa
and photodiode LEDa on opposite
sides of the disk in the drive.

The arrow at the top -left in Fig. 2
points to the phototransistor assem-
bly in a typical 51/4" drive. This ar-
rangement has LEDa on the main
board that mounts on the other side
of the disk inside the drive. The pho-
todiode and phototransistor func-
tion as an optical -interrupter. PRO-
TECT switch Si in the add-on circuit
bridges a trace that must be cut in the
emitter ground return trace for the
phototransistor on the drive circuit
board. The WRP signal sensed by the
logic on the disk drive appears at the
collector of the phototransistor.

Assume that Si in Fig. 1 is closed
(NORMAL position) and that the disk
in the drive has no write -protect tab
on it. Visible and infrared radiation
from LEDa passes through the disk
notch and switches on Qa. The po-
tential at the collector of Qa falls to
near 0 volt. This stops drive current
to the base of Q1, causing Q1 and Q2
to switch off. Status indicator LED1
turns off, indicating that no write -
protection exists.

With the collector voltage at near 0
volt (logic 0), the write -protect signal
of the drive isn't asserted, permitting
a write -to -disk. If Si is now set to
PROTECT (opened), the condition at
the collector of Qa goes to logic 1

(about + 5 -volts). This causes the
drive to issue the write -protect status
signal and precludes any write -to -
disk operation. Simultaneously, Q1
and Q2 switch on and cause LED1 to
light to indicate that write -protection
is in effect.

Internal impedance Zint looking
back from the collector of Qa is in the
megohm range, which dictated use of
the Darlington -pair transistor ar-
rangement shown as Q1 and Q2 and a
large -value resistance for R2 in the
base circuit of Q1.

As you can see, the Fig. 1 circuit is
powered from the 5 -volt supply of
the disk drive to which it is fitted.

A slightly different circuit design is
required for a 31/, " floppy drive, as
shown in Fig. 3. This type of drive
uses a plunger -actuated mechanical
switch instead of the costlier optical
interrupter. To further economize,
the write -protect switch SWa and
disk -ready switch SWb make up one
component that has three solder lugs,

R1

150

CLOSE = NORMAL

Si0
OPEN = PROTECT

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of write -protect circuitry for 51/4 " floppy drive.

as illustrated in Fig. 4. The pin plung-
ers that operate the switches can be
seen by opening the disk drive door.

Disk -ready switch SWb senses
when a disk is inserted into the drive.
The two actuating pins for SWa and
SWb ride the bottom surface of the
disk. The pin on the right aligns with
the write -protect slide tab on the disk
and is pushed down and opens SWa
when a disk that is not write -protect-
ed is in the drive. The plunger on
SWb rides the case of the disk and is
pushed down to open this switch
when the disk drops into place.

In the Fig. 3 circuit, S2 connects in
parallel with SWa. Assume that the
disk in the drive doesn't have its
write -protect slide covering the rec-
tangular hole in the case of the disk
and that S2 is set to NORMAL. With
the disk in the drive, the plunger of
SWa is pushed down by the slide and
opens the switch, causing terminal x
of SWa to go low. The base of Q3 is
now deprived of current, which
causes this transistor and LED2 to
switch off. Drive logic senses that
SWa is open and doesn't issue a
write -protect signal to the FDC, thus
allowing disk read or write.

If S2 is now closed, terminal x of
S Wa goes high and causes the drive
to issue a write -protect signal that

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors
LED I ,LED2-Red light -emitting diode
Q1 ,Q2,Q3-2N2222A general-purpose

npn silicon transistor
Resistors ('/4 -watt, 10% tolerance)
RI ,R3-150 ohms
R2-100,000 ohms
R4-4,700 ohms
Miscellaneous
S1,S2-Miniature spst toggle switch

Printed -circuit board or perforated
board and suitable soldering hard-
ware (see text); four -pin cable con-
nectors (2); LED panel mounts; dry -
transfer lettering kit; Wire Wrap wire;
stranded hookup wire; solder; etc.

precludes any attempt to write to the
disk, even though the slide on the
disk isn't set for write -protection.
Transistor Q3 now receives base
drive current and switches on write -
protect status indicator LED2.

If the disk in the drive is already
write -protected, the plunger on SWa
occupies the hole and this switch re-
mains closed. Under these condi-
tions, the drive issues a write -protect
signal that prevents disk writes while
LED2 is on.

Preliminary Steps
Before you install either or both of
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the add-ons described above, you
must determine the requirements of
the floppy -disk drives in your sys-
tem. Therefore, perform the follow-
ing tests to ascertain compatibility
and to identify connecting points.

Begin by unplugging your comput-
er and removing the cover of its sys-
tem -unit box, and remove the clips
that retain the drive at front of the
chassis. This done, slide forward by
several inches the 51/4 " drive in the top
bay. You will now note that the pow-
er cable and connector at the rear of
the drive has four wires attached to
it. The red (or red -orange) wire at one
edge of the connector has + 5 volts
on it and the yellow wire at the other
edge of the connector has + 12 volts
on it. The two black wires in the mid-
dle are for ground connections.

Locate the four solder pads on the
main circuit board associated with
the power connector and the write-

protect photosensor assembly (top -
left in Fig. 2) and identify the two
connections. The sensor assembly
may vary in appearance from one
drive to another and may have two
connecting wires instead of two cir-

Fig. 2. White arrow (upper -left) points to copper trace on circuit board that must
be cut per instructions in text and write -protect phototransistor assembly in a
51/4 " Fujitsu floppy -disk drive. Circuitry for add-on LED status indicator is
mounted on small perforated board, while cable disconnect is shown at
lower -right.

cuit-board traces.
With your computer turned on,

use a dc voltmeter (or multimeter set
to the dc -volts function) to verify the

voltages at the solder pads of the
power connector. Make a note of the
one that has + 5 volts on it. The
ground pads that connect to the two

MCM ELECTRONICS
Opens the door to over

17,000 products!

Come on in and see for yourself! MCM is a broadline distributor of
electronic replacement parts such as: semiconductors, connectors,
audio/video accessories, test equipment, hardware, chemicals,
tools and lots more. With 17,000 items stocked and ready for
delivery, MCM also opens the door to great service.

Our latest catalog features an expanded line
of diodes and rectifiers; as well as reduced
prices on select video heads.

Call today for your free MCM
Electronics Catalog.

TOLL -FREE

1-800-543-4330
or Fax 1-513-434-6959

MCM
ELECTRONICS

Saw L. To SO, L. 4..0 Voloo

 Sat* § Of. m a.. TV

 4.3.1.14 5.4.1
. Nodes 4.

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-543-4330
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black wires are connected together
and neither goes to the metal chassis
of the computer.

Power down your computer and
unplug it from the ac line. Then
touch one probe of an ohmmeter to
the ground pad of the power -connec-
tor cable and the other probe to each
terminal of the photosensor to deter-
mine which is the ground or emitter
wire (see Fig. 1) and label it as such.
The remaining terminal goes to the
collector.

Plug the computer back into the ac
line and turn it on. Insert a write -pro-
tected disk in the drive to have Qa
switch off. Use a high -impedance
voltmeter (100,000 ohms/volt or bet-
ter), measure from the collector to
the emitter of Qa. Connect the com-
mon lead of the meter to circuit
ground at the emitter of Qa and
touch the "hot" probe to the collec-
tor of the transistor. You should ob-
tain a reading of + 3 volts or more.

Remove the disk from the drive.
Doing this should cause Qa to switch
on and the measured voltage to drop
to nearly 0 volt. This identifies the
sensor as Qa and not LEDa. Turn off

the computer and unplug it from the
ac line. Then remove the two connec-
tors at the back of the drive, taking
note of plug orientation, and remove
the drive from the computer chassis,
handling it carefully. Set it aside in a
safe, clean place.

The write -protect switch is on the
bottom of the 3'h " drive. Usually
supplied with the drive is an adapter
that has black wires (for ground) and
red (for + 5 volts) for mating the
drive with the existing power cable in
the computer.

With your computer powered up,
use the meter to verify the voltage
and polarity of the two wires, either
at the far end of the adapter power
cable or on corresponding circuit
board solder pads, if accessible. This
done, unplug the computer and
adapter cable from the power -supply
connector, but leave the adapter ca-
ble attached to the disk drive. Dis-
connect the ribbon cable from the
rear of the disk drive.

Remove the drive and place it bot-
tom -up for inspection. Locate the
write -protect switch and its solder
pads (see Fig. 4). Because the power

connector solder pads weren't acces-
sible on the board, tests were made
from power connector pins at the far
end of the adapter cable. Place a disk
that's not write -protected in the drive
to force S Wa and S WI, Ito open.

Connect the + lead of your ohm-
meter to the + 5 -volt red wire in the
power cable and other lead to circuit
ground. You should obtain a reading
of approximately 0 ohm. Removing
the disk from the drive and replacing
it with one that's write -protected to
close SWa should provide a resis-
tance reading from + 5 volts to ter-
minal x that is essentially 0 ohm.

If your tests don't agree with the
above, check for possible circuit varia-
tions that may be inverses of the drive
circuits shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3.

In Fig. 1, the collector of Qa may
be connected directly to + 5 volts. If
so, cut the collector lead trace and
connect S/ across the cut trace and
then connect R2 to the emitter of Qa.
In Fig. 3, terminal z may be connect-
ed to ground.

Whatever the circuit variation,
some generalizations apply. If either
lead wire of the phototransistor is cut
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and bridged by an spst switch, the
open position of the switch always ef-
fects write -protection. For the me-
chanical switch in a 3%" drive, if the
two terminals of a normally -closed
write -protect switch are connected in
parallel with an spst switch, the closed
position of the spst switch always ef-
fects write -protection. If the LED in-
dication becomes inverted, add an in-
verter gate or stage to the LED driver
circuit to transpose lighting action
(or use the LED as -is, just remember-
ing that an extinguished LED means
that write -protection is in effect).

Construction
Component layout and conductor
runs aren't critical. Hence, you can
use any assembly technique that suits
you. For example, you can mount
and wire together the LED driver cir-
cuits on printed -circuit boards of
your own design. Alternatively, you
can mount the components on 3/4 "
2" pieces of perforated board with
the aid of single -ended wrap posts for
support of components and pick -off
terminals (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4).

There's ample space in floppy -disk
drives to install the circuit if you take
advantage of any unused mounting
hole or ledge. The PROTECT switches
and LEDs can be mounted on a plas-
tic panel that can be used to cover an
unused drive bay, as shown in the
lead photo. These can also be mount-
ed in the faceplate of the drive itself.
If you don't wish to cut a trace on the
circuit board in the 5 " drive, omit
Si in Fig. 1 and install only the LED
status indicator circuit.

Test your wired circuits before in-
stalling them in the drives. For the
Fig. 1 circuit, connect + 5 -volt board
terminal 1 and -5 -volt terminal 2 to
a 5 -volt dc power supply. Then use
clip leads to connect LED1 to board
terminals 3 and 4. If the LED lights,
leakage in Q1 or Q2 or both may be
excessive. Try replacing Q1 first.
Jumper pin 7 to pin 1 on the board.
The LED should light, provided it
isn't installed in reverse polarity.

Test the Fig. 3 circuit in a similar
manner. Install the circuit board in
the 37," drive. Strip " from one end
and %" from the other end of two 3"
lengths of Wrap wire. Tin the %"
bare end allowing a small bead of sol-
der to remain. Lap -solder the end of

the wire to switch pad terminal z.
Solder the other end of the wire to
board terminal 5. Similarly, connect
switch pad terminal x to board ter-
minal 6. Use red and black light -gauge
stranded hookup wire for connec-
tions to the 5 -volt drive power source.

If the solder pads aren't accessible,
make connections to the power con-
nector adapter cable wires or connec-
tor pins. Remove the male pin from
the connector by slipping the brass
tube of ball-point pen over the pin
and work it around as you gently pull
wire at the other end. Remove the red
wire first and solder a suitable length
of red wire to the shank of the pin.
Push the pin back into the hole from
which it was removed. Similarly, sol-
der a length of black wire to the other
connector pin. Be very careful to
avoid reversing the wires or replacing
them in the wrong hole.

Dress the wires along the adapter
cable and tape together at the near
end. Route the wires over and across
the drive to the circuit board. Cut off
excess wire length, strip the ends and
solder to board terminals 1 and 2.

Use a suitable length of four -con-
ductor color -coded ribbon cable to
connect the circuit board to the re-
mote switch and LED. Include a dis-
connect for the cable. A four -pin in -
line disconnect can be made using a

four -pin section of molded pc board
header strip and a four -pin section
cut from a DIP Wire Wrap socket. If
possible, use a high-speed hand
grinder and cutoff wheel to cut the
DIP socket.

Figures 2 and 4 show the female
disconnect plugs coded with a white
dot. If you install the switch and
LED in the faceplate of the 3'/z "
drive, check for adequate component
clearance before machining the face-
plate. Remove the faceplate by cau-
tiously releasing two plastic hooks.
Tape the disk -release button to the
faceplate before removal.

Install S2 so that it closes with its
toggle upward. Solder connecting
wires to the switch and LED before
replacing the faceplate. Route the
wires to the circuit board, trim off ex-
cess length, strip the wire ends and
solder to board terminals.

For the 574 " drive, cut the emitter
ground return lead of Qa (see Fig. 1)
with a safety or X-acto knife. The ar-
row at top -left in Fig. 2 points to the
circuit -board trace to cut. Use insu-
lated three colors of Wrap wire to
connect board terminals 5, 6 and 7 to
the drive circuit. Twist together the
wires and route them so that they
don't interfere with the drive door
handle mechanism (Fig. 2).

Use lengths of red ( + ) and black
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of write -protect circuitry for 31/2" floppy drive.
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Fig. 4. Pencil points to combined disk -ready and write -protect mechanical
plunger switches in a 31/2" Toshiba floppy -disk drive. Cable disconnect is
shown bottom -center.

( - ) 26 -gauge solid hookup wire to
connect board pins 1 and 2 to the
power -supply connector solder pads.
Connect LED1 and S/ to the circuit
as described above (include a discon-
nect). Install S/ so that it opens with
its toggle upward.

If you omit S 1 , make an external
slide -in write -protect tab, as shown
in Fig. 5. Cut a piece of 'A2" -thick fi-
berboard insulation or similar mater-
ial (do not use metal) to '5/6" x 2%".
You can alter the '5A6 " width so that
the slide -in tab just fits between the
left edge of the drive slot and left side
drive door handle when the latter is in
the closed position.

Position the strip lengthwise
against the handle of a try -square
with 3/4" overhanging the blade of the
square. Bend down to 90 ° to form an
L shape, with the short leg serving as
a stop. Secure the plastic handle of a
push -pin to the stop with epoxy ce-
ment. Label the drive bay panel using
a dry -transfer lettering kit and follow
with a clear protective coating over
the labels using an artist's brush.

After checking all wiring to make
sure it's correct, install the disk
drives in the computer. Boot the
computer and then insert write -pro-
tected disks in both drives. The LEDs
should be on for either position of

Fig. 5. Slide -in write -protect tabs can be used with 51/4" drive in lieu of cutting
circuit -board trace.

the switches. Insert disks that have
no write -protection in both drives
and set the switches to NORMAL. The
LEDs should be off but should turn
on when you switch to write -protect
mode. If you made the slide -in write -
protect tab, insert it fully on top of
the disk at the left edge of the drive
slot and verify that the LED turns on.
If it fails to turn on, the slide -in tab
may be too short or is improperly an-
gled to the right. Ignore the LED
status indication for an empty drive.

Using the Modification
Most application programs and cer-
tain DOS commands write to disks
that must have no write -protection in
effect. With the exception of original
disks and filled back-up disks, all
other disks are operated without on -
disk write protection. The need to
switch to write -protection at some
point depends on the task at hand
and your familiarity with the soft-
ware being used. Such applications
as disk sector utilities, file handlers
and word processors can easily get
you into trouble at the stroke of a
wrong key. Therefore, always switch
to write -protection when you aren't
sure about whether you erred or what
action will be taken. Also, switch to
write -protection when you first ex-
plore an unfamiliar program.

Toggle the switches only when the
disk drive isn't running. If you switch
a drive to write -protect mode during
a write -to -disk operation, the desti-
nation file will be scrambled. Even
worse, the disk file allocation table
(FAT) is almost certain to be corrupt-
ed as a result of interfering with disk
housekeeping chores. This also ap-
plies to use of the slide -in write -pro-
tect tab.

Set the switches to your liking be-
fore booting up the computer. The
switches are usually set to NORMAL
before booting up in drive C: with
drives A: and B: empty. Drives A:
and B: are then loaded and the status
of the disks noted on the LEDs. You
can set the switches to write -protect
at first and wait for the first occur-
rence of the write -protected error
message. It's well worth knowing if
and when a disk operation write
takes place. Try running applications
and DOS commands with the drives
write -protected. Any application or
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command that creates and deletes
temporary files will balk with write -
protected disks.

In use, and prior to installation of
SI, the slide -in write -protect tab per-
formed without flaw with careful in-
sertion in the horizontally mounted
drive in my computer. The tab can be
inserted before the 57," disk is insert-
ed and resides under the disk. Use of
the slide -in tab without installation
of the LED status indicator leaves
some uncertainty unless you insert it
fully and to the extreme left.

Use software methods to write -

protect individual files, groups of
files or entire non -system partitions
on a hard drive. Software methods
must be put into effect beforehand,
demanding more of your attention,
and thus can become an impediment
in some circumstances. Files on flop-
py -disk and hard drives can be write -
protected by altering the file attribute
to read-only, using the DOS ATTRIB,
as detailed in your DOS manual. File
handlers and anti -viral utilities in-
clude provisions to write -protect files.

For hard disks, a utility like Disk
Manager permits you to switch a
non -system hard drive partition be-
tween read-only and read/write. Be
sure to fully back up your hard drive
and record partitioning and drive in-
formation before using this option
for the first time because an inadver-
tent error may require you to recon-
struct the drive from the back-up.

Because most computer systems
are now fitted with hard drives, it's
very easy to write off floppy drives
and use them solely for installing
programs and making backups. If
this is your view, you're throwing
away valuable resources and filling
the hard drive too quickly with files
that soon become fragmented and
impair drive performance. If an ap-
plication isn't particularly disk -in-
tensive and doesn't really require the
speed or space of the hard drive,
store and run the application in a
floppy drive and save valuable hard
drive space. Move inactive files and
utilities you don't use from the hard
drive to categorized floppy disks.

Ultimately, the performance of
your hard drive is in direct propor-
tion to judicious utilization of the
floppies that, in turn, benefit with
the addition of manual write -protect
switches.

PC -BASED
DEVELOPMENT

TOOLS
If you're interested in microprocessor -related projects,
our tools can help. Our PIC microcontroller tools allow

you to learn about and use single -chip computers.
And our EPROM emulators are time-savers in

almost any project that uses EPROMs.
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8 -bit, single -chip computers. They combine a CPU, EPROM,
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you to program these parts with your own software. A single
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If your projects use EPROMs, you can probably use an
EPROM emulator. An EPROM emulator plugs in place of an
actual EPROM, but instead of programming parts to test
your code, you simply download to the
emulator.

Emulates 2764, 27128, and 27256 EPROMs. $199

PARoiLL/1`./\ n
(916) 721-8217  FAX: (916) 726-1905
Parallax, Inc.  6200 Desimone Lane, #69A  Citrus Heights, CA 95621

Prices subject to change without notice.
California residents add appropriate sales tax.

Add $4.00 for UPS ground, $7.00 for 2nd day, $15.00 for next day.
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Application By W.K. McKellips

Universal Numeric LED
Display Tester
Lets you test seven -segment displays
before you buy

Sooner or later, you're going to
build a project that requires at

least one seven -segment LED numer-
ic display. Such displays are readily
available, but they're usually expen-
sive at retail price. Bargain -priced
displays can be obtained at a comput-
erfest or hamfest, but you can't be
sure you won't end up buying defec-
tive ones. Fortunately, you can cir-
cumvent these problems and still go
bargain hunting by taking along our
battery -powered portable Universal
LED Numeric Display Tester.

This Tester instantly determines
the operating condition of all popu-
lar LED numeric displays before you
buy. It accommodates all popular
sizes from 0.3" ones on up to "jum-
bo," regardless of whether they're
common -anode or common -cathode
in design. And, since economy is
your cornerstone, the cost of build-
ing this project is quite low.

About the Circuit
Shown in Fig. 1 is the complete sche-
matic diagram of the LED Display
Tester circuitry. The circuit starts
with /C/, a 4060 14 -stage binary
counter/divider with built-in oscilla-
tor. Resistors RI and R2 and capaci-
tor Cl are the frequency -determining
components for ICI's internal oscil-
lator. Because frequency stability
isn't critical in this application, a cer-
amic disc capacitor is okay for Cl.

Eight of the ten divided -down out-
puts of ICI are used to drive 7445
BCD -to -decimal decoder drivers IC2
and IC3. Each 7445 converts the
four -conductor BCD bus code to
1 -of -10 outputs. Each of the 10 out-
puts has an open -collector transistor
capable of sinking 80 milliamperes of
current. All that are needed for each
IC2 and IC3 output line is a 100 -ohm

pull-up resistor, (R3 through R12 for
IC2 and R13 through R22 for IC3).

The outputs from IC2 and IC3 are
wired to test sockets SO/ and S02.
Note that the circuit design calls for
both 16- and 24 -pin test sockets so
that the Tester can accommodate a
wide range of popular types of LED
displays.

The 7445s strobe all 20 pins, one at
a time, with a ground to activate a
segment. All other pins on IC2 and
IC3 are pulled up to + 4.5 volts. In
this manner, all segments of a LED
numeric display under test (plugged
into either SO/ or S02) are strobed,
regardless of pinout or whether the
display has a common anode or a
common cathode. Any segment that
fails to light test is defective.

The 4.5 volts coming from the bat-
tery supply is dropped to about 1.7
volts by resistors R3 through R22,
which limit current through each
LED display segment under test to a
safe level.

Power for the circuit is supplied by
a bank of three 1.5 -volt alkaline AA
cells in series, shown as B1 in Fig. 1,
to obtain the 4.5 volts dc required to
drive the circuit and display under
test. Power is applied momentarily to
the circuit and display under test
through momentary -action pushbut-
ton switch S/. Current drain of the
LED Display Tester is 100 to 110 mA,
depending on the color of the display
being tested.

Construction
This project can be wired point-to-
point or on a printed -circuit board. If
you wish pc construction, fabricate
the pc board using the actual -size
etching -and -drilling guide shown in
Fig. 2. Alternatively, if you choose
point-to-point wiring, use perforated

board that has holes on 0.10 centers
and suitable Wire Wrap or soldering
hardware and plan your layout to be
roughly equivalent to that shown in
Fig. 3. Whichever way you go, use
sockets for the ICs.

From here on, it's assumed that
you're using printed -circuit con-
struction. Make suitable changes in
what you read to conform to your
needs if you use point-to-point wiring.

Because test sockets SO/ and SO2
must be mounted on the conductor
side of the board, it's necessary to use
Wire Wrap sockets or sockets that
have extra -long pins on them so that
you can space the sockets above the
surface of the board to provide sol-
dering access.

The sockets chosen for SO/ and
SO2 are machined -contact type be-
cause their faces have exposed solid
metal contacts. This makes it easy to
test LED numeric displays without
having to completely plug their pins
into the socket receptacles. If you've
ever spent time testing ICs, you'll ap-
preciate the time and effort saved by
using machined -contact sockets over
conventional sockets. Also, although
use of ZIF (zero -insertion -force)
sockets would probably have been
even better for this project, their cost
is prohibitive for such a simple
application.

When you have your pc board
ready to be populated, place it con-
ductor side up on a flat surface. Plug
the pins of test socket SO/ into the
holes drilled for them. Space the soc-
kets about Y,6" above the surface of
the board. Make sure that you also
have at least 1/8" of pin length pro-
truding from the holes on the compo-
nent side of the board.
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PARTS LIST

Semiconductors
IC1-4060 14 -stage counter/divider

and oscillator
IC2,IC3-7445 BCD 1 -of -10 decoder/

driver
Capacitors
C1-220-pF ceramic disc
Resistors (Y4 -watt, 5% tolerance)
R1-47,000 ohms
R2-4,700 ohms
R3 thru R22-100 ohms
Miscellaneous
BI-Three 1.5 -volt alkaline AA cells

in series
S1-Miniature spst normally -open,

momentary -action pushbutton
switch

S01 -24 -pin machined -contact Wire
Wrap or long-soldertail DIP IC
socket (see text)

S01 -16 -pin machined -contact Wire
Wrap or long-soldertail DIP IC socket
Printed -circuit board or perforated
board with holes on 0.1" centers and
suitable Wire Wrap or soldering hard-
ware (see text); sockets for ICs; suit-
able enclosure (Radio Shack Cat.
No. 275-1571 or similar; see text);
triple AA -cell holder; machine hard-
ware; hookup wire; solder; etc.

Fig. 1. Complete schematic diagram of LED Numeric Display Tester circuitry.

Carefully solder diagonally oppos-
ing pins of each socket and then
check spacing again. If spacing is
okay, carefully solder the remaining
pins of both sockets to their respec-
tive copper pads.

Once the test sockets are in place,
turn over the board and mount and
solder into place the remaining IC
sockets on the component side. Do
not plug the ICs into the sockets until
you've conducted voltage checks and
are certain that your wiring is cor-
rect. Follow with CI, RI and R2. To
make the project as compact as possi-
ble, the remaining resistors mount
on -end. This being the case, trim one
lead of 18 of the remaining 20 resis-
tors to a length of %" and form a
small hook in the lead stubs.

One lead of one of the resistors
from which you didn't trim any lead
length plugs into the hole labeled
R12. Solder this lead into place, mak-
ing sure the end of the resistor body
butts against the top surface of the

board. Then plug the long leads of
R3 through R12 into the indicated
holes and solder each into place,
again making sure that the ends of
the resistor bodies butt against the
surface of the board. Trim away ex-
cess lead length.

Gently bend the long lead on R12
toward the top end of R13 and crimp
the latter's hooked lead to the long
lead. Solder the connection. Next,
bend the R12 lead toward the top end
of R14, crimp the latter to it and sol-
der the connection. Repeat this pro-
cedure for all remaining resistors in
this bank. When you're done, bend
the remaining lead length toward the
board, plug it into the indicated
cow hole and solder into place. If
the lead is too short, add a length of
solid bare hookup wire as needed.

Repeat the entire operation de-
tailed above for the R14 through R22
bank of resistors.

Strip % " of insulation from both
ends of three 3 "-long stranded hook-

up wires. Tightly twist together the
fine conductors at both ends of all
wires and sparingly tin with solder.

Plug one end of each of two wires
into the holes labeled + 4.5V and GND
and solder into place. Crimp and sol-
der the free end of the wire coming
from the + 4.5V hole to one lug of the
pushbutton switch. Then crimp and
solder the ends to the remaining lug
on the switch and the + lug on the
battery holder. Finally, crimp and
solder the free end of the wire coming
from the GND hole to the - lug on
the battery holder.

Use solid bare hookup wire for the
jumper wires.

Finish wiring the circuit -board as-
sembly by interconnecting the pins of
the two test sockets. Wiring details
are given in the Note below the Fig. 3
wiring guide. You can use ordinary
hookup wire or Wire Wrap wire to
make these connections.

Wire the battery holder so that the
three AA cells you'll be using to

(continued on page 86)
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Applications By Tom Fox

Experimenting With
Motorola's 68HC11 True
Single Chip Computer

Part 3
Building and using the MAG-11 Single -Board Computer

This time around, our focus is on
building the MAG-11 single -

board computer introduced last
month. Though its ultimate mission is
to be a practical "working" board,
MAG-11 incorporates simple fea-
tures, like DIP switches and LEDs,
that make it nearly ideal to use as a
learning aid for the popular 68HC11
series of Motorola MCUs.

Construction
Though you can build a MAG-11 us-
ing perforated board, using the tradi-
tional point-to-point wiring tech-
nique, a printed -circuit board is highly
recommended to minimize the pos-
sibility of costly wiring errors. You can
make a pc board using the actual -size
guides given in Fig. 3 or purchase a
ready -to -wire one from the source
given in the Note at the end of the
Parts List.

Because I used the PCBoards pc -
board design program to design and
generate the artwork for making the
MAG-11 board and had the files for
them, I've included them on a PC -
compatible diskette (see Parts List).
With this disk and a Hewlett Packard
LaserJet II/III or compatible laser
printer, you can produce guides on
transparency or vellum for direct use
as exposure masks for making your
own pc board.

If you make your own board, you
can use a single -sided design (as was
done with the original prototype
shown in the lead photo). This makes
construction more difficult, but it's
much better than trying to build this

project point-to-point. Use the solder -
side guide shown in Fig. 3 for the
board and component -side artwork as
a jumper -installation guide.

Start populating a single -sided
board by installing insulated hookup
wire jumpers on the component side
where no routing under IC sockets and
connectors is required. Then install
the remaining jumpers on the solder
side. If you have a hot -melt glue gun,
"tack" the wires to both sides of the
board to keep the assembly neat.

The Parts List specifies J1 through
J6 as 20 -pin sockets. These are meant
to mate with 20 -pin matrix headers
that have pins on 0.1" centers to make
it simple to expand the system to three
layers (five boards maximum, al-

though you should have little need for
more than four boards total).

All you need is for the first plug-in
board to use compatible 20 -pin head-
ers and pins 1" or longer on both sides
of the header's insulator. If the next
expansion board has 20 -pin sockets,
you don't need additional wiring or
connectors to connect it to the first
board. If you use cables to connect
MAG-11 to expansion boards, or if
you need only one layer of expansion,
J1 through J6 can be simple headers.

It's a good idea to use a 28 -pin ZIF
(zero -insertion -force) socket for U7 to
facilitate testing MAG-11's firmware.
The ZIF socket need not be dedicated
to this location. Rather, you can use
a standard 28 -pin IC socket at the U7
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location and plug the ZIF socket into
it when needed. Then unplug the ZIF
socket and move it to the U/O socket
as needed.

Refer to Fig. 4 as you populate the
pc board. If you made a double -sided
board, it won't have plated -through
holes and, thus, requires that you sol-
der all connections to the pads on both
top and bottom of the board. There-
fore, all DIP IC sockets must have
long pins to permit raising them
enough above the surface of the board
to permit soldering access, or you
must use Molex Soldercon socket pins
whose open design gives soldering ac-
cess on both sides of the board.

Install the sockets for the DIP ICs,
jumper blocks and connectors. Do not
plug ICs into the sockets until the
board is completely wired and you've
ascertained that your wiring is correct.

Next, install the resistors, resistor
networks, trimmer controls, DIP
switches, capacitors, diodes, light -
emitting diodes, crystal and DB-9 con-
nector. Make certain that the resistor
networks are properly oriented and
that electrolytic capacitors and all di-
odes, including LEDs, are properly
polarized. Install the transistor, volt-
age regulator and voltage reference,
making absolutely certain that they're
properly based before soldering them
into place.

A heat sink is needed for regulator
U4. Use a 6-32 machine screw and nut
to secure U4 and its heat sink to the top
surface of the board.

Use high -efficiency, low -current de-
vices for all LEDs. You can use stan-
dard LEDs if you change the value of
the respective current -limiting resis-
tors to 390 ohms but they aren't rec-
ommended.

Visually inspect your wired circuit -
board assembly for missed solder con-
nections, suspicious connections,
breaks in the copper traces and solder
bridges. Solder any connections you
missed and reflow the solder on all
suspicious connections. Repair any
breaks located and clear away any sol-
der bridges with desoldering braid or
a vacuum -type desoldering tool.

Initial Tests
Jumper positions 2 and 3 of JP2, leave
JP8 with no jumper and set position
9 of SI to ON and all other positions
of this switch to OFF. Connect a 9- to

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors
DI ,D4 -1N5817 Schottky barrier

rectifier diode
D2 -1N4001 silicon rectifier diode
D3-1N4733A 5.1 -volt 1 -watt zener

diode
LED I ,LED2,LED4,LED5,LED9,

LED1O-Green low -current, high -
efficiency light -emitting diode

LED3, LED6,LED7,LED8,LED11-
Red low -current, high -efficiency
light -emitting diode

Q1-2N2222A npn silicon transistor
Ul-MC68HCIIAIP single -chip

microcomputer
U2-MAX690CPA
U3-MAX232 IC (optional-see text)
U4-LM2931Z differential fixed

+ 5 -volt regulator
U5-74HC245
U6,U11-74HC373
U7 -27C256 EPROM (programmed

-see text)
U8-74HC138
U9-6264LP 8K RAM (optional-see

text)
U10 -27C256 32K EPROM or 32K

RAM (optional-see text)
U12-74HC259
U13-74HC4078
U14,U15-74HC04
U16-74HC32
U17-74HC11
U18-LM336-5.0 precision +5 -volt

reference
Capacitors
C1 -1,000-µF, 25 -volt electrolytic
C2 -47 -AF, 16 -volt electrolytic
C3-10-pf, 16 -volt electrolytic
C4,C11-1-g, 100 -volt metalized

polyester
C5 -0.01-µF, 50 -volt monolithic

ceramic
C6,C9,C10,C18,C20 thru C32-

0.1 -µF, 50 -volt monolithic ceramic
C7,C8-15-pF, 500 -volt dipped mica
C12 thru C16 -22-µF, 25 -volt

electrolytic
C17-l00,000-AF (0.1-F), 5.5 -volt

Panasonic Gold
CI9-1,000-pF, 50 -volt monolithic

ceramic

Resistors (Y4 -watt, 5% tolerance)
R1-330 ohms

R3,RI7-1,200 ohms
R4-1-megohm
R5,R11-1,000 ohms
R7-150 ohms
R8-10 megohms
R9-4,700 ohms
R12-3,300 ohms (optional-see text)
R14-4.7 ohms
R15-1,500 ohms
R16,R18-10,000 ohms
R2,R6-1,000-ohm pc -mount trimmer

potentiometer
R10 -500 -ohm pc -mount trimmer

potentiometer
R13 -10,000 -ohm pc -mount trimmer

potentiometer
RTH-1,000-ohm at 25° C thermistor

(Fenwall No. JB31J1 or equivalent)
RN1-Nine-element 4,700 -ohm SIP

resistor network
RN2-Five-element 4,700 -ohm SIP

resistor network
RN3-Five-element 4,700 -ohm SIP

resistor network
RN4-Nine-element 4,700 -ohm SIP

resistor network
RN5-Nine-element 4,700 -ohm SIP

resistor network

Miscellaneous
J1 thru J6 -20 -contact, dual -row female

connector with contacts on 0.1"
centers (male headers optional-
see text)

J7-Right-angle, pc -mount DB-9
connector

JP1,JP2,JP4 thru JP7,JP12-3-position
jumper block with pins on 0.1 " centers

JP8,JP10,JP11-2-position jumper
block with pins on 0.1" centers

S1 -10 -position DIP switch
S2 -4 -position DIP switch
S3-Normally-open, momentary -action

spst pushbutton switch
S01-Socket for external ac power -

supply cable
XTAL1-3.6864-MHz crystal (4 -MHz

optional-see text)
Printed -circuit board, sockets for all
DIP ICs; 10 shorting jumpers; heat
sink for U4; four 1" threaded metal
spacers; four small screw -on rubber
feet; machine hardware; hookup
wire; solder; etc.

12 -volt, 250-mA power source to the
circuit via SO/, making certain it's
properly polarized. To check out the
new circuit, you should ideally use a
variable power supply with meters that
continuously monitor voltage and cur-
rent. When you go "on-line," you can

use any standard 9- to 12 -volt dc wall
transformer or 9 -volt alkaline battery.

With the circuit powered, POWER
LED9 should light. Connect the com-
mon lead of a dc voltmeter or multi -
meter set to dc volts to circuit ground.
Touching the positive probe to pin 48
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Fig. 3. Actual -size etching -and -drilling guides for component (A) and solder (B)lsides of MAG-11 pc board.
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Fig. 4. Wiring guide for pc board.

of the U/ socket, you should read
+ 4.5 to + 5.5 volts.

Then take measurements at pin 28
of the U7 and U/O sockets; pin 20 of
the U5, U6 and U// sockets; pin 16 of

the U3, U8 and U12 sockets; pin 14 of
the U13, U14, U15, U16 and U17
sockets; and pin 2 of the U2 socket. If
you fail to obtain a reading of approx-
imately + 5 volts at all locations,

check the board again for continuity.
Next, check the pins connected to

ground. This voltage should ideally be
0, though any measurement less than
0.02 volt is okay. Check these socket
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pins for 0 volt: 21 and 23 of U/ ; 14 of
U7, U9 and U/O; 10 of US, U6 and
U//; 8 of U12,5 and 8 of U8; 15 of U3;
7 of U13, U14, U15, U16 and U17;
and 3 and 4 of U2.

If voltages are okay, disconnect
power and then use an ohmmeter or
audible continuity tester to double-
check for continuity between the
"ground" points mentioned in the
above paragraph and actual circuit
ground.

Initial Setup
Make sure no power is applied to the
circuit board. Plug a 27C256 or 27128
EPROM with MAG-11DIAG firm-
ware into the U7 socket. (See the Han-
dling Static -Sensitive Devices box else-
where in this article.) Set jumpers as
indicated in Table 1. Plug the ICs-
except U3, U9 and U/O-into their
respective sockets. Make sure each is
properly oriented and that no pins
overhang the socket or fold under be-
tween IC and socket.

Set position 9 of S1 to ON and all
other positions to OFF. Connect a suit-
able 9- to 12 -volt dc power source via
SO/, making sure it's properly polar-

It's a good idea to monitor cur-
rent as you proceed so that if the cir-
cuit draws more than 150 mA, you can
immediately disconnect power and
correct any problem.

With power applied, LED9 should
light. With switch and jumper settings
made as directed above, mcu CHECK
LED10 should repeatedly flash on and
off for a second at a time. If LED10
doesn't perform as stated, check
LEDII; if it's on or flashes intermit-
tently, the reset circuit may be defec-
tive (check U2) or a problem may ex-
ist in the clock (use an oscilloscope to
observe the enable signal at pin 27).

If LEDII doesn't light and LED10
doesn't perform as described, discon-
nect power and use an ohmmeter to
check the circuit against the schematic
shown in Part 2. First, check for con-
tinuity and then for possible shorts. If
everything appears to be okay, an IC
may be defective.

Using the Firmware
For this discussion, refer to Fig. 5. All
"positions" referred to in the follow-
ing discussion refer to switch S/.
 Display CONFIG Register. With
jumpers set as described under Initial

Handling Static -Sensitive Devices

Regardless of type, all ICs can be dam-
aged by static electricity, but MOS and
CMOS and similar devices like
EPROMs, RAMs, MPUs, etc., are par-
ticularly ssensitive to this. ICs used in
MAG-11 are MOS-type devices and,
therefore, are extremely sensitive to the
effects of static electricity. Keep in mind
that you don't have to "feel" a static
shock to damage an IC. So always han-
dle ICs with extreme care and follow
some basic safety procedures.

Let's review the "minimum" precau-
tionary requirements, as listed here,
which with average humidity are general-
ly sufficient. If humidity is low, take ex-
tra precautions. A grounded wrist strap
is often recommended. This will protect
ICs, but keep in mind that you run the
risk of serious shock if you inadvertent-
ly touch a "hot" ac line. Consequently,
a grounded wrist strap is not recommend-
ed. Simply by following these precau-
tions, you should have no worries about
damaging sensitive MOS devices:

(1) Sit calmly at your work station for
at least 5 minutes before touching any
sensitive electronic part.

(2) Touch a good ground with one
hand and the work surface and circuit
board with the other. With one hand still
touching a ground, pick up the protec-
tive package that contains the IC with
your other hand. This should lower the
potential voltage to an acceptable value.
Let go of the ground and touch the cir-
cuit board and work surface again.

(3) Slowly take the IC from its protec-
tive package and, without letting go of
it until it's installed in a socket, straighten
any bent pins. Then plug the IC into its
socket.

Treat the board itself with care because
even installed ICs can be damaged if the
board is subjected to a moderate jolt of
static electricity.

If you follow the above procedures,
you should never experience a "blown"
MOS device resulting from static -elec-
tricity discharges.

Tests, set positions 2 and 9 to ON and
all other positions to OFF. As shipped,
MC68HC11A1P should light LEDI,
LED3 and LED4 a second or so after
power -up. All other LEDs should re-
main off. This display results in binary
00001101 ($0D hex) being stored in the
CONFIG register. (Part 1 of this series
discussed the CONFIG register.) Also,
MCU CHECK LEDIO should slowly
flash on and off.
 Test Internal RAM & A/D Con-
verter. Set positions 1 and 9 to ON and
all other positions to OFF. If internal
RAM is okay, green LED2 should
light; if there's a problem, red LED6
lights. If the A/D converter is operat-
ing properly, green LED4 lights; but
if it isn't up to specs, red LED7lights.
 Test Internal RAM Backup. The
previous test checked every bit at every
address not in use, but it didn't check
for memory retention when power is
removed. This test routine stores $OF
at memory addresses 0 through $3F
and then checks to make sure locations
0 through $3F have $OF stored at
them. This is a two-phase test:
Phase 1: With power on, set positions
6 and 9 to ON and all other positions
to OFF. Green LED2 should light, in-
dicating that locations 0 through $3F
have $0F. If an error is detected, red
LED6 lights.

Phase 2: Shut off power. Set position 5
to ON, and leave positions 6 and 9 set
to ON. Wait at least 2 minutes and
then turn on power. If the contents in
memory were retained, green LED2
will light. If one or more errors were
detected, red LED6

In actual tests on super -capacitor
backup, I tried to determine just how
long 0.1-F C/ 7 would be able to supply
enough energy to keep internal RAM
from losing data. Apparently, it's a
long time because it retained data for
more than a day, which is substantially
longer than specs indicate.
 Test External RAM at U9. Try this
test first with the U9 socket empty. Set
positions 7 and 9 to ON and all other
positions to OFF. Red LED3 should
light to indicate a bad or missing RAM
at socket U9.

Disconnect power and plug a
6264LP-15 8K or equivalent RAM
chip into the U9 socket and power up.
Because of the large number of bits be-
ing tested, this test will take a few
minutes to complete. If the IC is good,
green LEDS should light; if bad, red
LED3 lights again.

To check U9's backup capability,
turn off power and then set position
5 to ON. Wait at least 2 minutes and
switch on power. If backup is success-
ful, green LEDS should light, but if an
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NOTE:
R = Red
G = Green
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Fig. 5. Close-up details of DIP -switch Si and LED display system.

error is detected red LED3 lights.
 Binary Thermometer. Set positions
5 and 9 to ON and all other positions
to OFF. Place the sensing end of an ac-
curate thermometer adjacent to the
thermistor RTH. Adjust R6 until
LED1 through LED8 indicate the bi-
nary temperature in °F, with LED1
through LED7 displaying bits 0
through 7 in that order.

Each LED has a specific power -of -
two value expressed in decimal format
as 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 for
LED8 through LED1 in this sequence.
To find the decimal value of the dis-
play, simply add the decimal values of
any LEDs that are lit. For example, if
LED3, LEDS and LED7 are on, you
add 4 + 16 + 64, respectively, to ob-
tain 84, which it the number of °F the
circuit is measuring.

The decimal -value range of this
thermometer is 0 ° to 255 ° F. At
temperatures less than 0 ° F, LED1
slowly flashes, while LED8 slowly
flashes at temperatures greater than
255 ° F. If you calibrate between 50°
and 80 ° F, accuracy is roughly ± 3 ° F
between 32 ° and 100 ° F.

This Binary Thermometer provides
a quick and easy way of checking out
U/'s sophisticated Programmable
timer. It's also an aid to understanding
how the timer's input -capture feature
performs (see Part 2).

While other practical uses of this

circuit are limited, if RTH is in inti-
mate contact with U/, it can be used
to monitor the MCU's temperature
(U1 is rated for a maximum of 185 °F,
which means if LED8, LED6, LED5
and LED4 are all on, the temperature
is approaching maximum for U1).
 Enable Clock Monitor. Assuming
jumpers are set for Normal Expand-
ed Multiplex Mode and not Special
Test Mode, when position 3 is set to
OFF, the clock monitor is enabled.
When enabled, an interrupt occurs if
the clock fails or runs slow. With
MAG-11DIAG firmware, this causes
a system reset to occur and LED8 to
light (assuming there's at least a sem-
blance of a clock after system reset).
 Setting IRQ Interrupt for Level Sen-
sitivity. When position 8 is set to ON,

the RQ interrupt is falling -edge -sensi-
tive (triggers on high -to -low transi-
tion). When set to OFF, it's low-level
sensitive (triggers on detection of less
than about 1 volt). When there's more
than one source of IRQ interrupt, con-
figuring for level -sensitive operation
is mandatory. (For details, see Part 1
and the M68HC11 Reference Manual.)

Special Test Mode
MAG-11DIAG firmware requires
that the MAG-11 board be in the Spe-
cial Test Mode for certain operations
to occur. To place MAG-11 in this

mode, jumper positions 2 and 3 of
JP1. When in Special Test Mode
and positions 1 and 5 of S/ are set to
ON, a "test" opcode is sent, which
causes the program counter to count
backwards (decrement). Though this
test is limited in terms of applications,
it's fascinating.

To see what a 68HC11 looks like
after it's been issued a STOP instruc-
tion, set positions 5 and 3 of S1 to OFF

and press RESET switch S3. If you're
monitoring the current drawn by
MAG-11, notice its substantial reduc-
tion. To further reduce power drain,
set position 9 of S1 to OFF. Recovery
from STOP can be accomplished with
a RESET, XIRQ or an unmasked IRQ.
With MAG-11, recovery is accom-
plished by pressing the RESET switch.

With position 2 set to ON, the COP
Watchdog system is set for the longest
time-out period. If position 2 is set to
OFF, the shortest period is set. If posi-
tion 1 is set to OFF, the program in-
structs the CPU to change to Normal
Expanded Mode and then proceeds
normally to the beginning of the test
routines. If position 1 is set to ON, it
proceeds to the test routines while in
Special Test Mode.

Adding Your Own Program
One of MAG-11's most appealing
features is that it lets you easily get in-
to programming a 68HC11 in assem-
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bly or even machine language. Most
basic, but often confusing, house-
keeping chores have been already ac-
complished by MAG-11DIAG, as de-
tailed in Part 2. This lets you get
right down to writing a program as
you leave the pedestrian details to
MAG-11DIAG.

To produce your own program, you
need an erased 27C256 EPROM and
a computer, text editor or word pro-
cessor capable of producing files in
ASCII format, 68HC11 cross -assem-
bler and EPROM programmer. You
probably have a suitable text editor or
word processor for your computer. A
PC -compatible 68HC11 cross -assem-
bler is available from Motorola's Free -
ware BBS for just the cost of a phone
call to Texas. This freeware cross -as-
sembler and many other files are also
available on a PC -compatible disk
from the source given in the Note at
the end of the Parts List.

When writing a program, start at
location $2000. You do this in assem-
bly language with the directive ORG
$2000. After programming your
EPROM, disconnect power and plug
it into the U/O socket and jumper posi-
tions 1 and 2 of JP5, JP6 and JP7.

To run your program, set position
4 to ON and make sure positions 1 and
2 are set to OFF. To enable the LEDs,
set position 9 to ON. Press the RESET
switch. If all's well, in a second or so
your program will take over MAG-
I 1 's mind! After pressing the RESET
switch, observe red LED6. If it lights,
an illegal opcode has been detected in
your program or U/O.

MAG-11 can be the main controller
board for a virtually unlimited num-
ber of projects. However, for most
practical applications, you must add
at least one expansion board. If you
write a program to be used by MAG-
11 alone, enter the inputs via positions
1 through 8 of Si, positions 1 through
4 of S2 or pin 2 of RS -232 interface
DB-9 connector J7.

Positions 1 through 4 of S2 are in-
puts to Port E (address $100A), which
also functions as the A/D converter
inputs. Positions 1 through 4 connect
to Bits 3 through 0 of Port E. If all
switches are set to ON, a read to Port
E results in xxxx0000 (binary) or x0
(hex) being loaded into an accumula-
tor (x stands for either 1 or 0).

Outputs for MAG-11 are LED]
through LED8 and LEDIO (LED9,

LED11 can't be controlled directly by
the program) and pin 3 of J7. As you
can see, unless you connect an add-on
board via J3 through J6, utilitarian
uses of MAG-11 are limited. How-
ever, MAG-11 alone has sufficient in-
puts and outputs for trying numerous
programs for you to learn about the
internal workings of the increasingly
popular 68HC11 series of MCUs.

Coming Up

In Part 4, I'll describe construction
and use of the MAG-11BAT Battery
Backup/Eight-Channel Logic Probe
board that adds to the basic MAG-11
system. I'll also detail how to add
other expansion boards and provide a
complete memory map and give de-
tails on MAG-11's RS -232 interface.
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Application By Michael Swartzendruber

A Tiny Switching Power Supply
Mighty mite adds versatility to digital
electronic experimenting and projects

Most digital ICs may have stan-
dardized their power require-

ments at + 5 volts, but the analog
world still has many chips that re-
quire power of greater voltage, some
even requiring positive and negative
voltages referenced to ground. If you
work with circuits that mix both ana-
log and digital ICs, you may some-
times be faced with a finding a means
to provide different voltages at an ec-
onomical price. This is where our
Tiny Switching Power Supply can
come to the rescue.

Our Tiny Switcher is designed to
output + 12 and -5 volts from a sin-
gle 5 -volt dc source. You can build it
from a handful of standard and inex-
pensive components.

The Tiny Switcher is small enough
to fit into the corner of an analog as-
sembly. Another advantage to using
this supply in an analog/digital cir-
cuit is that it permits distribution of
power sources. Distributed power
systems limit ground -loop problems,
reduce the noise radiated by the pow-
er supply and provide wide flexibility
and control over subsystems.

Until fairly recently, building a
switching power supply involved ma-
nipulation of mathematical formulas
to determine core permeability, hys-

teresis, constant -feedback loop gain,
compensation RC network compo-
nent values, etc. All that is in the
past. Now you can obtain guaranteed
output voltages simply by selecting
standard components. If you want
more information on the chip used in
our Tiny Switcher, check out litera-
ture on the new Simple Switcher reg-
ulators from National Semiconduc-
tor, which manufactures a complete
line of buck, boost and adjustable
regulators.

About the Circuit
The Tiny Switcher isn't very complex
in terms of circuit design, as illustrat-
ed in Fig. 1. The circuit essentially
chops a dc voltage (5 volts, in this
case) and presents the chopped volt-
age waveform to the primary of a
step-up transformer. In turn, the
transformer boosts the voltage at its
primary to deliver a different volt-
age/current ratio at its secondary.

At the heart of the Fig. 1 circuit is
National Semiconductor's LM2577T-
ADJ adjustable switchable regula-
tor, shown as U]. This chip contains
a 52 -kHz oscillator, a critical compo-
nent in chopping the + 5 volts ap-
plied to the circuit at pin 5.

A small portion of the voltage
from the primary of T1 is coupled to
feedback pin 4 of U/. This voltage is
compared against an internal 1.23 -
volt reference with an internal differ-
ential amplifier. The difference sig-
nal resulting from comparing the
feedback and reference voltages is
then compared internally against the
internal oscillator. The output of this
comparator is then used to drive the
main on -chip current switch.

The main switch can handle up to 3
amperes of current. The chip also
contains internal thermal protection,
thermal compensation and current
limiting. Additionally, it has a TTL-
level on/off input for logical control
of the device. This feature can be use -

+5V in o
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0.1µF

GND o

C5
10µF

R3
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C3
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Fig. 1. The complete schematic diagram of the circuitry used in the Tiny Switcher.
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°MIMED IMMO

O Or
Fig. 2. Actual -size etching -and -drilling
guide to use for fabricating a printed -
circuit board for the Tiny Switcher.

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors
D1,D2-NTE586 fast -recovery Schott-

ky diode (If not obtainable, substi-
tute ECG586 or 1N5821)

U 1 -LM2577T-ADJ adjustable switch -
able regulator

Capacitors
Cl,C2-220-0, 25 -volt electrolytic
C3-0.47-0 polyester
C4-0.1-0 polyester
C5 -10 -AF, 25 -volt electrolytic
Resistors e/4 -watt)
R1-10,760 ohms, 1% tolerance
R2-1,240 ohms, 1% tolerance
R3-2,200 ohms, 5% tolerance
Miscellaneous
Tl-AIE No. 326-0637 pc -mount trans-

former
Printed -circuit board or perforated
board with holes on 0.1" centers and
suitable soldering hardware (see text);
hookup wire; solder; etc.

Note: The following items are available from
Atronix, Box 221393, Sacramento, CA
95822: LM2577T-ADJ, $12 and AIE No.
326-0637, $35. Add $2.50 P&H per order.
California residents, please add state sales
tax.

ful for controlling the output voltage
of the Tiny Switcher, as required by
the host system. The high amount of
integration in the LM2577T-ADJ
chip is responsible for making the ex-
ternal -component circuitry so simple.

Diodes DI and D2 half -wave -recti-
fy the output voltage from the secon-
dary of TI. Capacitors Cl and C2
smooth the pulsating dc waveform
from DI and D2 to produce a dc
waveform.

Resistors RI and R2 make up a

GND

C3

GND I

Ci4 I

+ 5V IN

- 12V OUT 12V OUT

+.
C2

I K

I Cl
I R1 I

D1

K

0 6

T1

5

Fig. 3. Wiring guide for pc board. Use
this as a rough guide to component
placement if you wire the circuitry on
perforated board and use point-to-
point wiring.

precision voltage divider for the U/
feedback circuit at pin 3. Capacitors
C4 and C5 control initial turn -on cur-
rent to provide a "soft start" and de -
couple the 5 -volt dc source from any
r -f from inside UI. Finally, resistor
R3 and capacitor C3 make up a series
RC network that's used by the error
amplifier inside UI.

Construction
The circuitry of the Tiny Switcher is
simple enough to be point-to-point
wired on perforated board that has
holes on 0.1 " centers using suitable
soldering hardware. Do not use Wire
Wrap hardware. The wire conduc-
tors used in Wire Wrap can't safely
handle the currents this circuit is de-
signed to handle.

If you're more ambitious, you can
fabricate a printed -circuit board on
which to mount and wire together the
components that make up the circuit.
If you go this route, use the actual -
size guides shown in Fig. 2.

Referring to Fig. 3, begin populat-
ing your circuit board by installing
the resistors, capacitors and diodes.
Make certain that the electrolytic ca-
pacitors and diodes are properly ori-
ented before soldering their leads in-
to place. Also, when mounting Dl
and D2, leave about 1/4 " or so of space
between them and the surface of the
board to permit air circulation. If
you're using point-to-point wiring,
use Fig. 3 as a rough component lay-
out guide and strike off each compo-
nent and conductor run as you make
them on a photocopy of Fig. 1.

Next, install and solder into place
the switching IC. Make absolutely
certain that you properly orient this
IC (that is, match pin 1 with the pin -1
location identified on the board in
Fig. 3) before soldering its pins into
place. Now mount transformer T1 in
the indicated location, matching its
pins as shown.

Finally, install the wires that will
be used to interconnect the circuit -
board assembly with the circuit with
which it is to be used. Use stranded
color -coded hookup wire (red insula-
tion for + 5 volts, black insulation
for ground on the input side of the
supply and two other colors for + 12
and - 12 volts on the output side,
with black insulation once again for
the output ground connection) of ap-
propriate length for these wires. Strip

" of insulation from both ends of
the wires. Then tightly twist together
the fine conductors at both ends of
all wires and sparingly tin with sol-
der. Plug one end of these wires into
the indicated holes in the board and
solder into place.

It's a good idea to test the Tiny
Switcher before you actually connect
it to the circuit in which it's to be
used. To do this, you need a source of
5 volts dc and a dc voltmeter or multi -
meter that can be set to a dc -volts
function.

Place the Tiny Switcher on a non-
conductive surface and clip the com-
mon lead of the meter to circuit
ground on the board. Taking care to
properly polarize the connections,
connect the input leads to the 5 -volt
power supply. Turn on the power
supply and touch the "hot" probe of
the meter to first the + 12- and then
the - 12 -volt output leads while ob-
serving the meter's display. If you
fail to obtain readings during these
tests of almost exactly + 12 and - 12
volts, respectively, power down and
rectify the problem.

You'll soon discover that the Tiny
Switcher gives you an inexpensive
and simple solution to the powering
problems in system that use mixed
analog/digital circuitry, especially if
the analog portions require a split
supply. The small size of the circuit -
board assembly and ease with which
it can be integrated into the analog
portions of your circuit designs are
complemented by the benefits of a
distributed power system.
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Software Review By Joseph Desposito

PageMaker 4.0 for Windows: Powerful Desktop -
Publishing Package Delivers Significant Enhancements

You can use a PC to efficiently produce
flyers, newsletters, manuals, catalogs and
books. Desktop publishing (DTP) page -
make -up software to prepare such matter
is available in a variety of flavors. The
more functions provided, the greater the
cost. Among high -end packages for the PC
is Aldus's PageMaker, whose closest rival
in "full-strength" DTP popularity is Xer-
ox's Ventura Publisher.

PageMaker was first offered some years
ago for graphics -oriented Macintosh com-
puters, which, with Apple Computer's
PostScript LaserWriter printer, launched
micro desktop publishing. It took some
time for PCs to add functional DTP to
their applications capabilities, but new
graphics hardware and software, flexible
page -layout programs, Windows 3.0 and
laser printers with PostScript capability
now make PCs a viable alternative to Ap-
ple Macs for desktop publishing. The latest
PC version of PageMaker-Pagemaker
4.0 for Windows-made its debut this year
with about 75 new features and enhance-
ments (see New Features box).

Like other DTP software, PageMaker
is designed to make page layout easier to
do on a computer than with, say, a word
processor (or, perish the thought, sending
copy to a typesetter and then to illustration
and layout artists). Using imported text
from a word processor, pulled -in illustra-
tions from a computer drawing package,
images from a scanner, financial figures
captured from a spreadsheet, et al, the
software enables you to move and size all
elements of a page on -screen to create the
layout you want. High -end software like
PageMaker adds a variety of layout tools
that enhance operation, appearances and
preciseness.

The main areas of improvement in the
latest PageMaker version are word-proc-
essing capability, enhanced typographic
controls and support for color and produc-
tion of long documents. PageMaker 4.0
runs under Microsoft Windows 3.0. Aldus
suggests it be used on an 80386 -based com-
puter with at least 2M of RAM, 40M or
larger hard disk, EGA or better video
adapter and a mouse or other pointing de-
vice. In a pinch, though, it can work on an
80286 PC with a 20M drive.

Our copy of PageMaker 4.0 came with
six 3%" double -density floppy disks, six
manuals, quick reference guide and sepa-
rate disk with PCL4, PCL5 and PostScript
printer drivers for Windows 3.0. Also in-

PageMaker 4.0 offers sophisticated typographic controls like text rotation, char-
acter -width control and track kerning. Special features can be printed to both
PostScript -language and PCL-based printers through Adobe TypeManager.

cluded was a free copy of the Adobe Type
Manager (part of a limited -time promo-
tion). Suggested retail price is $795 (direct -
mail "street price" is less than $500).
Registered owners of any older version of
PageMaker can upgrade to the new release
for $150 (call 1-800-243-3173 for details).

4.0 Overview
PageMaker is a WYSIWYG desktop -
publishing program, which means that
what you see on screen, in effect, is what
you get on your printer. It also means that
you work directly with the publication
you're creating and immediately see results
of any changes you make. You don't have
to embed special codes in the text or jump
back and forth between very different text
and graphic views of the page content.

PageMaker uses a pasteboard meta-
phor, a familiar setting for paste-up artists
and graphics designers. This electronic
pasteboard comes complete with ruler
guides and a set of design tools. Pages that
you work with lay on the pasteboard.

With each new version, PageMaker has
become richer in features. Version 4.0,

however, represents a substantial improve-
ment, not just some added refinements.

Until now, PageMaker's word-process-
ing capabilities were severely limited. Ver-
sion 4.0 eliminates this limitation with a
feature called the Story Editor. This Editor
is a text -only view of selected text in the
document. It offers quick text editing
(compared to normal editing in page -lay-
out mode) and other word-processing
functions, such as search and replace.
Story windows can be reduced to icons for
quick reopening of stories in a publication.
Included with Story Editor is a 100,000
word spelling checker.

PageMaker 4.0's typographic controls
have been greatly improved as well. Two
that are important to casual users are a
wider range of type sizes (4 to 650 points)
and text rotation in 90 ° increments. Others
that are more valuable to professional
users include two levels of pair kerning
over user -definable ranges (Y25 and Yin em),
the ability to set character widths (from 5%
to 20% and built-in point -size -dependent
tracking (see the the Elements of Typog-
raphy box for more details.)

A big advance for PageMaker 4.0 is in
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New Features in PageMaker 4.0 for Windows

PageMaker 4.0, which runs under Win-
dows 3.0, includes 75 new features.
Listed below are the majority of the fea-
tures by category that have either been
added or enhanced in this new release.

Ease of Use
 More than 35 pre -designed templates,
including newsletters, proposals and
other business communications
 Context -sensitive Help
 Full WYSIWYG (what you see is what
you get) display
 Eight page -size displays, from 25 to 400
percent

Page Layout
 More than 40 import/export filters for
integrating text and graphics from many
sources
 In -line graphic support for tying graph-
ics to text
 Text wrap -around graphics on master
pages
 Ability to regulate how text and graph-
ics break in a paragraph, column or page
 Type -management support for ac-
curate display of text in all page views
 Enhanced printer support of expand-
ed, condensed, rotated and reversed text

 Paragraph controls for tying ruled lines
to text

Publication Management
 Support for dynamic data exchange
and DDE-like capabilities:
 Links management for obtaining stat-
us of imported text and graphics files,
and automatically updating them
 Option for linked files to be automati-
cally updated when switching between
applications
 Ability to sub -launch a Table Editor
utility and update tables from within a
PageMaker publication
 DDE support of Microsoft Excel
charts and spreadsheets
 "Book" feature for easily combining
multiple PageMaker files to chain -print,
automatically renumber pages and create
common table of contents and index
 Automatic index generation, with ex-
tensive editing capabilities, and table of
contents generation even over multiple -
file publications

 Ability to accept "tagged" formats im-
ported from word-processing, database
and spreadsheet applications
 Automatic page numbering, with five
numbering schemes
 Ability to build individual files up to
999 pages-limited only by disk space
 Automatic date and time stamping

Word Processing
 Story Editor, fully integrated, for ex-
tensive word processing in special text -
only view of the page layout
 Table Editor for easily building tables
or automatically converting Lotus 1-2-3
or Microsoft Excel files into tables-with
dynamic link within PageMaker for edit-
ing and automatic updating
 Ability to check spelling automatical-
ly, based on a 100,000 -word dictionary
that includes common scientific and
technical terms
 Ability to install additional English
spelling dictionaries that cover law and
medicine
 Spelling dictionaries currently avail-
able in 12 additional languages (Page -
Maker can check spelling and apply ap-
propriate hyphenation in as many lan-
guages as you have dictionaries installed)
 Find/Change-search and replace
words, phrases, fonts, point sizes, para-
graph styles
 Full control over widow and orphan
lines
 Export option for sending text and
style sheets to a word processor such as
Microsoft Word or WordPerfect
 Soft carriage return to end a line
without ending a paragraph
 Up to 40 tab settings per line of text,
for enhanced spreadsheet and database
support
 User -definable font and point -size
display for Story Editor
 "Next style" attribute to specify that
one style automatically follow another
 Common word-processing shortcuts

Typography
 Type sizes from 4 to 650 points in
0.1 -point increments
 Individual or global changes for all
type specifications, including font, size
and style or any paragraph attribute,
such as color, track and alignment

 Ability to set small caps, subscript and
superscript as a percentage of point size
 Complete control over leading, in
0.1 -point increments, with choice of
measurement standards
 Kerning (automatic and manual) for
pairs or a range of text to within 0.01 em
 Five levels of true typographic (point -
size -dependent) tracking for specific
fonts
 "Set width" to condense or expand
type, from 5% to 250% of a character's
width
 Justification, left -alignment, right -
alignment, centering and forced justifi-
cation controls
 Automatic ranked hyphenation for all
installed dictionaries
 Ability to select zone and degree of
hyphenation and limit number of con-
secutive hyphens
 Automatic letter, word and paragraph
spacing as paragraph attributes
 Text rotation in 90 ° steps
 Ability to show loose/tight lines

Graphics and Color
Pantone Color charts, plus RGB, HLS

and CMYK color models
 Ability to import and display color im-
ages and illustrations, including 24 -bit
color TIFF images and EPS graphics
(screen display quality depends on graph-
ics adapter card installed)
 Ability to compress imported TIFF im-
ages automatically, reducing file size
significantly
 Ability to display images and illustra-
tions in normal, high -resolution, or
grayed -out modes

Printing
 Ability to print miniature page
representations, or "thumbnails"
(PostScript -dependent)
 Support for printers that offer double -
sided (duplex) printing
 Ability to print black -and -white laser
proofs of color documents to a laser
printer, or color comprehensives to
desktop color printer
 Ability to chain -print multiple
PageMaker publications
 Ability to print odd- and even -
numbered pages separately
 Ability to print separate overlay pages
for each color with or without knockouts

its handling of color. Version 4.0 supports
display and output of full -color graphics
and images, including 24 -bit color TIFF
(tagged image file format) images and EPS
(encapsulated PostScript) graphics. In ad-

dition to supporting HLS, CMYK and
RGB color models, Version 4.0 also pro-
vides Pantone Color charts. (See Printing
Colors With PageMaker box.)

PageMaker 4.0 has enhanced support

for long documents, an area where previ-
ous versions took a back seat to Ventura
Publisher. A "Book" feature lets you
combine multiple PageMaker files to
chain -print, automatically renumber pages
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Elements of Typography

The kind of type used in a publication
often determines how appealing a pub-
lication looks and how easy it is to read.
The typeface typically used in magazines,
newspapers and other periodicals is
Times Roman, which is a serif typeface.
(Serifs are the tiny appendages projecting
from a character.) Thousands of type-
faces exist, but most can be categorized
as serif or sans serif (without serifs).

Type is measured in points and picas.
Points are used to measure character
height and space between lines. Picas are
used to measure margin and column
widths and spacing between columns. In
desktop -publishing programs like Page -
Maker, a point is exactly equal to 1/72inch,
and one pica is equal to 12 points, with

6 picas equal to 1 inch.
Type style refers to the weight or slant

of a letter-whether it's bold or italic-
and its attributes, such as underlining or
strike -through. The term "font" refers
to a set of characters that have a par-
ticular typeface, size and style, as, for ex-
ample, 10 -point Times Roman bold.

An important way to enhance the look
of type on a page is through kerning and
leading. Kerning refers to the amount of
space between characters, and leading
refers to the amount of space between
lines. Track kerning, a new feature in
PageMaker 4.0, is a method of uniformly
increasing or decreasing the amount of
letter and word spacing over a range of
text, depending on specific font and size.

Elements of type

Tim
36 -point
TimesNewRomanPS,
a serif typeface

Serif Hel

I Ascender

_1Baseline: an
imaginary line on
which the letters sit

Descender

36 -point Helvetica,
a sans serif
typeface

This illustration shows the important elements of type.

and create a common table of contents and
index. PageMaker can also build individ-
ual files up to 999 pages long-limited only
by disk space.

This latest version of PageMaker lets
you place graphics in -line with text. With
this feature, a graphic moves with adjacent
text characters when the text is moved.

A separate Table Editor utility is used
to create professional -quality tables. Like
a spreadsheet, Table Editor lets you organ-
ize information into rows and columns that
can be inserted, deleted and re -sized. Ta-
bles can be saved in text, PICT (Macin-
tosh), Windows Metafile or native (.TBL)
file format, which can be placed as graph-
ics into PageMaker.

Aldus recognizes the fact that not every-
one is a graphics designer. To this effect,
PageMaker includes a variety of pre -de-
signed templates (35 in the current version)
to help users produce professional -looking
layouts quickly and easily.

Installation & Use
PageMaker installs with the Windows
RUN command. Installation takes a fair
amount of time because it comes on six
disks crammed with compressed files. The
program also takes a fair amount of space,
about 8M on a hard disk. After installa-
tion, PageMaker's printer drivers must be
installed for PCL4, PCL5 or PostScript
through the Windows Control Panel.

We tested PageMaker 4.0 on an ALR
PowerFlex 486 with 4M of RAM. We at-
tempted to lay out a 15 -page article on ba-
sic electronics, which was originally typed
into WordPerfect 5.1. The article includ-
ed several equations, which we constructed
with WordPerfect's built-in Equation
Editor.

Setting up PageMaker for page layout
is simple. First you select the approximate
number of pages needed and then create
right and left master pages. We chose a
two -column layout of text on each page.

To begin any type of layout with Page -
Maker, you select Place from the File
menu. In this case, we were "placing" our
WordPerfect file into PageMaker. This
operation is the same, regardless of the
word processor used. Several problems
surfaced right away. The first concerned
margins. PageMaker 4.0 picked up the
margin settings from the WordPerfect
document, even though we selected differ-
ent margins in PageMaker. Thus, our first
layout attempt showed a column of text
within the column we specified in the lay-
out. Only two or three words were placed
on each line.

Going back to WordPerfect, we deleted
margin settings. Returning to PageMaker,
we selected Links from the File menu
(PageMaker 4.0 automatically links to out-
side documents). A dialog box informed
us that changes had been made to the docu-
ment, but no request had been made to
PageMaker for an update. We clicked on
the Update button, and the document laid
out perfectly. This linking capability is a
very important new feature of PageMaker
4.0. It's especially useful when several peo-
ple are working on a publication and mak-
ing changes to stories.

Our next difficulty dealt with Page -
Maker's lack of support for the Word-
Perfect Equation Editor. Although Page -
Maker 4.0 supports WordPerfect 5.1, it
doesn't recognize graphics produced by the
Equation Editor. Because we couldn't
solve this problem, we lost all our equa-
tions. An expensive solution is to purchase
a third -party program specifically designed
to produce equations for Windows -based
products. An equation editor would be a
welcome addition to PageMaker, since
there's no easy way to produce equations
in the program now.

One final problem surfaced when we
tried to place our WordPerfect document
into PageMaker. It concerned units of
measurement used in the document. We
expected PageMaker 4.0 to translate the
Greek letters pi, mu (for micro) and omega
(for ohms) from the WordPerfect file.
These symbols were originally entered in
the WordPerfect file with the ctrl -v
Characters feature. (Other word proc-
essors use different methods to include
ASCII symbols in a document.) Page -
Maker ignored them.

We then tried entering the symbols into
the WordPerfect document using the
PostScript font named Symbols. Word-
Perfect, as well as other major word proc-
essing programs, includes commands for
changing fonts used in a document. This
technique worked.

Then PageMaker 4.0's Story Editor was
used to add three paragraphs to the arti-
cle. To engage Story Editor, you simply
choose Edit Story from the Edit menu. If
the document contains more than one
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Fig. 1. To use a Pantone color, you must first select it from a dialog box.

story, the Editor selects the one on which
you're currently working. The Editor
brings up the story in text mode. If you
have a headline, for example, it appears as
standard -size text. Typing with Story Edi-
tor is quick and easy and is a welcome and
much -needed addition to PageMaker.

A nice feature of Story Editor is that you
don't have to open and close it constant-
ly. Instead, you can make it an icon.
There's a small annoyance with this be-
cause the icon can easily disappear behind
the pasteboard and be difficult to locate
when you need it.

Story Editor's search and replace fea-
ture can search for characters, words,
fonts, type sizes, paragraph styles and type
styles in any combination, including such
special characters as carriage returns, tabs
and hyphens inserted by PageMaker. To
gauge this feature's speed, we replaced all
periods in the text with an exclamation
point. This took 12.8 seconds to accom-
plish, which is very slow. As a comparison,
the same operation in WordPerfect takes
less than a second.

We tried a couple of PageMaker 4.0's
new typographical features. Changing text
to an odd size, like 17 points, is a cinch.
You do this easily by selecting Type Size
Other and entering the desired size. To
rotate text, you select Text rotation . . .

from the Element menu. Text can be ro-
tated in only 90 ° increments. For best
hard -copy results with this feature, Aldus
suggests a PostScript or PCL 5 printer, or
type -manager software.

Color can be applied to both text and
graphics. To use a Pantone color, you must
first select it from a dialog box like the one
shown in Fig. 1.

Table Editor is a separate program you

start by clicking on its icon. We used it to
create a small table that we incorporated
into our PageMaker document. Table
Editor lets you manipulate text attributes
and add borders, lines and shading to a
table rather easily. To bring a table into
PageMaker, you use the Place command,

just as you would with any other file.
Table Editor can also be used as a stand-

alone program to produce attractive tables
like the expense report shown in Fig. 2.

To help you learn how to use Page -
Maker, an included Getting Started man-
ual on how to create a newsletter with files
is provided by Aldus. The company also
provides a list of training centers, educa-
tional institutions and consultants who are
members of the Aldus Authorized Train-
ing Program.

To create professional -looking newslet-
ters and other types of publications, you
need a laser printer. If you don't have one,
or desire better quality than a typical
300 -dpi laser can provide, you may want
to send your files to an imaging center.
PageMaker comes with a list of Aldus
Authorized Imaging Centers that includes
image setting service bureaus, slide service
bureaus and color process houses through-
out the country.

Conclusions
Although we didn't thoroughly test all the
new features available with PageMaker
4.0, our examination did remind us of how
frustrating this very -powerful program can
be at times. Problems like the ones we had
with equations, margins, symbols and
icons need to be worked out over a period

Printing Colors With PageMaker

If you use a desktop color printer with
PageMaker, you can print essentially
what you see on the screen. However, if
you intend to use a commercial printing
service, you decide decide whether your
publication will use spot color, process
color or both.

Spot color is a single color on a page.
Sometimes you see spot color used for
headlines, subheads or other elements of
a publication. Using PageMaker's print
options, you can have your publication's
colors printed as spot colors. PageMaker
prints an overlay for each spot color from
which a printing plate is prepared from
each overlay.

If pages of your publication contain
color photos, a commercial printer will
use process colors (cyan, magenta,
yellow and black) to print your publica-
tion. The printer creates color separa-
tions of these pages, with a separate
printing plate prepared for each of the
process colors. When ink from each plate
is printed, the colors of the original
photos are recreated through the com-
bination of the four process colors.

If you have an accent color on a page
in addition to color photo, you can do

either of two things: have the accent col-
or separated into its process color com-
ponents and re-created using process
inks, or you can print the accent color as
a spot color using a separate (fifth) print-
ing plate.

If you want to use process color, you
should send your publication to a service
bureau or color house that specializes in
creating process -color separations of
desktop publications.

A color model is a way of describing
the colors you apply or create in your
publication. PageMaker provides four
color models: RGB, HLS, CMYK and
Pantone. With any of the first three, you
create your own colors. With Pantone,
you select from a pre -defined list of col-
ors. RGB defines colors as percentages
of red, green and blue light. HLS defines
colors as a degree (0 through 360) of hue
and percentages of lightness and satura-
tion. CMYK defines colors as percen-
tages of the process color inks: cyan, ma-
genta, yellow and black. The Pantone
Matching System (PMS), developed by
Pantone, Inc., is a set of more than 700
standard spot colors used by designers,
ink manufactures and commercial print-
ing services.
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Bold type indicates peek -hour fares apply

Fig. 2. Table Editor can also be used as a stand-alone program to produce attractive tables like this expense report.

of time before you can take advantage of
PageMaker's full power.

Version 4.0 is, indeed, a significant
product upgrade. Among its most impres-
sive additions are an integrated word pro-
cessor, support for Pantone colors, style
templates and the ability to handle long
documents. Beyond these, however, there

are many other features that make Page -
Maker 4.0 a much better product than its
predecessor (see New Features box).

Whether or not PageMaker 4.0 is a good
choice for you depends upon your applica-
tion and how much desktop -publishing
power you really need.

This is, indeed, a full -powered program
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that offers extreme versatility. As such, to
take full advantage of what you're paying
for, you'll have to use it regularly in order
to master all its nuances. You'll have to
work a little harder at the beginning, too,
because PageMaker 4.0 isn't an especial-
ly intuitive program. Nor does its Win-
dows -environment design provide you
with flashy speed, as one would have
hoped it would. In fact, it moves along a
bit clumsily. But Windows does reduce
training time and gives your personal
memory of commands some respite. And
as outlined above, you may encounter
some challenges when using PageMaker
that aren't easily solved. At the same time,
PageMaker 4.0 is a sophisticated program
that offers features not readily available
in competing products.

In Brief

Aldus PageMaker 4, $795 ($150 upgrade)
Aldus Corp.
411 First Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel.: 206-622-5500
Minimum Requirements: Windows 3.0,
286 -based PC, 2M RAM, 20M hard disk;
EGA adapter.
Comments: A sophisticated program
that offers significant improvements and
features not readily available in compet-
ing products.
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Borland's ObjectVision 2.0: A Different Approach
To Looking at Your Applications

Depending upon which reports you read
and believe, it appears that Microsoft has
delivered somewhere in the neighborhood
of 10 -million copies of Windows. A good
number of these copies have been includ-
ed in software bundles with PCs, but even
if only half the units delivered are actual-
ly being used, Windows certainly enjoys
a position as a popular operating environ-
ment. To some extent, its popularity is a
result of its graphical interface. However,
Windows offers several additional benefits
to developers and users that are of more
immediate concern to this month's column.

From a developer's point of view, Win-
dows is both an advantageous environ-
ment to create software for and a some-
times frustrating one. Windows, like many
of the most -recent operating systems and
environments, provides a high level of buf-
fering between the application and the un-
derlying system and hardware. This layer
is comprised of a number of points called
Application Program Interfaces, or APIs.
While an operating system, such as MS-
DOS, provides a level of device handling
routines in its BIOS (Basic Input/Output
System) that handles many of the details
when an application needs to write to an
I/O device like a disk, screen or printer,
the developer must still include code in the
application to account for the large varie-
ty of I/O devices that might be attached
to a particular PC.

All of us have performed installation
routines that prompted us for the specifics
of our particular system-type of video be-
ing used, type of printer attached, etc. As
a result of this process, the install program
selected blocks of code that sent output to
the parallel printer port or serial port (as
appropriate) and formatted the screen
display according to the type of video
specified. When new devices, such as
SVGA (super -VGA) and laser printers be-
came available, the applications had to be
updated with new blocks of code to han-
dle the additional features and functions
these devices provided. Often, this update
process also necessitated a reinstallation of
the application.

With APIs, a programmer writes the ap-
plication so that when it must display a
screen, the information is sent to a screen -
handler API. Under Windows, the process
of setting up Windows also tells the APIs
what type of hardware is being used. When

the screen -handler API receives data from
the application to be displayed, it looks to
this setup information to determine how
to format the display. The same process
holds true for other APIs.

The developer needn't concern himself
with how the PC is configured (or have to
write code for hundreds of different print-
ers and displays), and the user sets up Win-
dows once, rather than having to configure
every application. And when the hardware
configuration changes, it's a simple task
to just install one new driver in Windows.
APIs are the good part of Windows.

Where things get frustrating for a devel-
oper is in the second benefit Windows pro-
vides its users-an object orientation. By
now, you've probably come across two
terms that have become the buzzwords of
computing in the 90's-OOPS and OLE.
Both refer to an operating environment or
application system that has an object ori-
entation. OOPS stands for Object Orient-
ed Programming System, while OLE is an
acronym for Object Linking and Embed-
ding. But what is this "object" to which
they both refer?

To simplify things somewhat, and by-
pass a detailed technical discussion about
programming and system design philoso-
phy, I'm going to define an object as any-
thing that the application or environment
permits to be treated as a discrete element.
Depending upon the application, an object
can be a document, graphic, data file or

field or even a program subroutine per-
forming a complex task.

Looking at data components and pro-
cedures as objects provides an unusual and
effective perspective on many applica-
tions. For example, defining a spreadsheet
(or a portion of one) as an object allows
you to forget about cutting and pasting or
establishing DDE links between applica-
tions. Just include (embed) the spreadsheet
object in your document and it will appear
when you bring up the document in your
word processor. Not only that, the dynam-
ic linking process that Windows provides
will be automatically established and main-
tained. Change a figure in your spread-
sheet, and the change will appear in the ob-
ject embedded in your document as well.

Defining a procedure as an object allows
you to embed a complex task behind a sim-
ple task button. When you click on this
button with a mouse, the code that per-
forms the task is executed. In fact, in the
macro view, the entire application as rep-
resented by its Windows icon is also con-
sidered to be an object.

Windows' object orientation provides
a great deal of flexibility in presenting an
application. But it can be a bear to pro-
gram applications within the visual inter-
face while embedding complex task pro-
cedures behind innocent -appearing but-
tons. With the popularity of Windows, lots
of new tools for creating applications in
this environment have appeared, Visual
BASIC, Realizer, and Microsoft's Quick
C+ + among them. For a non -program-
mer, who just needs to get the job done,
most of these are over -kill. Fortunately,
the folks at Borland have come up with an
unusual and affordable application builder
for the Windows environment-Object-
Vision 2.0.

ObjectVision 2.0
There are currently a number of ap-
proaches a non -programmer can take to
create an application. Three of the most
popular are database software, forms
packages and spreadsheets. Each has ad-
vantages and disadvantages, and none is
ideal for every application.

Database packages like dBASE, FoxPro
and Paradox are a very common solution
to quickly generating an application. At
their simplest use, they let you rapidly set
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up an input screen, file structures, reports
and capture information. Where they fall
short somewhat is in the amount of effort
and learning curve needed to produce a
finished application. Complex calculations
are difficult for an inexperienced user to
perform easily.

Relational databases like those men-
tioned, which allow you to establish links
between different data files and draw in-
formation from one into another, often are
accompanied by complex procedural lan-
guages necessary to accomplishing many
tasks beyond simple data entry and report-
ing. In fact, in many ways, the more able
a database package is, the more likely it is
to resemble a programming language.

Spreadsheets offer another quick way to
cobble together an application. They're
simple to use and easy to modify. In fact,
a large number of ad -hoc applications ex-
ist today completely written in Lotus 1-2-3
or another spreadsheet. When you're hap-
py with your application, you can compile
it into executable form with a spreadsheet
compiler like Baler from Baler Software
Corp. (1400 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows,
IL 60008; tel.: 708-506-9700). Worksheets
compiled with Baler don't require 1-2-3 to
be run, and you can even customize the
worksheet so that anyone who uses it isn't
aware the application is programmed us-
ing a spreadsheet.

Spreadsheets are among the most widely
used application development tools, but
are generally weak when it comes to large
databases. The newest versions of popular
spreadsheets, like Lotus 1-2-3 R3.1 + and
Excel 3.0, have extensive calculation cap-
abilities and graphics, but even with their
ability to consolidate or merge several lev-
els of worksheets, they have nowhere near
the extensive multi -file capabilities of a re-
lational database.

The last informal application develop-
ment tool on our list is a forms manager.
This popular class of software lets you
create a representation of a form on-
screen, enter and save data into it and print
output documents. Some more powerful
forms packages allow you to draw infor-
mation out of one form and put it into the
form you're currently working on. An ex-
ample of this feature is when you wish to
have customer information, like name, ad-
dress, etc., pulled into your current form
when you enter the customer number.
Where forms packages generally fall short
is in support for complex database struc-
tures and report -generating capabilities.

With Object Vision, Borland has created
a Windows -based product that gives you
most of the good features of each of these
three product classes in a single package
that can be used by a non -programmer to
construct some very sophisticated applica-
tions. In fact, they even provide 20 sam-
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ObjectVision's FORMTOOL is used to create an application's forms and menus.

ple applications you can extend or modify
to your own purposes.

Borland has chosen the forms orienta-
tion as its user interface. Of course, a form
doesn't have to be an analog of an existing
paper document. It can also take the ap-
pearance of a data entry screen or a report.
One interesting format Object Vision dem-
onstrates very aptly is a form that serves

as the menu for demonstrations of eight
of the included sample applications. This
"form" consists of a screen that contains
eight buttons, each labeled with a sample
application. A click on a button launches
the selected application.

Object Vision also borrows heavily from
spreadsheet technology. There are a wide
number of commands available, including

Ob ectVision ORDERS.OVI)
close, Lxpand Reduce

The Value Tree determines what computations and actions will take place.
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just about all data and numerical manip-
ulation commands you'd find in 1-2-3 or
Borland's own Quattro Pro spreadsheets.

Finally, Borland hasn't neglected data-
base technology in creating Object Vision.
The underlying records created by forms
used for data entry are kept in database file
format. Normally, Paradox format is
used, but you can specify a link to files
created by dBASE, in Btrieve or ASCII
format, or a DDE link to other Windows
applications simply by clicking on a but-
ton. This permits you to quickly build an
Object Vision front end onto another ap-
plication that creates files in one of these
formats or use a database -management
package like Borland's own Paradox to
create complex reports (though by clever
designing of an output "form," you can
create some pretty complex reports with
Object Vision).

Using Object Vision isn't particularly
complex, but using it well isn't all that easy.
Just as it takes time to effectively use a
spreadsheet package, the richness in fea-
tures that Object Vision provides makes the
learning curve somewhat steep, especial-
ly for someone who lacks a fair amount of
application -creation experience.

The first step in creating any application
is to thoroughly think things through.
Creating the application is the easy part;
designing a good application is much more
difficult. Once you know what data you
need to capture, and what needs to be done
to it when you have it, you can begin to
think about data entry forms, menus, re-
ports and processes.

You create a form with Object Vision by
using the Tools pull -down menu to create
fields, buttons and graphics. Graphics can
be imported, such as a scanned -in logo, or
created using rudimentary draw tools in-
cluded with Object Vision. Once you've
created your form, you define each "ob-
ject's" properties. Each element on your
form (field, button and graphic) is an in-
dividual object, each of which can have a
variety of properties.

As an example of the above, you can link
a field to another form, link it to another
application (through Windows' DDE),
place it or retrieve it to/from a database,
use it within a spreadsheet -like command
or use it as the basis of a decision to per-
form another process. Likewise, graphics
can have all sorts of properties. They can
be static, such as a logo, or can be used as
a button to perform a series of processes
(or even launch other programs).

Object Vision easily creates and handles
large tables, but its most unusual feature
is the decision tree that lies behind the de-
sign of every Object Vision application.
The program provides two classes of trees:
value and event. A value tree is an expres-
sion used to calculate the value of a field

based upon the value of one or more other
fields. Value trees consist of branches, con-
ditions and conclusions. Combinations of
branches (logical choices) and conditions
yield a conclusion (the field's value). Value
trees comprise the logical construction of
an application and can be used for such
things as determining whether to charge
sales tax and, if so, at what rate.

Event trees are used in application con-
struction to determine an action. They're
similar to value trees, but they don't usual-
ly return a value. Most of the time, you use
an event tree to trigger a process.

Once you've designed your forms, cre-
ated your fields and objects and have
linked them to the calculations and pro-
cesses, your application is pretty much
complete.

Object Vision is a very unusual product.
It's a tremendously powerful application
development tool, but it does require a dif-
ferent approach to looking at your applica-
tions. To some extent, it offers a purer tool
than conventional programming because
it closely follows the systems -development
methodology.

The systems approach is to flowchart the
processes and links between information
as it flows through an application or sys-
tem, rather than the individual program
components and modules as done with
conventional flowcharting. Because Ob-
ject Vision treats data elements as an ob-
ject, and addresses how the application
deals with the object, using the product en-
courages you to look at an application
from a systems point of view.

Borland's documentation is very good.
It consists of both a Getting Started man-
ual and Reference Manual and a short but
complete tutorial in a Getting Started man-
ual. There's even a handy reference card
to leave on your desk while you're using
the package. And when your application
is finished, you can distribute it to others
because a free run-time version of Object -
Vision is included to let users run (but not
modify) your application.

I've been using this latest version for on-
ly a few weeks, but I like it very much. Just
keep in mind that there's no free lunch. To
use any sophisticated software package
(and this one certainly qualifies), you have
to make a commitment in time and effort.
With Object Vision 2.0, this commitment
can pay big dividends.

In Brief

Object Vision 2.0, $149.95
Borland International, Inc.
1800 Green Hills Rd.
P.O. Box 660001
Scotts Valley, CA 95067-0001
Tel.: 408-438-8400
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More On Low -Cost, High -Speed Modems

In December of last year, I briefly dis-
cussed the various designations for speed
and compression standards for the new
high-speed, low-cost modems-the V -dot
(V.) and MNP codes you see associated
with modems. From letters and E-mail I've
received, I realize that the waters are still
very muddy. So, I'm devoting this column
to clearing up this confusion and giving
you some more complete definitions.

First, the whole process of telecommu-
nications is concerned with passing data
between various interfaces and transmis-
sion channels without loss of information.
We're mainly concerned with the interface
between the device that originates or re-
ceives the information and the transmis-
sion channel. The receiving or originating
device is called the Data Terminal Equip-
ment (DTE), whether or not it looks like
a CRT, printer terminal or a computer.

The modems are called Data Commu-
nications Equipment (DCE) because their
function is to communicate the
rather than compute, or change the data
in any way (although they may compress
the data for transmission purposes or de-
compress it upon receipt.)

Terms like RS -232C, V.42, V.32bis and
MNP, etc. are designations for standards
or recommendations made by such indus-
try bodies as the Electronic Industries As-
sociation (EIA) and the International Con-
sultative Committee on Telegraphy and
Telephony (CCITT). Older designations,
such as Bell 212A and Bell 103, were stan-
dards set by the Bell System. In addition
de facto standards, such as Microcom Net-
working ProtocolTM (commonly called
MNP), are used for data compression and
error correction.

The following is a brief explanation of
some of these terms:
 V.21. This is the CCITT standard for
300 -bps communications. In the U.S., Bell
Standard 103 is used for modems operat-
ing at 300 baud. Some modems can be set
to V.21 for overseas calls.
 V.22. The CCITT standard for 1,200 bps
is comparable to the U.S. Bell 212A stan-
dard used in the U.S. and Canada.
 V.32. CCITT standard for modem com-
munications at 9,600 or 4,800 bps. V.32
modems fall back from 9,600 to 4,800 bps
when there's a degradation of line quality.
 V.32bis. CCITT standard for modem
communications at 14,400, as well as

12,000, 9,600, 7,200 and 4,800 bps.
V.32bis modems fall back to the next lower
speed when line quality degrades and con-
tinue to fall back as necessary. When line
quality improves they fall forward to the
next faster speed.
 V.42. CCITT standard for error detec-
tion and control, V.42 LAP -M also sup-
ports MNP 2-4 error control.
 V.42bis. An extension of V.42 that de-
fines a specific data compression scheme
for use with V.42 and MNP error control.
MNP2-5 Microcom Networking Protocol,
defines error control. MNP-5 defines data
compression.

There's also confusion between half -
and full -duplex modes of operation. In
half -duplex, transmission occurs in only
one direction at a time. When the transmit-
ter is finished and wants a reply, the chan-
nel must be turned around. This requires
additional handshaking between transmit-
ter and receiver and slows transmission.
Typically, FAX transmissions employ
half -duplex.

In full -duplex transmission both direc-
tions can operate simultaneously over dif-
ferent carrier frequencies. Handshaking
has to be done only once when the connec-
tion is established. It should be noted that
some modems are capable of both FAX
and full -duplex data transmissions.

The theoretical maximum asynchronous
transmission speed of data under RS -232C
over the dial -up network is 20,000 bits -per -
second (bps); we consider the practical
maximum speed to be 19,200 bps. We're
rapidly approaching this speed through
communications technology. It was only
a decade ago that 300 bps was considered
to be maximum practical transmission
speed over a telephone network. Today
9,600 bps is common, and data compres-
sion allows us to actually transmit 14,400
bps between computers.

One of the most confusing things in a
discussion of telecommunications is the
relationship of "baud rate" to "bits per
second." Baud rate is the number of sig-
naling elements (bits) per unit time. At slow
transmission speeds it's roughly equivalent
to bits per second. However, because at
higher transmission speeds bit rate is in-
creased, more than one bit per second is
transmitted. The signaling rate for voice -
grade channels has a bandwidth of approx-
imately 3,000 Hz (voice frequency range

is about 30 to 3,400 Hz). Voice -grade chan-
nels have a fixed maximum baud rate of
about 2,400 baud.

The solution to the problem of higher
speeds is to pack more than one data bit
into each signaling element, or two or more
bits per baud. Today, the tendency in dis-
cussing transmission speeds above 300
baud is to use "bps," rather than baud. It's
a lot less confusing.

If we're limited in data -transmission
speed by the bandpass of voice -grade tel-
ephone channels, we can increase the
amount of information that can be trans-
mitted per unit time. We do this by com-
pressing the data so that it's roughly equiv-
alent to double the data speed rate.

For the data compression to work prop-
erly, the computer (DTE) equipment must
supply data to the modem (DCE) at a speed
of 38,400 bps. To do this, the data is buf-
fered, compressed and transmitted as re-
quired to maintain the 9,600 -bps transmis-
sion speed.

Telephone line conditions are constantly
monitored, and line equalizers make cor-
rections for minor line variations. When
telephone line conditions are degraded for
any reason so that maximum transmission
speed can't be maintained, the modem falls
back to a lower speed where it can main-
tain communication. Some modems can
also "fall forward" to the next higher
maintainable speed, while some will re-
main at the slower speed until reset for the
next message.

Modem -to -modem connections are es-
tablished by a process called "handshak-
ing" (sometimes called "training"). Dur-
ing this process, the modems transmit and
receive signals to test the phone line and
tell each other their respective capabilities.

The V.42 error -correction specification
covers two methods of error correction,
called LAP -M and MNP-4 (as a fallback).
During handshaking, the modems deter-
mine and establish the best technique to be
used. This involves a two-step process:
detection and negotiation. The modems
first exchange a sequence of patterns that
verify their capabilities. Consequently,
during negotiation, configuration infor-
mation is exchanged.

V.42bis and MNP-5 data -compression
techniques are also engaged during hand-
shaking. V.42bis is used only with LAP -
M error correction, MNP-5 only with
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MNP-4 error correction. Using the V.42bis
technique can quadruple data throughput
when transferring compressible data.

When downloading software that has
been previously -compressed (.ARC and
.ZIP files), don't use MNP-5 compression.
It takes longer to transfer the file. V.42bis
can be used, although transfer speed will
be the same with or without it. Modem
compression must be turned off before
that call is made to download because it
can't be turned off during the session.

The world of data transmission was a lot
simpler in the days when it was believed
that 300 baud was the maximum transmis-
sion speed over the dial -up network. How-
ever, even today's complicated specifica-
tions, protocols and techniques are noth-
ing to what's just around the corner when
the wired telephone companies, cellular
phone companies, satellite -communica-
tions companies and paging companies all
get into the act. A bit further down the road
lurk the TV Cable companies with inter-
active cable and satellite TV.

I'd like to thank Tina Jacobs and Bruce
Quigley of Image Communications and
U.S. Robotics for their help and informa-
tion in collecting all this information. I sug-
gest you save it, because finding all these
numbers in one place isn't easy.

This month, I'm pleased to recommend
one of the most useful pieces of software
I've ever used. It's Carpenter's Dream,
which figures out all kinds of building ma-
terial for you. Just give it the dimensions
of a job you have in mind, and it tells you
how much material to buy, including waste
and cut allowances. It can handle lumber,
roofing material, regular and irregular cast
concrete jobs, wiring, pipe shingles and
roof pitches. If you own a house or build
homes, you need Carpenter's Dream. It's
been a commercial program for two years
and now is being released as Shareware.
Contact PC SIG or Workhorses (805 14
St., Suite B, Golden, CO 80401 (tel.: 303-
279-8551) to try a copy. It will become a
best download on BBS soon but why wait?

In the On -Line World you can contact
me as: S Veit on Delphi, MCI Mail, The
Well and America On Line. I'm no longer
on Prodigy. I have a new CompuServe
number, I am now a Sysop in the Com-
puter Shopper area of Ziffnet, which runs
on Compuserve. The new number is
72241,400.

Incidentally, if you're searching for re-
view information or articles that appeared
in PC, PC Computing, PC Week, Mac -
Week, Mac User, Computer Shopper or
PC Sources, Ziffnet is the place to find it.
The entire Public Brand collection of
Shareware is available there also. You can
get there from Compuserve by entering Go
Ziffnet, or you can subscribe without be-
ing a member of Compuserve.

K.D. VIDEO
FOR ALL YOUR CABLE TV NEEDS
WE SPECIALIZE IN DEALER PRICING
QTY 1 10 20
Jerrold (Type) SB-3 89.00 56.00 48.00
Jerrold (Type) Tri-Bi 119.00 69.00 65.00
Scientific Atlanta SA -3 129.00 80.00 75.00
Hamlin MLD-1200 99.00 59.00 45.00
Oak N-12 Vari-Sync 99.00 59.00 58.00
Jerrold 550 Converter 99.00 75.00 68.00
Jerrold 400 DRX-3DIC
(With Built in SB-3) 169.00 109.00 100.00

1-800:327-3407
Call us for prices on large quantities

K.D. Video PO Box 29538, Mpls., MN 55429

To Order Back Issues

Send $3.50 Per Issue (Check, Money
Order, Mastercard, VISA, And
AMEX).

Send All Correspondence To:
CO Communications,
76 North Broadway,
Hicksville, NY 11801
Or Call 516-681-2922.

SuperSitem
Programs it All!

for only $895

PLD,GAL,Micro,PROM,EE/PROM
Get the hest software based 40 pin -device programer today

and receive a FREE CUPL Starter Kit.

14 Day Money Return Policy.

For more information

Vail Silicon (305)491-7443

CIRCLE NO. 82 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Satellite -TV
SAVE 40% - 60%

48 Page Catalog: it's loaded wit
All Maior Brands, Systems.
Upgrades, Components & Accessories
Huge Savings, Easy Installation and

fr, Complete Intructions
800-334-6455

SKYVISION INC. 218.739-5231 Intl
441018 FRONTIER DRIVE

FERGUS FALLS, MN 56537

Shortcuts to Repair PC's Down to the
1 Chip Level in Under

-e

Minutes

MANAGERS
NAC PROGRAMS CAN:

Help your department drastically reduce
down time and increase efficiency.

Increase productivity of
staff and users.

Saves your department
valuable dollars on com-
puter support and repair.

Reduce computer spare
parts inventory.

Safeguard valuable data
from hardware failure.

Provide immediate re-
sponse to customer and/or
department needs.

 Make your department
more self sufficient.

Increase quality
and knowledge
of technicians.

Offer your staff
opportunities for
self-improve-
ment.

111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111181111111111immum .....

TECHNICIANS
NAC TRAINING OFFERS:

The most comprehensive hands-on train-
ing classes available.

 New tools add information
to shorten troubleshooting
and repair time.

 The latest schematics not
available from IBM and
other manufacturers.

Vital Novell/LAN skills that
will make you more knowl-
edgeable and more valu-
able at your job.

 Nuts and bolts training from
Analog Signal to Zero Wait
State.

 PC Repair, PS/2, Printers,
Networking, PS/2 Monitors,

and Front -Line Support
Courses.

CALL (800) 832-4787 - in calif. (800) 443-3384
2730-J South Harbor  Santa Ana, CA 92704  (714) 754-7110

National
Advancement
Corporation

CIRCLE NO. 72 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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A GUI Accelerator; Kit That Simplifies Motor Drive
Design; Converter For Programming Voltages;
PC -Compatible Digital-to-Synchro/Resolver; LED
Display Driver; and 5 -Volt Megabit Flash PEROM

We open this time with a chip that promises
to make your Windows computing a lot
more responsive. Of the other chips and
devices discussed here, one adds a new
term to the electronic lexicon: PEROM.

GUI Accelerator
The 86C911 from S3 (2933 Bunker Hill
Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95054) is a high-
performance graphical user interface
(GUI) accelerator that's specifically de-
signed to accelerate applications running
under Windows, Presentation Manager
and X. While maintaining VGA compat-
ibility, it delivers a 30'o performance im-
provement over IBM's XGA GUI accel-
erator, according to the manufacturer.

As a motherboard solution, the 32 -bit
interface allows the 86C911 to be con-
nected directly to the 80386DX or 80486
local bus (see Fig. 1). In addition to the

local bus connection, ISA and 16 -bit MCA
bus interfaces are integrated on -chip, mak-
ing it an ideal add -in board solution as well.
A complete high-performance VGA -com-
patible system can be built with as few as
11 chips, including memory.

The S3 GUI Accelerator enables design
of cost-effective, VGA -compatible, high-
performance graphics systems based on
VRAMs. A complete VRAM interface is
integrated on -chip, including all multiplex-
ers and serializers. The interface supports
512K and 1M of VRAM.

Featured in the 86C9 I 1 is an advanced
multiple FIFO architecture. One FIFO is
a command/data queue that maximizes
the bandwidth available to the CPU. A sec-
ond FIFO provides a reservoir for BitBlt
or screen refresh data, which improves
fundamental graphics performance.

The 86C911 is 100% register -level VGA
and backward -compatible with CGA,

Hercules and MDA standards. This en-
ables OEMs to support a single graphics
system that's compatible with most pop-
ular PC application software.

High-performance features of the
86C911 include a hardware cursor that's
fully compatible with Microsoft Windows
and OS/2 PM. It speeds up both cursor
and icon performance and accelerates all
graphics operations by eliminating the
software overhead associated with manip-
ulating the cursor. High-speed image
transfer and high-performance BitBlt
make the process of opening up windows,
re -sizing, pulling down menus, dragging
and scrolling virtually instantaneous.

The raw "hardware line drawing" speed
of the 86C911 is nearly 10 times faster than
line drawing on a super -VGA, according
to the manufacturer. Using "rectangle
fill," the process of painting the menu
background is sped up significantly. Max -
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Fig. 1. Block diagrams of S3's 86C911 GUI accelerator chip: (A) chip only and (B) chip interfaced with other devices to make up a system.
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imum rectangle -fill rates are as high as
27.5M bytes/s.

Resolutions up to 1,024 x 768 x 256
colors (non -interlaced) are supported by
the 86C911 when using 1M of VRAM. It
also supports the new XGA 640 x 480,
65,536 color mode. In addition, extended -
VGA text modes up to 132 columns x 43
rows are supported. Vertical refresh rates
up to 72 Hz eliminate annoying flicker. In-
tegrated support for Inmos and Brooktree
video-DACs and compatibles and the Si-
erra 15/16-bit/pixel video DAC, mini-
mizes the amount of glue logic normally
associated with the video-DAC interface.

S3 provides comprehensive product sup-
port, including high-performance Win-
dows 3.0 drivers, an extensive set of DOS
application drivers and OS/2 PM drivers.
An evaluation board is also available.

Simplifying Motor -Drive Design
Motorola (MD -D136, 5005 E. McDowell
Rd. Phoenix, AZ 85008) has two new mo-
tor -drive evaluation kits: the Logic to Mo-
tor Interface Kit and Analog to Motor In-
terface Kit. These Kits simplify motor -
drive design by providing completed cir-
cuitry for driving motors rated at up to V,
horsepower with control over speed in both
directions.

Typical motor applications for these
drive schemes include many types of au-
tomated industrial equipment, copy ma-
chines, printers and automobile seat posi-
tioners . Control signals to drive these
motors can be provided through either a
digital or an analog interface.

The Logic to Motor Interface Kit con-
tains an evaluation board that provides an
interface between microprocessor control
signals and the MPM3002 ICePAK com-
plementary p-channel/n-channel MOS-
FET H -bridge. This circuit provides a
ready -to -go interface design from 5 -volt
logic control signals to the H -bridge using
an MC34151 TMOS driver. The circuit
solves the important design considerations
necessary to properly drive complemen-
tary H -bridges from digital systems, in-
cluding diode snap, ground bounce, noise
suppression and lock out of invalid inputs.

The Analog to Motor Interface Kit in-
cludes an evaluation board that provides
an interface between analog control signals
and the MPM3002 ICePAK module using
an MC33033 control IC. An analog inter-
face is the obvious choice when analog cir-
cuitry provides the control signals, but it
can also be used with some digital systems
to allow the system to decouple the pro-
cessor PWM frequency from the motor
PWM frequency. The analog to motor in-
terface circuit provides a complete design
alternative, including solutions to diode
snap, ground bounce and noise suppres-
sion to properly drive the complementary

H -Bridge from analog control signals.
Each kit contains a completely assem-

bled evaluation board and supporting ap-
plication and technical literature. In addi-
tion, information on how to get software
to provide control signals for these boards
is included. The motor drive kits are avail-
able through Motorola's Literature Distri-
bution Center (1-800-441-2447) for $95.
They can be ordered using the kit numbers
KITDEVB103/D for the Logic to Motor
Interface Kit and KITDEVB118/D for the
Analog to Motor Interface Kit.

Programming Voltage
Generator
Linear Technology Corp.'s (1630 McCar-
thy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035) LT1109 S-
and 12 -volt fixed output step-up dc -to -dc
converters are available in eight -pin DIP,
SO -8 surface -mount and three -lead TO -92
packages. They require a single surface -
mount inductor, diode and capacitor to
construct a complete step-up converter.

A 12 -volt output at 60 mA (enough to
program two flash memory chips) can be
generated from a 5 -volt, ± 0.5 -volt, power
supply. Eight -pin versions also feature a
shutdown pin that reduces supply current
to just 320pA, making the device ideal for
cost -sensitive applications in which stand -

The
only
8051/52
BASIC
compiler
that is

100 %
BASIC 52
Compatible

and

has full
floating
point,
integer,
byte & bit
variables.

AC DC VOLTAGE
AC. DC CURRENT
DIODE TEST Stock No.
LOGIC TEST 990092
LED TEST GOOD/BAD
5 FREO RANGES
5 CAPACITANCE RANGES
LOW BATTERY Warning
CONTINUITY TESTBUZZER
TRANSISTOR CHECKER
20 MHZ FREQ COUNTER VISA

° KELVIN ElectronicsM/C
CI o 10 Hub Drive, Melville, NY 11747

(516) 756.1750 1 (800)6464212
FAX (516) 7564763

30 DAY
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!

Compact & Versatile

8051/8052
Microcontroller Board
For Production Applications

 Low power ( mOS technology
 Only 3.5"x4.5" with mounting holes
 Supports RS232 or RS485
 Battery -backed RAM socket
 Watchdog timer and power -fail interrupt

circuitry
 Parallel I/O: 41/2 8 -bit I/O ports
 Configurable for all known byte -wide devices
 4 Jumper -Selectable Memory Maps

603-469-3232 FAX:603-469-3530
Call for detailed brochure and quantity pricing

EINBinary Technology, Inc.
Mon St  HO 80, 67  Mentlan NH 03770 :111C

 Memory mapped variables

 In -line assembly language
option

 Compile time switch to select
8051/8031 or 8052/8032 CPUs

 Compatible with any RAM
or ROM memory mapping

 Runs up to 50 times faster than
the MCS BASIC -52 interpreter.

 Includes Binary Technology's
SXA51 cross -assembler
& hex file manip. utiL

 Extensive documentation
 Tutorial included

 Runs on IBM-PC/XT or
compatibile

 Compatible with all 8051 variants

 BXC51 $ 295.

603-469-3232
FAX: 603-469-3530

Binary Technology, Inc.
Main Street  P.O. Box 67  Meriden, NH 03770
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by current must be kept to a minimum.
Other applications for the LT1109 in-

clude 3 -to -5 -volt and 5 -to -12 -volt con-
verters and battery -sourced switching
power supplies for disk drives, PC plug-
in cards, peripherals and other battery -
powered equipment.

A gated oscillator design feature of these
devices requires no frequency compensa-
tion components. The LT1109's 130 -kHz
oscillator frequency permits using small,
lower -cost surface -mount inductors and
capacitors in the converter circuit.

Pricing for the LT1109-5 and LT1109-
12 is $2.65 in 100 -plus quantities for the
eight -pin plastic DIP and $2.90 for the
SO -8 surface -mount package.

Digital-to-Synchro/Resolver
A new versatile full-size IBM PC card de-
signed for one to six channels of digital-
to-synchro/resolver conversion is avail-
able from ILC Data Device Corporation
(105 Wilbur Pl., Bohemia, NY 11716). The
multi -channel DSC-36020 is designed for
use in test systems, high-performance
simulation systems and control systems
and can be used to accommodate many ap-
plications, including inotor control, anten-
na positioning, CNC machine tooling, ro-
bot axis control and process control.

The DSC-36020 is a standard, full-size
IBM PC/XT/AT card that accepts a digi-
tal input through memory -mapped I/O
space. Two bytes of angular information
(16 bits) are required for each converter.
Each converter is independent and can be
jumper configured to produce 6.8- or 11.8 -
volt four -conductor resolver or 11.8 -volt
three -conductor synchro information with
accuracies up to 1 arc minute.

The DSC-36020 uses either the DSC-
11520 series hybrid converters for low -
power applications or DSC-11524 series
converters if greater drive capability is re-
quired. Use of an external transformer
produces a 90 -volt output.

Demonstration software that demon-
strates the capabilities of the DSC-36020
is available. Pricing starts at $950 in one -
to -nine -piece quantities.

LED Display Driver
Maxim Integrated Products' (120 San
Gabriel Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086) new
MAX7219 eight -digit, seven -segment LED
display driver is designed to easily interface
to any microprocessor. It has a user-
friendly three -line serial interface that per-
mits multiple chips to be cascaded for
larger arrays. The serial interface has a fast
100-ns access time that permits data to be
directly loaded. Data is sent to the chip in
16 -bit packets. A typical application cir-
cuit is shown in Fig. 2.
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CLOCK OUT r
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Fig. 2. An eight -digit microprocessor display circuit arrangement using Maxim's serially
interfaced eight -digit LED display driver.

A power -saving shutdown mode in
which the supply current is only 150µA is
featured. The MAX7219 powers up in this
mode (display off) and enters normal op-
eration within 250 0. Sixteen levels of
digital brightness control are provided.
Maximum display current can be set with
an external resistor or potentiometer. Sev-
en -segment or no -decode mode is individ-
ually selectable for each digit for more flex-
ibility. The MAX7219 can be programmed
to scan between one and eight digits, with
a typical scan rate of 1300 -Hz for eight
digits. The chip also has a built-in display
test mode that turns on the display's LED
segments to test them.

The MAX7219 saves space over discrete
solutions that require multiple transistors.
It's available in 24 -pin narrow DIP and
small -outline packages and is priced at
$3.99 for 1,000 -and -up quantities.

Megabit Flash PEROM
Atmel Corp.'s (2125 O'Nel Dr., San Jose,
CA 95131) 5 -volt 1M -bit flash -type
memory is called a Flash PEROM (pro-
grammable erasable read-only memory).
The AT29C010 is organized as 128K x 8
and offers system designers speeds to 90
ns. It requires only 50 mA of current in ac-
tive mode, with standby power of 100µA.

Flash memories offered by other man-
ufacturers require both 12 and 5 volts and
use of non-standard programming algo-
rithms. Atmel's PEROM reads and pro-
grams with only 5 volts, has fast sector pro-
gramming and software write protection,
and is packaged in industry -standard

through -hole and surface -mount packages.
This device is ideal for users who have

only 5 volts in their systems or require a
nonvolatile memory with a simple user in-
terface. At 90 ns, the AT29C010 is fast
enough to eliminate wait states in today's
systems and systems that are now in the de-
sign stage.

An internal automatic erase feature
simplifies programming since the user
doesn't have to erase memory bytes to
change them. This makes erasing invisible
to the user and simplifies the programming
algorithm. Other flashes require complete
device erasure prior to any writes.

The AT29C010 is organized as 1,000
128 -byte sectors, each programmed in 10
ms. This gives the device an effective byte/
write time of 78 0. Automatic erase and
sector write give the AT29C010 its fast byte
programming speed.

This Flash PEROM fills the price and
performance gap between the difficult -to -
revise in -system EPROM and the more ex-
pensive EEPROM.

The new Atmel device is available in a
32 -pin DIP and a plastic leadless chip car-
rier (PLCC). Prices in 100 -and -up quan-
tities for 200-ns, commercial temperature
range plastic DIP and PLCC are $38.55
and $41.90, respectively. The device is also
offered in industrial and military temper-
ature ranges. In addition to the 1M -bit
flash, Atmel produces the 256K -bit AT -
29C257 that permits users to directly up-
grade to the 1M -bit as their system densi-
ty requirements increase. It's configured
32K x 8 and is pin -compatible with the
29C010.
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Computer Games By SF Sparrow

Techno-Gaming: Wing Commander II

The cinematic experience of the original
Wing Commander exploded into the air
space of computer games. It's highly -de-
tailed graphics, rousing musical score and
evolving story line flung the product into
the stratosphere of extreme high tech.
Shortly after its release, Wing Commander
was joined by succeeding installments
that continued the ever-changing story.
Dubbed the Secret Missions, these install-
ments relied on Wing Commander as its
vehicle for play. Equipped with a medium -
speed '386, an average hard drive, VGA
graphics and sound card, action -game
players had the most thrilling experience
ever to hit personal -computer gaming.
Playing Wing Commander is like partici-
pating in an exciting science -fiction movie.

Not long after Wing Commander hit the
market, Origin, its maker, announced the
coming of Wing Commander II: Revenge
of the Kilrathi. Kilrathi is the name given
to a race of warrior felines bent on univer-
sal conquest; that on the backs of enslaved
sentients, including Terrans. Wing Com-
mander's sequel was taken by some gamers
as simply more of a good thing. After all,
the original Wing Commander blew the
airlocks off every other space combat game
and most other games, too. So what was
there to improve? A new story would have
been enough.

However, sincere thanks go to game de-
signer Chris Roberts and the Wing Com-
mander team, who didn't rest on success,
even though original Wing Commander
still remains ahead of other computer

We are deep within hilrathi territory,
on a Final approach---

Ex-wingman Colonel "Angel" Devereaux orchestrates the missions.

games. Quite surprisingly, Wing Com-
mander II has so many improvements that
it's almost a new experience.

Improvements
In its original rendition, Wing Command-
er's graphics were "eye -popping." VGA
graphics were the only way to appreciate
the skillful coloring and shading that gave
low -resolution VGA so much depth that

Prince Drakkath plans the demise of humanity.

Target lock on Kilrathi fighter.

it didn't look like low -resolution VGA.
This masterful artwork was nowhere bet-
ter appreciated than when locked in dead-
ly combat with Kilrathi fighters. Highly -
detailed enemy vessels streaked by, set
against brilliant planets, nebulae and me-
teors. Explosions of enemy ships flashed
like untamed fire, leaving behind scatter-
ing debris and twisted metal.

Wing Commander II noticeably im-
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proves on graphics-a feat in itself. Graph-
ics appear to be more detailed, while evi-
dently keeping the same low -resolution
VGA. Shading is more precise, especially
when faces of game characters fill the
screen. Explosions are more spectacular,
saturated with fire and smoke. Yet the
visuals scroll and pan smoother than be-
fore. Such accomplishments make those
who are reasonably knowledgeable of pro-
gramming technique wonder exactly how
this was done.

The most significant improvement is to
Wing Commander's audio. Music in the
original game was orchestrated and well -
synchronized to action and dialogue. It ac-
companied players through danger, vic-
tory and even death. It was at times thrill-
ing, other times exciting and, yes, even sad.
But it never was obnoxious. Harmonious
music, playing duet with other more con-
ventional sounds of weapons and explo-
sions, represented a vital factor to game en-
joyment. Wing Commander II again
makes improvements-large ones. It
quantum -leaps to music plus full-fledged,
articulated digitized human speech.

The game's opening sequence amply il-
lustrates how effective can be speech and
other digitized sounds. It tells the story,
from Kilrathi point of view, of the destruc-
tion of the beloved Tiger's Claw. The Ti-
ger's Claw, as veteran players will recall,
was the pride and home of Terra's most -
capable strike force. The game's hero, you,
and a few others survive, but you're brand-
ed a coward with little opportunity to clear
your name.

The Kilrathi commander outlines his
plans for Terran conquest in a gruff man-
ner of speech that befits his his merciless
appearance. Movements of human mouth
and Kilrathi snout are well synchronized.
Other game characters, including wingmen
from missions past, have their own voices
and ways of speaking, and it's a pleasure
to hear them. Add to this another provoc-
ative musical score, more combat sounds
and digitized speech. These factors com-
bine to give another dimension to this al-
ready sensually overwhelming game.

Scintillating as it is, Wing Commander
would have been far less emphatic if not
for interesting characters and changing
story. At first, the story wasn't much: war
with the Kilrathi. No time for distracting
emotions or human problems. Just get out
there and kill some cats! That sprinkling
of plot was enough because each mission
saw a turn in plot development. A suc-
cessful mission had positive plot twists;
failures meant down -turns. Therefore, the
plot depended almost completely on the
player. In addition, the game's non -player
characters, wingmen who battled at your
side, evolved as well. Some of them even

died. An interesting comradeship formed
between wing commander and wingman.

Wing Commander II keeps the chang-
ing story and continues using the player as
focal point. But the story is deeper, more
extensive and riddled with emotion.
There's even a love interest. Furthermore,
the familiar wingmen of old return in dif-
ferent and more interesting roles. And
hearing your "old friends" talk to you via
digitized speech is unique.

What Price Sensuality?
Wing Commander undoubtedly intro-
duced a new breed of computer game that
offers direct appeal to the senses. Not only
Origin, but other game makers as well, are
planning to orchestrate sensuality of sight
and sound. Virtual reality games are right
now marching to market. As life seems to
invariably dictate, a price must be paid for
such intense stimulation. The cost, in this
case, is purchase of capable technology.

For Wing Commander fans, this means
having a '386 computer in the medium to
fast range, preferably 33 MHz; at least
20M of free disk space to accommodate
crisp, detailed graphics and perfect digi-
tized speech; and enough memory to div-
vy up between expanded for extra game
features and disk caching to help make the
game run smoother. It also means purchas-
ing the Sound Blaster sound card for which
Wing Commander's digitized speech pack-
age was solely written and placing a firm
grip around a top -of -the -line joystick that
gives sure response and solid longevity.

Getting the most out of Wing Com-
mander II may also mean buying a small
stereo amplifier just for your computer, or
maybe an extra pair of speakers as add-on
to an existing system. In the near future,
it will mean getting a CD-ROM drive, as
several game makers are working on spe-
cific applications for this medium. As you
can see, the price for participating in "tech -
no -gaming" can be steep.

It's safe to say that most home -comput-
er users don't have the upper-class ma-
chines and all the latest gadgets required
to take full benefit of Wing Commander
II. Not being well-heeled, some gamers just
have to make do until things get better. But
there's a class of computer game enthusiast
who seems to always get the newest tech-
nology, albeit sometimes at significant sa-
crifice. Wing Commander was meant for
that audience. They're the ones who'll shell
out big bucks for a good game without a
qualm. But it has to be good game.

Note that Wing Commander supports
only VGA and EGA graphics. It doesn't
work with archaic graphic standards like
CGA or Hercules. Its manufacturer rec-
ommends a fast computer and expanded

memory, which is almost unprecedented
for a game. Other game makers have also
dropped support for lesser machines and
lesser graphic formats. Some games work
with only '386 and i486 machines equipped
with VGA graphics and hard drive.

The recent shift in game methodology
is to harness the power of newer technol-
ogy. For many game players, this shift
comes none too soon. Games have lagged
pitifully behind other software develop-
ment for too long. Now, in stark contrast,
the arrival of sound cards, affordable high-
end graphics systems, lower -cost storage
space and memory at reasonable prices is
spawning a renaissance in computer games.

In the spirit of improvement and dog-
ged success, Origin is working on Special
Operations, which are future installments
for Wing Commander II. Special Opera-
tions are to Wing Commander //what the
Secret Missions were to original Wing
Commander. As I was writing this, beta
testing for Special Operations has begun.

Here's hoping that Origin and other
game producers continue the fine art of
pressing computer gaming to its technolog-
ical limits. After all, isn't that really why
computers were built?

CIRCLE NO. 98 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Bird's Eye View

Wing Commander II, $79.95
Speech Accessory Pack, $19.95
Special Operations, $39.95
Origin
110 Wild Basin Rd., Suite 330
Austin, TX 78746
Tel.: 512-328-0282

Requirements

Memory 640K
Graphics VGA, MCGA, EGA
Sound AdLib, Roland, Sound

Blaster; Speech Accessory
Pack for Sound Blaster
only

Controllers Joystick, Mouse

Evaluation

Documentation
Graphics
Learning Curve
Complexity
Playability

Good
Excellent
Short
Medium
Excellent

In Brief: An outstanding space -combat
simulation, with excellent graphics, hot
action, superb sound and a good story.
Computer gaming at its best.
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LED Display Tester (from page 55)
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Fig. 2. Actual -size etching -and -drilling guide for fabricat-
ing a printed -circuit board for the project.

power the project will be in series
with each other. When you're done,
plug the cells into the holder and use a
dc voltmeter or multimeter set to the
dc -volts function to make sure that
polarity is correct and that you ob-
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Fig. 3. Wiring guide for pc board. Most resistors mount
on -end to conserve space and individual wires must be
used to interconnect the test sockets.

tain approximately 4.5 volts.
You can house the project in any

type of enclosure that will accommo-
date the circuit -board assembly and
battery and has adequate panel space
on which to mount the TEST switch

and through which cutouts can be
made for accessing the test sockets.
Machine the enclosure as needed.
First, drill mounting holes for the
battery holder through the floor pan-
el. Then, drill mounting holes for the

PAY TV AND SATELLITE DESCRAMBLING

ALL NEW 1992 EDITION ALL NEW

It's up to the minute. All new update on cable, wireless and
satellite. Turn-ons, bypasses, circuits, chipping, bullets, bags.
dectec, liberty one, ECM's, data readers, programming, and lots
more. Our best yet. Only $15.95. Other (all different) editions
1991, 1989, Volume One (Basics) $15.95 each. MDS Handbook
$9.95. Satellite systems Under $600. 51 2.95. Any 3/$29.95 or
6/$49.95. Video $29.95. Scrambling News Monthly $24.95/yr.
Sample $3. All New Catalog $1. Shipping costs included.

Scrambling News. 1552F Hertel Ave
Buffalo. NY 14216 Voice/FAX (716)-674-2088

CODS ARE OK ADD S6

REMOVE
HARDWARE LOCKS

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT!
MAINTAIN PRODUCTIVITY!

Software utility that allows for
the removal of hardware locks.

Avaiable for most major
CAD/CAM and PCB
software programs

Easy - Simple - Guaranteed

Programs start at $99.00 U.S.
Visa and Mastercard Welcome

Call or Fax for more Information

SafeSott Systems Inc.
202-1100 Concordia Ave.
Winnipeg, Mb. R2K 4B8
Canada

Phone (204) 669-4639
FAX (204) 668-3566
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TEST switch and circuit board assem-
bly and access slots for the test sock-
ets through the top panel of the en-
closure. If you use a metal enclosure,
deburr the hole and cutouts to re-
move sharp edges.

Mount the battery holder in place
using suitable machine hardware.
Then mount the TEST switch in its
hole in the top panel, and use Y2o
spacers and 4-40 machine hardware
to mount the circuit -board assembly
to the panel.

Identify and permanently label the
pin -1 locations of both test sockets
on the top panel. One way to do this
is to very carefully drill a small hole
almost but not all the way through
the panel in each location and fill it
with white or a contrasting color
paint. As the paint dries, gently wipe
its surface away to keep it flush with
the surface of the panel.

Checkout & Use
Clip the common lead of your meter
set to the dc -volts function to the
- lug on the battery holder. Press
and hold down the TEST switch but-

ton as you touch the "hot" probe to
pin 16 of all three IC (not test) sockets
and observe the readings obtained. If
you fail to obtain a reading of ap-
proximately + 4.5 volts at any or all
pins, release the TEST switch button
and correct the problem. Do not pro-
ceed until you're sure the circuit is
properly wired.

Plug the ICs into their respective
sockets. Make sure each is correctly
oriented and that no pins overhang
the sockets or fold under between ICs
and sockets.

If you have one handy, test a
known -good LED numeric display
with the project. If everything is
okay, all LED segments will light. If
not, you'll have to correct the prob-
lem so that all segments do light when
the display is again tested.

In use, remember that 16 -pin test
socket SO2 accommodates all 0.3 "
and 0.4" LED numeric displays.
Though these displays usually have
only 14 pins on them, use of a 16 -pin
socket gives the LED Display Tester
the ability to accommodate newer dis-
plays that in the future might have 16
pins on them.

Also keep in mind that 24 -pin
socket SO/ accommodates "jum-
bo" -size LED displays that have up
to 20 pins on them. If you wish, you
can make pins 11 through 14 on this
socket duplicates of pins 1, 2, 23 and
24 to eliminate any "dead" pins.

To test a LED numeric display,
press it against the contacts on the
appropriate test socket and press the
button on the TEST switch and ob-
serve the display. If any or all seg-
ments fail to light, the LED is bad.
It's as simple as that. One final note:
You won't obtain full brightness on
some older displays because the Test-
er strobes from a somewhat low pow-
er source. However, the display
should be bright enough to show the
condition of the various segment ele-
ments in it.

The next time you go bargain hunt-
ing for LED numeric displays, bring
along your LED Numeric Display
Tester. You won't be sorry you did
when you come home with only fully
operational displays. Your first buy-
ing expedition is likely to save you as
much money as it cost you to build
the project.

USE YOUR FREE
INFORMATION CARD

Free Product Information

Readers can obtain free information on
products advertised, as well as for
some editorially mentioned products.
Simply circle the appropriate number
printed below an advertisement onto
the CC "Free Information Service"
card bound into this issue. After filling in
your name and address, just mail the
postpaid card. Your request will be for-
warded directly to the advertiser with a
mailing label prepared by our reader -
service department.

Order Back Issues of

ComputetCraft

DOS IN ROM!
Tired of waiting for the
Prompt? Speed up with an
MVS ROM Drive. Boot
Instantly! Also used for
Diskiess Workstations and
Embedded control. Easy
to install half-size card.
64k $95
360k $200
1.44m $300
PROM Programmer $95

MerrimackValleySystems
Box 850 Merrimack NH

Phone: (508) 792 9507

$95

WORLDS SMALLEST PC I
robots-alarms-datalog

3 Easy Steps:
1. Develop, debug on PC
2. Download, test in SBC
3. Burn PROM, stand alone
-LCD port -3 ser 2 par
-Keyboard in -PC bus
-Battery or 5v -BIOS option
-Real Tm CIk -LED display
Use Turbo C, BASIC, MASM

8088 SBC $95
CIRCLE NO. 69 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

ProtoQuick Z8 and 8051
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ProtoOulek Z8 and 8051

$99.00 ....
Solt re
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.15.1 USA
(513) 561-2060

NOW - THE ALL NEW URDA®, INC.

SDK -386T"
'386 is a trademark of Intel Corporation. Used by permission.

32 BIT MICROPROCESSOR TRAINER
AND DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

With optional 80387 Floating Point Coprocessor, 16 Kbytes of EPROM tor
Monitor, Utilities and User Expansion, 32 Kbytes of Static RAM, 508

Matrix Keypad, 40 Character x 2 Une Dot Matrix Liquid Crystal Display
with Optional Accesssories.

Also available:

the 8 Bit SDK -85 and the 16 Bit SDK -86

Coming in 1992:

the 8 Bit SDK -51 Microcontroller

CALL URDA R:, INC.
1-800-338-0517 or (412) 683-8732

URDA. , Inc. Has Additional Single Board Products:

8086 68000 68020 68030 32010 D S P
With Cross Assemblers for MS-DOS Computers
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ComputerCraft Mart

In Computer Sci

 ALL COURSES BY CORRESPONDENCE

 Increase your earning power
 Join students from leading

computer companies
 Ada course available
For free information call
1 -800-767-2427

AMERICAN
INSTITUTE

COMPUTER
SCIENCES

B.S. & M.B.A.
In Business Administration
A Chadwick University degree program can help you

achieve a more successful future:
 B.S. and M.B.A. programs in Business Administration.
 ALL COURSES BY CORRESPONDENCE.
 Join students from Fortune 500 companies
 Increase your earning power.

Call for our free bulletin:
1-800-767-2423
orNI ChAdwick Univemly

UNIVERSITY

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
* CONVERTERS *

and ACCESSORIES.

SAVE
DON'T RENTf

PANASONIC, JERROLD, OAK,
PIONEER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA

AND MORE LOWEST PRICES. FREE CATALOG.

CABLE READY
COMPANY (800) 234.1006

To Order Back
Issues

Send $3.50 Per Issue (Check,
Money Order, Mastercard,
VISA, And AMEX).

Send All Correspondence To:

CQ Communications
76 North Broadway
Hicksville, NY 11801

Or Call
516-681-2922

Classified Commercial Rates: $1 per word, 15 -word minimum ($15.00) prepaid. (Word

count includes name and address; ZIP code and abbreviation each count as one word;

P.O. Box number and telephone number count as two words each.) Indicate free cate-

gory heading (Computers, Software, Electronics, Video or Miscellaneous). A special
heading is available for a $6 surcharge. First word only is set boldface caps at no charge.

Add 25¢ for each additional boldface word.
Non -Commercial Rates: FREE to subscribers, as space permits; maximum 15 words. A

recent COMPUTERCRAFT mailing label must accompany ad.

(All advertisers with P.O. Box addresses must supply permanent address and telephone

number. Copy is subject to publisher approval.)
Mailing Information: Copy must be received by the publisher by the 25th of the third

month preceding the cover date. Send Advertising material with check or money order or

credit card information (Visa or MasterCard only) with number and expiration date to:
COMPUTERCRAFT, Classified Department, 76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801.

COMPUTERS

$35 RING DIRECTOR PC SOFTWARE al-
lows Fax and Modem or Modem and Answer-
ing Machine to share one phone line. Also
calls pocket pager whenever phone messages
are received. As seen in ComputerCraft, Page
14, June 1991. Call 1-800-325-7379.

COMPUTER PROFIT SECRETS RE-
VEALED Discover many homebased busi-
nesses free information. SASE to: Sun Pub-
lishing, Suite 175A 5889 Kanan Road, Agou-
ra, CA 91301.

TEMPERATURE -SENSOR, lm cable. Fits
any 8052BASIC board. Software, assembled
PCB, $18.00 LOGTROLLER, Data logger
and controller. Plans, $12.00. 8748, 68705,
BAREBOARDS,$9.00. TENSOR, Box
2543-C, Thunder Bay, Ontario, P7B 5G1.

20,000 + IBM-PC Public Domain and Share-
ware Programs. 1.2Mb Diskette Catalog -
$3.00. 400+ Page Catalog - $17.95 (refund-
able). Individual programs / bulk. TELE-
CODE P.O. Box 6426 -CC, Yuma, AZ
85366-6426.

USED TECHNICAL BOOKS: COMPUT-
ERS, DATA MANUALS, ELECTRONICS,
ETC. LIST: $1.00 (STAMPS OK) SOFT -
WAVE, DEPT CC, 1515 SASHABAW, OR-
TONVILLE, MI 48462.

NEVER anything like it before! THE LIT-
TLE BLACK BOOK OF COMPUTER VI-
RUSES teaches you how to create living vi-
ruses, with working examples and complete
source code. 196 pages. $14.95 ppd. American
Eagle Publications, Box 41401-R, Tucson, AZ
85717.

80C52 -BASIC microcontroller board. BASIC
interpreter, 32K RAM, 16K EPROM,
EPROM programmer, RS232, expansion con-
nector. Bare board with manual, schematics
$19.95 + $3 P&H. 80C52 -BASIC micropro-
cessor chip $24.95 + $1 P&H. Assembled and
tested $119.95 + $5 P&H. MD residents in-
clude sales tax. SASE for info. Prologic De-
signs, P.O. Box 19026, Baltimore, MD 21204.

SOFTWARE

FREE IBM PD and Shareware disk catalog.
Low prices since 1988! ASP Approved Ven-
dor. Finto Software, Dept CC, Route 2 Box
44, Rosebud, TX 76570.

ENGINEERING PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFT-
WARE. For IBM PC's and clones. 5'/ and
3'/ inch. All categories. Engineering, CAD,
Desktop Publishing, Languages, Business,
Graphics, Spreadsheets, Word Processors,
Church, Home. Sector Systems Company,
416 Ocean, Marblehead, MA 01945. 617-
639-2625.

CWBS

P.C. MODEM CLUB Correspond with Crea-
tive Modem users, LINK/UP with ENTHUS-
IAST Nationwide, FREE Membership, Send
$1 for application & postage to P.O. Box
4534, Waterbury, CT 06704. Also, List FAX
and 1-900 numbers.

ELECTRONICS

SURVEILLANCE - COUNTERSURVEIL-
LANCE. Guaranteed lowest prices! Unbeliev-
able, Detectors, Jammers, Transmitters,
Phone Security, Cameras, Personal Protec-
tion, Books, More! Huge catalog $5.00 (Re-
fundable) PROTECTOR P.O. Box 520294-B,
Salt Lake City, UT 84152.

VIDEOCIPHER II/Satellite/Scanner/Cable
Repair Manuals, Modification Books/Soft-
ware. Catalog - $3.00. TELECODE P.O. Box
6426 -CC, YUMA, AZ 85366-6426.

KENWOOD & ICOM Service Bulletins.
175 + pages covering all models. $33.95 Cata-
log - $3.00. CODs 602-782-2316/ FAX 602-
343-2141. TELECODE Box 6426 -CC, Yuma,
AZ 85366-6426.

SURVEILLANCE, countersurveillance de-
vice plans. Large selection. State of art de-
signs. Free literature. Stackhouse, 440 Dayton
Towers A816, Dayton, OH 45410-1143.
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CABLE TEST CHIPS. S -A 8550, S -A 8500 -
310, 311, 320, 321 (specify) - $33.95. S -A
8580/338 - $69.95. TOCOM 5503/07 VIP -
$33.95. TELECODE P.O. Box 6426 -CC,
YUMA, AZ 85366-6426.

UNIVERSAL MICROPROCESSOR SIMU-
LATOR/DEBUGGER 1.2 each set $65. Sim-
ulates Z80, Z8, 8051, 8085, Motorola 68 -ser-
ies, and 65CO2. Features line assembler, disas-
sembler and debugging utilites. ROMY-8
EPROM EMULATOR $140. Emulates 2716-
27256 EPROMs. J&M Inc. 83 Seaman Road,
West Orange, NJ 07052. TEL: 201-325-1892.

PC MOTION CONTROL KIT -Easy inter-
face to IBM PC. Includes: Stepper Motor,
Components, Plans and Software Tips
$29.98. Stepper Motors $14.98. Send check in-
cluding $3.00 S/H to BST Co. P.O. Box 570,
Bellingham, MA 02019.

VIDEO

VHS -VCR Repair Solutions Sets I, 11, III, IV,
V, VI. Each contains 150 symptoms and cures,
updated cross reference chart, free assistance,
$11.95 each all six $59.95. Eagle Electronics
Box A, 52053 Locks Lane, Granger, IN 46530.

TV NOTCH FILTERS PHONE RECORD-
ING EQUIPMENT, BROCHURE $1.00. MI-
CRO THinc. BOX 63/6025, MARGATE, FL
33063. 1-305-752-9202.

MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR VIDEO
CAMERA Amazing homebased profits. A
true financial steamroller. Learn today now.
SASE to: Sun Publishing, Suite 175B 5889
Kanan Rd., Agoura, CA 91301.

CABLE T.V. DESCRAMBLERS, Convert-
ers, Guaranteed, LOWEST PRICES, All
brands Available, CNC Concepts Inc., PO
Box 34503, Minneapolis, MN 55434. 1-800-
535-1843.

CABLE TV EQUIPMENT

CABLE TV converters and descramblers dis-
count center. Jerrold, Tocom, Hamlin, Scien-
tific, Atlanta, Oak, Zenith. Order your today
800-962-6836.

CABLE

ACTIVATE your Jerrold, Tocom, or Zenith
Box (Fully) in just minutes. Test chips only
$50.00. No CA. Sales. Orders Call 1-800-452-
7090. Information 310-867-0081.

JERROLD Test chips for Starcom 6 and 7. In-
stalls in just minutes only $50.00. No CA.
Sales. Orders 1-800-452-7090. Information
310-867-0081.

MISCELLANEOUS

ASIAN LADIES want correspondence for
friendship, marriage. SUNSHINE INTER-
NATIONAL -Dept. TW, Box 5500, Kailua-
Kona, Hawaii 96745. (808) 325-7707.

MORSE Code? No Problem. You can in-
crease your speed, no matter how many times
you've failed before. Results guaranteed when
you follow the instructions. PASS Publish-
ing's CW Mental -Block Buster program helps
you explode mental blocks that hold you back.
Based on 40 years of research, the CW Mental -
Block Buster uses guided meditation, dynamic
visualizations, and powerful affirmations to
blast through mental blocks. You can do
code! That means new bands, more contacts,
more fun! (This is not a CW practice tape.)
The CW Mental -Block Buster audio cassette
and practice booklet are only $24.95 ppd. in
the US (NY residents add $2.00 sales tax). In-
fo: 516-584-8164. PASS Publishing, P.O. Box
570, Stony Brook, NY 11780.

RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT TEAM
will take your product ideas and create it.
Confidentiality assured. Call B & R Electron-
ics, Atlanta GA, 404-631-4689.

ATTRACTIVE ORIENTAL LADIES seek-
ing correspondence, marriage. Professional
introductions since 1984. Asian Experience,
Box 12114TZ, Novato, CA 94948. (415) 897-
2742.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS AND ELEC-
TRONICS EQUIPMENT. Home and busi-
ness. Catalog $3. (Refundable) B&R Enter-
prise, P.O. Box 662, Portage, MI 49081.

FREE REPORT! Earn $975.00 per day or
more using a personal computer! Write:
C.N.E.C., 153 Princeton, Dover, NJ 07801.

IDEAS WANTED

INVENTORS! Can you patent and profit
from your idea? Call AMERICAN INVEN-
TORS CORP. for free information. Serving
inventors since 1975. 1-800-338-5656.

MILITARY SURPWS

TELEVISION Radio Radar Fax Antenna
Navigation and Scope surplus equipment. Full
sales catalogs. Send $6. VLSI 4960 Jasper
Avenue North, Lake Elmo, MN 55042.

ComputerCraft

SUBSCRIBE NOW
AND SAVE

1 YEAR - $18.97
2 YEARS - $36.00
3 YEARS - $53.00
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- Software Science 87

78 Teci 72
79 URDA 87
80 U.S. Cyberlabs 26
140 Unicorn Electronics 7

81,82 Vail Silicon Tools 75,77
83 Viejo Publications 39
84 Worldwide Cable 65

i4
-0.

We'd like to see your company listed here
too. Contact Eric Teitelbaum or Margaret
Milanese at 516-681-2922 to work out an ad-
vertising program tailored to suit your
needs.
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If You're Serious
About a Future in

Electronics, Ensure that
Future wide the Best
Educational lksaining

Available.

FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR CIE HOME
STUDY COURSE CATALOG AND
RECEIVE A FREE 24 PAGE CIE
ELECTRONICS SYMBOL HANDBOOK!

Includes hundreds of tit most frequently
used electronic symbols. Published by
CIE exclusively for our student; and
alumni. Yours free when you
request a CIE Course Catalog.



If you want to learn about electron-
ics, and earn a good income with that
knowledge then CIE is your best
educational value.

CIE's reputation as the world
leader in home study electronics is
based solely on the success of our
graduates. And we've earned that
reputation with an unconditional
commitment to provide our students
with the very best electronics
training.

Just ask
any of the
150,000 -plus
graduates of
the Cleveland
Institute of
Electronics
who are
working in
high -paying
positions with
aerospace,
computer,
medical,
automotive
and communi-
cation firms
throughout the
world.

They'll tell you success didn't
come easy...but, it did come....thanks
to CIE. And today, a career in elec-
tronics offers more opportunities and
greater rewards than ever before.

CIE's COMMITTED TO BEING
THE BEST....IN ONE
AREA....ELECTRONICS.
CIE isn't another be -everything -to -
everybody school. We teach only one
subject and we believe we're the best
at what we do. Also, CIE is accredited
by the National Home Study Council.
And with more than a 1,000 gradu-
ates each year, we're the largest
home study school specializing
exclusively in electronics. CIE has
been training career -minded students
like yourself for nearly 60 years and
we're the best at our subject
ELECTRONICS ... BECAUSE IT'S THE
ONLY SUBJECT WE TEACH!

CIE PROVIDES YOU WITH A
LEARNING METHOD SO
GOOD, IT'S PATENTED.
CIE's Auto -programmed lessons are a
proven learning method for building
valuable electronics career skills. Each
lesson is designed to take you step-by-
step and principle -by -principle. And
while all CIE lessons are designed for
independent study, CIE's instructors
are personally available to assist you

with just a toll -
free call. The
result is practical
training... the
kind of experi-
ence you can put
to work in today's
marketplace.

LEARN BY
DOING...WITFI
STATE-OF-
THE-ART
FACILITIES
AND
EQUIPMENT.
In 1969, CIE

pioneered the first Electronics Labora-
tory course and in 1984, the first
Mircoprocessor Laboratory course.
Today, no other home study school
can match CIE's state-of-the-art equip-
ment and training. And all your
laboratory equipment, books, and
lessons are included in your tuition.
It's all yours to use while you study at
home and for on -the -job after
graduation.

PERSONALIZED
TRAINING....TO MATCH YOUR
BACKGROUND.
While some of our students have a
working knowledge of electronics
others are just starting out. That's
why we've developed twelve career
courses and an A.A.S. Degree program
to choose from. So, even if your not
sure which electronics career is best
for you, CIE can get you started with

WHY CHOOSE CIE FOR YOUR TRAINING?
 150,000 successful graduates from every country around the world.
 Only CIE rewards you for fast study. CIE offers an Associate Degree

program based on actual study time used. The faster you complete your
degree the less your overall tuition.

 State-of-the-art laboratory equipment is yours to keep and it comes
assembled, ready for hands-on experiments.

 Approved for educational benefits under the G.I. Bill for veterans and other
eligible persons.

 Upon graduation, CIE offers free preparation to pass the Certified
Electronics Technician Exams.

core lessons applicable to all areas of
electronics. And every CIE course you
take earns you credit towards comple-
tion of your Associate in Applied
Science Degree. So you can work
toward your degree in stages or as
fast as you wish. In fact, CIE is the
only school that actually rewards you
for fast study, which can save you
thousands of dollars.

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR CIE COURSE
CATALOG AND WE'LL SEND YOU A
FREE 24 PAGE CIE ELECTRONICS
SYMBOL HANDBOOK!

YES! I want to get started.
Send me my CIE school catalog includ-
ing details about the Associate Degree
Program. (For your convenience, CIE
will have a representative contact you -
there is no obligation.)

Name:

Address

City: State:

Zip: Age:

Phone No.

Check box for G.I. Bulletin Benefits
Veteran Active Duty

II/12713
CLEVELAND
INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRONICS
1776 East 17th Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
(216) 781-9400

A school of thousands
A class of one.

Since 1934

A027 III



TO ORDER (800) 531 5369 FAX (512) 637-3264 TO ORDER (800) 531-5369 FAX (512) 637-3264 TO ORDER (800) 531.5369 FAX (512) 637-3264 TO ORDER (800) 531.5369 FAX (512) 637-3264
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AltexElectronics,Inc,
TO ORDER CALL 1(800) 531 5369 gl:a MasterCard

.

MAIL ORDER DEPT., 11342 IH-35 NORTH, SAN ANTONIO, TX 78233 - (512) 637-3200; HOURS 7AM-7PM M -F, 10-2PM SAT. FAX (512) 637-3264
TERMS: No surcharges on credit cards. For CO D. orders add 55. CO D orders are cash or certified check only Minimum C 0 D order is $25 P 0's accepted from approved accounts Government Institutional and Corporate

purchase orders welcome. FAX your order for faster service. All orders under $99 will be assessed a $3 handling charge. Orders over $99 or more no handling charges. All shipping charges are

F 0 B San Antonio. Texas and will be added to invoice. Texas residents add 81 4% sales tax. All returns require RMA# and we ask that all returns are sent back in the same condition in which you received them A '5°0 mstockmg

fee will be assessed on product that is returned in non -resaleable condition. Prices and product descriptions subject to change. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING. Products are trademarks of their

respective companies We are not responsible for typographical errors In a hurry, Federal Express your order 2nd Day Economy $8 uo to 201bs Overnight Priority $17 50 up to 20Ibs

co cot%

Part#

D11 -XT

D11XT-640

DFI286-12/E

DFI286-16/E

MB386SX

MB386-25

MB386-33C

MB486-33

MOTHER BOARDS

Description
Turbo 10 MHz Mini XT

Motherboard
Same as D11 -XT
w/640K installed
12 MHz 286 Mini

Motherboard
16 MHz 286 Mini

Motherboard
Turbo 386 16 MHz

SX Motherboard

386 25 MHz
Motherboard
386 33 MHz
Motherboard
486 33 MHz
Motherboard

Each

$69

$109

$99

$109

$229

$369

$459

$799

MEMORY BOARDS
All memory boards come with 0 K. Call for

pricing with memory.

Part#
MEMO -576

MEGALITH

IFC-47A

IFC-60

IFC-60A

IFC-62

IFC-64

Description Each

576K Ramboard $23

Enhanced EMS $119

Memory Board. 4 MEG AT
BOCA 128K AT $79

Memory Board

AT Plus Up to $119

8 MEG RAM
AT Memory Board $119

8 MEG Using SIMMS
PS -2 MOD 50 $129

60 EMS up to 2 MEG
PS -2 - EMS

up to 2 MEG

$99

IIT MATH CO -PROCESSORS

2C87-12
2C87-20

3C87-16SX

3C87-20SX

3C87.25
3C87-33

For 286 up to 12.5 MHz
For 286 up to 20 MHz
For 386SX up to

16 MHz

For 386SX up to
20 MHz
For 386 up to 25 MHz
For 386 up to 33 MHz

$78

84

109

119

169

179

CALL FOR PRICING ON
DYNAMIC MEMORY

AND MEMORY MODULES

TO ORDER (800) 531-5369

DISK CONTROLLER BOARDS

Part#

IFC-16

IFC-14

IFC-15

IFC-24

IFC-26

IFC-27-2

IFC-27X

IFC-28

IFC-29

IFC-54

ST -01

ST -02

IN -2000

Description
2 Floppy Controller
Board XT AT

2 Floppy Controller
Board PC XT

Disk I 0 Board Serial.
Parallel. Clock. Game PC/XT
Fixed Disk MFM 2 Floppy
Controller AT
Floppy, Fixed Disk RLL
Controller AT
AT 2 IDE. 2'Floppy Controller
XT 2 IDE Controller
XT MFM Hard Drive
Controller Board

RLL Fixed Disk
Controller Board PC XT

Add On Floppy
Board XT AT

8 Bit SCSI Controller
8 Bit SCSIFloppy
Controller Board
16 Bit SCSI Hard/Floppy

EXPANSION BOARDS

Part# Description
IFC-12 Serial Board PC. XT

IFC-12A Second Serial Port Kit for
IFC-12

IFC-25 2 Serial. Parallel. Game
Board XT AT

IFC-13 Parallel Board XT AT

IFC-19 Clock Board PC XT

IFC-19B Chipchip for PC XT

IFC-20 Game Board
XT AT. 2 Ports

COMMUNICATION BOARDS

Part# Description
MS -400A Multi -Serial Board

for PC/AT

MS -422A Dual RS -232 422

Serial Card for PC AT

MU -440 Multi -User Board

Each
$25

513

$25

$55

$59

$19

$69

$47

$57

$49

$29

$47

$225

Each
$11

$6

$16

$9

$10

$24
$9

Each
$99

$69

$139

VIDEO BOARDS

Part#
IFC-32

IFC-33

IFC-42
IFC-42C
VG -7000

FAX (5121 637-3264

Description
Mono Board
w'printer port XT/AT

Color Graphics
w/printer port XT AT
640x480 VGA Card

BOCA Super VGA Card
Super VGA w/512K

Each
$16

$25

$69

$159

$139

RM9502

RE -9514

RE1520

Part#
MON-05

MON-06
MON-10

MON-07

VISA

Monochrome PS/2 $149

(800 x 350, 400. 480)
Super VGA (1024 x 768) $359

Unlimited Colors
15" Super VGA Monitor $469

Noninterlaced u. to 10245768)

Description
Monochrome TTL
Amber 12"
Paper White TTL 14"

CGA/RGB
(640 x 240) 14"
VGA .41 Dot Pitch
(640 x 480) 14"

POWER

SUPPLIES

$112

$239

$269

PS -150 150 watt XT Power Supply $32

PS-150UL Same as PS -150 - UL Listed $69

PS -200M 200 watt XT power Supply $36

PS-200MUL Same as PS -200M - UL Listed$89
PS -200 200 watt AT Power Supply $42

PS -2000L Same as PS -200 - UL Listed $89

PS -220 220 watt Vertical Case
Power Supply $79

PS-230UL 230 watt Vertical Case $99

Power Supply - UL Listed
PS-200MINI 200 watt Baby Vertical Case

Power Supply $59

DISK DRIVES

Part#
DDD-04

DDD-05

DDH-06

DDH-09

DDH-10

DDH-11

RAM
FP-BLK

Description Each

5 1 4 inch DSDD

360K black faceplate $59

51/4 inch DSDD
360K beige faceplate $59

5 1.-4 inch DSHD

1.2MB beige faceplate $59

3 1-2 inch 720K beige

w/brkt $68

3 1/2 inch t.44MB
beige w/brkt $59

Same as DDH-10 without $55

5-1/4" mounting bracket.

Fits in 3-1/2" bay
AT Drive Rail Kit
1-2 Height Black

Faceplate

$1.99

$2.49

3 1 2" DRIVE MOUNTING KITS
Mounts a 3 1/2" drive in a 5 1 4" half -height
drive bay.
Part# Description Each
5.25KITFD Floppy Drive Kit $9.95

5.25KITHD Hard Drive Kit $9.95

TO ORDER (8001 531-5369 FAX 1512) 637-3264

CIRCLE NO. 103 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

COMPUTER CASES

Part# Description
STC-03 Baby AT Case

STC-04 Regular AT Case

DAB -103 DFI Slimline Case
w/200 Watt Power Supply

STC-05 Baby Vertical w/200 Watt

Power Supply

Medium Vertical Case
w/230 Watt Power Supply

CASE-TH8 Regular Vertical

w 250 Watt Power Supply

Each

$39

$59

$139

$89

$119

$249

KEYBOARDS

KBY-60 AT Style 10 Function Keys $19

XT or AT
KBY-39 Enhanced Style

12 Function Keys XT or AT

K-156 (XT.AT) $35

101 keys with regular footprint for XT or AT.
Size: 20 1/21 x 7 7 81IV x 1 13 16"H.

K-160 Narrow Footprint $36

101 keys XT or AT.
Size: 1812"L x 61/2"W x 1 5/16"H.
K-158 Small Footprint $43

101/102 keys. 22 percent smaller than regular
footprint.
Size: 15 141 x 7 7/8"W x 1 13 16"H.
K-158-1 Small Footprint

Spanish Language

$49

$47

HARD DRIVES

Part#
ST -225

ST -238

ST -251

ST -157

ST -3096A

ST -296N

ST -1144A

ST -1239A

ST -1239N

TO ORDER (800) 531-5369

Description
20 MB MFM 65 MS
Hard Drive 5-14"
30 MB RLL 65 MS
Hard Drive 5-1/4" $219

40 MB MFM 28 MS
Hard Drive 5-1 4" $ 259

40 MB 28 MS IDE
Hard Drive 3-1/2" $199

80 MB IDE 15 MS
Hard Drive 3-1'2" $309

84 MB SCSI 19 MS
Hard Drives -1/4" $369

130 MB IDE 19 MS $419

Hard Drive 3-1/2"

210 MB IDE 15 MS $639

Hard Drive 3-1 2"

204 MB SCSI 15 MS $649

10MPBS Data Transfer Rate
Hard Drive 3-1/2"

FAX (512) 637-3264

Each

$199


